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Abstract
This thesis desctibes the development of a conthiuous-wave (cw), diode pumped,
repetitively Q-switched Nd:YLF laser, and its application as a pump source for non-linear
optical frequency converters and optical parametric oscillators (OPO’s), with typical pulse
widths of several tens of nanoseconds and repetition rates in the kHz region.
At the core of this thesis is the proposal and realisation of a novel rhombic Nd: YLF slab
geometry, which is pumped by two 20W cw AlGaAs diode arrays, each focused by means
of 3 lenses into a folded resonator path. The novelty of this adaptation is that it uses
Yttrium Lithium Fluoride (YLF), known for its comparatively low tensile strength, as the
Neodymium host crystal, by addressing and solving the thermal stress fracture problem in
YLF for pump powers up to 20W per surface in an end-pumped configuration. With the
excellent beam quality, high average output power and short pulses achieved, Nd: YLF has
been established as an excellent material for high density, diode pumped, Q-switched
lasers at 1047nm,
With identical slabs coated for 132Inm operation also available, the peifoimance and laser
parameters such as crossection, linewidth and thermal lensing for these two transitions
were compared. The pronounced change in the thermal lensing of the 1321nm transition
led to an investigation of excited state upconversion (FSA) in Nd:YLF at 1047 and
1321nm under cw and Q-switched operation. The excellent access to the pumped volume
made not only a time dependent spectral analysis of the visible and near UV fluorescence
bands possible, but also permitted a spatial analysis of the different up-conversion areas.
This pump density and laser u ansition dependent loss mechanism has implications on the
end-effect governed lensing, upper state lifetime and Q-switched pulse form.
The low threshold, high repetition rate conversion schemes realised during this thesis
expanded the spectral cover of the lp.m pump laser from the near UY (349nm) at one end
of the spectrum over the green (523.5nm) and 1.5|xm region up to the near infrared at
3.445qm. The progress in this area lies not in the well known phase match configuration
of the materials used such as KTP, KTA and LBO, but in the adaptation of these non
linear converters and non-critically phase matched (NCPM) OPO’s to achieve high
conversion efficiencies at low pulse energies (typically less than ImJ, 40kW). With
average output powers in the green of 3W (-60% conversion from the IR at 6kHz
repetition rate), 750mW in the UV, IW at 1.54|j,m and 280mW at 3.44p,m it has been
demonstrated that the high average output power of the repetitively Q-switched system can
be preserved in the up- and down-converted radiation.
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Introduction - Chapter 1

C hapter L
Introduction

S in c e the first observation of stim ulated emission u n d er pulsed optical
p u m p in g in N eodym ium doped Y ttrium Lithium Fluoride (Nd:YLF) at 1047
and 1053nm w as rep o rted by H arm er, Linz et aL [1] in 1967, 29 years ago,
Nd:YLF has come a long w ay in becom ing one of the leading diode pum ped
solid state laser m aterials of recent years. It took another 6 years before the
m aterial quality of this anisotropic laser m aterial w as sufficient to allow the
grow th of a 5cm long c-axis rod, to enable com parison w ith the then already
m atu red N eo d y m iu m d o p ed Y ttrium A lum inium G arnet (Nd:YAG) in a
flashlam p pum p ed laser [2 ]. At this stage Nd:YAG w as still the superior laser
material, w ith better optical quality.
By then the spectroscopic data of Nd:YLF w as well docum ented [3], and in
particular its lower crossection (by a factor of two), com bined w ith its 2.5 times
longer up p er state lifetime, set Nd:YLF aside as a m edium gain m aterial w hen
com pared to the high gain m aterial NdiYAG. The strength of m edium gain
m aterials are in their energy storage capability. The reduced crossection has
distinct advantages in am plifier design, due to the later onset of am plified
spontaneous em ission, w hile the longer fluorescence lifetime is an im portant
advantage in repetitively or quasi-cw pum ped Q-sw itched lasers. The relation
betw een the average o u tp u t pow er, Fav, of a repetitively Q-sw itched laser and
its cw o u tp u t pow er level. Few, can be approxim ated by:
C =

>

P„= P^f'C

(1.1)

w here / is the repetition rate and %the lifetime of the laser transition.
For low repetition rates {f% «

1) the energy per pulse stays constant, while the

average pow er decreases linearly w ith the repetition rate and the u p p er state
lifetime defines the m axim um extractable pulse energy.
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The first cw flashlam p pum p ed operation of NdiYLF w as reported in 1982 by
Chicklis, Jensen et al. [4]. In that comparison w ith Nd:YAG the advantage of an
expected lower cw threshold in Nd:YLF was confirmed. The cw threshold of a
laser material scales w ith the inverse of the product of crossection and lifetime,
assuming identical experimental conditions and pum ping efficiencies.

fTAn.(I'AG)

(TT(yLF)

( 1 .2 )

The predicted ratio of 0.65 w as som ew hat lower than the m easured ratio of
0.85, and Nd:YAG still exhibited substantially higher slope efficiencies in multim ode operation (0.75% as com pared to 0.4% for Nd:YLF). This difference in
slope efficiency was attributed to a low er pum ping efficiency into the upper
laser level caused by a low er in teg rated line stren g th a n d /o r q u antum
efficiency of the p u m p bands u n d er flashlam p p u m p ed conditions. M ore
im portant, how ever, was the superior perform ance of Nd:YLF under TEMoo
operation, enforced by intra-cavity aperturing, due to its higher single spatial
m ode volum e, w hich was a factor of four times larger than that of Nd:YAG.
Jensen et al. therefore concluded th at the com bination of w eaker therm al
lensing, polarised output and higher fluorescence lifetime w ould m ake Nd:YLF
an exceptional Q -switched laser m aterial, especially w ith regard to non-linear
conversion schemes, due to the intrinsic polarisation properties of the material.
A prognosis w hich has now been fully realised, due to high pow er, diode
pum ping of Nd:YLF.
The transition from flashlam p to diode-pum ping of Nd:YLF lasers started in
1986 w ith Fan, Byer et al. reporting a cw single-stripe diode end-pum ped
Nd:YLF laser [5], w ith sub mW threshold, overall conversion efficiencies
a p p ro ach in g 30%, an d 8 m W of o u tp u t pow er for 1047nm operation.
Tem perature tuned intracavity doubling in Lithium N iobate (MgOiLiNbOa)
achieved 150{iW at 523.5nm and indicated the future advances which could be
expected from the com bination of highly efficient diode p u m p ed solid state
lasers and non-linear optics.
The use of narrow b an dw idth (typical 2-3nm FWHM for high pow er arrays)
sem i-conductor diode lasers as the pum p source for Nd:YLF rem oved the
problem of the low er p um ping efficiency in YLF, as com pared to YAG under
flashlam p pum ping, by pum ping directly into one of the tw o m ain absorption
lines of Nd:YLF at 791 and 797nm. W ith the advances in the ou tp u t pow er of
GaAlAs diodes, the next m ajor step in d io d e-p u m p ed solid-state laser
2
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developm ent w as the use of a lOW cw linear diode array for end-pum ping
Nd:YAG, by Shannon & W allace in 1991 [6 ]. The strong asym m etry in the
o u tp u t of the d io d e bar, w hich h ad an ap ertu re of 10 m m x 1 pm , w as
transform ed by a 3-element focusing optic in order to allow end-pum ping.
P u m p p o w er densities of several kW concentrated w ith in a few cubic
m illim etres of the neodym ium host crystal places extrem e dem ands on the
host crystal quality. The high efficiency of the end-pum ped design started to
suffer setbacks at these p u m p pow er levels, due to changes in the optical
properties of the host crystal, caused by the therm al gradients w ithin the gain
region [7]. As therm al stress fracture of the host crystal at these p um p densities
becom es a real concern, the early high pow er w ork concentrated on YAG
lasers, w hich have the im portant advantage over YLF of a m uch better therm al
shock param eter, R, w hich is a figure of m erit for the therm o-m echanical
properties of a crystal.
A t the start of this work, in the beginning of 1992, St. A ndrew s University took
delivery of one of the first couple of 20W cw-diode array-bars commercially
available in Europe. Even at p um p pow er levels of 20W, only lOmJ of energy
are delivered into the pum p bands w ithin the fluorescence lifetime of NdiYLF.
In the case of Nd:YAG this value m ore than halves and compares even m ore
unfavourable to pulsed diode pum ping, w here several tens of m j are easily
available w ithin 400ps [8 ]. This underlines again the im portance of m edium
gain m aterials w ith high energy storage capability, especially in cw -diode
pum ped, repetitively Q-switched lasers.
The w ork in this thesis pioneered high pow er, diode-bar, end-pum ping in
Nd:YLF, resulting for exam ple in the generation of 3W of green radiation at
5KHz repetition rate (25ns pulse durations) in a simple, external single pass
KTP doubling scheme, w ith conversion efficiencies a ro u n d 60% [9]. These
results w ere state of the art until the developm ent of side p u m p ed Nd:YLF
system s in 1995 [10], w hich avoided the strongly aberrated therm al lensing,
characteristic of strongly end-pum ped, monolithic laser designs. Currently, the
above m entioned w ork by H arrison, M oulton et al. has dem onstrated u p to
6 .8 W of green at lOkHz (pulse durations 50ns) by external, single pass doubling
in tem p eratu re tu n ed LBO, The table below sum m arises the chronological
developm ent of NdrYLF laser.
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Year

Im p o rta n t experimental advances

1960

D em onstration of th e first optical m aser in the form of a
flashlamp pum ped Ruby laser [10a]

1964
1970

First stim ulated emission from Nd^+:Glass

[10b]

First stim ulated emission from Nd^+:YAG

[10 c]

First stim ulated emission from Nd^+:YLF

[1]

Several lOOW cw o u tp u t from a flashlamp pum ped NdiYAG rod
laser [lOd] ______ _
_________ _
First pulsed Nd:YLF laser operation. [3]

________

First CW operation of Nd:YLF. YLF starts to fulfil som e of its
[4]

promise and compares favourably to YAG in specialised areas.
First dio d e p u m p ed operation of Nd:YLF [5]. Excited state
absorption noted, w hich gives rise to visible fluorescence. [5/27]
Start of high pow er diode bar end-pum ping (lOW) in Nd:YAG
_____
rod laser. [6 ]
H igh pow er end-pum ping of NdiYLF slab (^OW ).
H igh repetition rate source at 523.5nm w ith 3W TEMoo at 5 kHz
(25ns pulses) for 20W diode pum p power. [9]_________________

1995

Diode bar, side pum ped (40W) Nd:YLF slab w ith 13W TEMoo cw
and 6 .8 W green at lOkHz (50ns pulses).

[10]

_____________

Table 1.1: Development o f the material Nd:YLF from the beginning to the present, in
which Nd:YLF has established itself as one o f the leading diode pumped,
repetitively Q-switched laser materials, superseding the traditional high
power material Nd:YAG in this application.
The table includes the first realisation of a laser by M aim an in Ruby (Cr:Al203 )
[10 a] and the first observation of stim ulated emission w ith Nd^+ in Glass [10 b]
and Yttrium A lum inium G arnet (Y3AI5O 12) [10c], to set the start of the Nd:YLF
developm ent into its historical context. A lthough there is only a tim e lapse of
three years betw een the appearance of Nd:YAG and that of Nd:YLF, the strong
dependence of solid state laser developm ent on the m ainstream grow ing
com m unity, which is m ainly located in the USA, is indicated by the fact that it
then took alm ost 20 years for YLF to catch up w ith the dom ination of YAG .
YAG developm ent m ade rap id strides right from the beginning and Nd:YAG
lasers covered a range from several lOOW cw ou tp u t [lOd] to mW thresholds
w ithin 6 years of its appearance.
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In this thesis is d em onstrated the extraction of u p to 12W cw m ultim ode
ou tp ut, from a crystal volum e of less than a tenth of a cubic centim etre, at a
total conversion of 30%, giving testim ony to the dram atic im provem ent in the
quality and reliability of NdrYLF.

The tw o m ain classifications in term s of pum p geom etry for diode pum ped
lasers are side-pum ped and end-pum ped designs. A t the beginning of cw diode
pum ping only end-pum ping was of relevance, due to the high prices for these
first generation sem iconductor p um p diodes and their, by today's standards,
low pow er abilities. Focusing into the path of the resonator m ode guarantees
virtually TEM Qo operation, low thresholds and high conversion efficiencies. This
direct deposition of the p um p energy into the m ode volum e w as the crucial
difference from flashlam p p um ped system s, m aking im proved efficiency of
m ore than a m agnitude possible. In contrast to this, diode side pum ping mainly
deposits the energy close to the edge of the gain m edium , due to the short
(typically a few mm) absorption length. This causes reduced efficiency and
transversal m ode control problem s, w hich are both connected to the difficult
m ode m atching situation.
O ne of the advantages of side-pum ping is the com paratively straightforw ard
pum p pow er scalability of this approach, by elongating the active m edium to
gain m ore room for additional pum p modules. The m ain advantage, however,
is the reduced pum p pow er density, reducing the problems of highly aberrated
thermal lensing in strongly pum ped solid state lasers.
Figure 1.2 illustrates variations on the classical longitudinal and transversal
p u m p schemes. It becomes obvious that gain m edia in the form of a slab are
best suited to either increase the efficiency of side pum ped systems (a), d)) or to
scale the pum p pow er of end-pum ped configurations (b), c)), because of their
ability to fold the resonator path w ithin the gain m edium . The m ore advanced
side-pum ped systems utilise a rod lens to collimate the diode em ission in the
high divergence plane, in order to provide a sheet of gain w ithin the plane of
the resonator path. The configuration depicted in figure 1.2a utilises total
internal reflection, to keep the resonator m ode w ithin the high inversion
region close to the surface [12 ], while the steeper reflection angle in the zig-zag
resonator path in figure 1 .2 d increases the interaction (pum ped) length [13].
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co u p ler

FÎ 2 . 1.2: Different diode pumped slab configurations based on internal reflections o f the
laser beam [11 ]: a) Slab with grazing angle at the pump face, b) end-pumped
geometry in Nd:YLF, as proposed in this thesis, c) tightly folded resonator
design, and d) slab with folded zig-zag path.
The p u m p configuration 1.2b of this thesis [14] is based on the scalable, endp u m p ed configuration first proposed by H.P. W eber et al. in 1990 [15], w hich
was originally dem onstrated w ith four, and later w ith eight [16], low pow er
diodes (0.5W) in Nd:YAG. The zig-zag p ath is utilised to de-couple the
resonator path from the pum p path, thus allowing m ultiple, longitudinal pum p
positions.
The tightly folded resonator (TFRO design by T. Bear reported in 1992 [17],
which compares the merits of Nd:YAG and Nd:YLF in this pum p configuration,
is a very interesting hybrid of end- and side-pum ping techniques. The spacing
betw een the reflection points m irrors the em itter distance of the diode array,
so that each fold can be thought of as end-pum ped.
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O ne of the m ain problem s w ith these slabs designs in general is their
susceptibility to parasitic oscillations, because of the high degree of sym m etry
in these slab geometries, w ith parallel, high quality surfaces. These problem s
are especially severe in the TFR ' design, and if operation on low gain lines,
such as, for example, the 1.321|j,m line in NdrYLF w hich is characterised in this
thesis, is necessary. Parasitic oscillations can be controlled by destroying the
sym m etry through w edging of the slabs and paying attention to the coating
specifications.
A com m on characteristic of all four slab designs is the use of Brew ster
w indow s, m aking anti-reflection (AR) coatings obsolete, w hile enforcing a
linear polarisation of the resonating field. The advantage of a linearly polarised
o u tp u t is especially im portant in non-linear optical applications, as described in
the second p art of this thesis. The need to m aintain a linearly polarised output
in the presence of high therm al gradients, as are typical for high pow er diode
p u m p ed lasers, is also responsible for the increased in terest in naturally
biréfringent m aterials such as Nd:YLF and N d:V anadate (YVO4). The natural
birefringence of these m aterials overw helm s the therm ally induced stress
birefringence, w hich is the dom inant effect in NdiYAG [18], as it is isotropic at
room tem perature .

The non-linear conversion schemes described in tliis thesis, such as frequency
doubling, tripling and O PO 's [19], are all three-w ave interaction processes,
d ep en d en t on the
susceptibility of the m aterial. The generation of new
frequencies is caused by the interaction of the fundam ental, electro-magnetic
w ave w ith the m atter through w hich it is passing. W hen the electro-magnetic
w aves pass through the crystal, the electrons w ithin the crystal are excited into
dipole oscillations w ith an am plitude x, w hich them selves generate radiation.
The resulting induced polarisation, P, can in m ost cases be approxim ated to be
linear w ith the strength of the exciting field, E.
P =N ex-

; w ith

(1.3)

£o := Permittivity of free space
N := Volume density of atoms

ex := dipole m om ent

The linear p a rt of the in d u ced polarisation is itself the origin of a new
electrom agnetic w ave, £ 3(^1, w hich is constituted only of the frequency
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com ponents of the tw o incident waves and no new frequencies are generated.
This linear behaviour of the induced polarisation only holds strictly true if the
electrons are subjected to a parabolic potential. All real potentials, how ever,
deviate from this idealised linear dependence of binding force and excited
am plitude. The assum ption of a parabolic potential is then only accurate for
sm all elongations. W ith the arrival of laser sources the hig h intensities
necessary to ionise even molecules arose, m aking the am plitude of the dipole
oscillation com parable to the range of the potential well. The linear relation in
eqn. 1.3 has therefore to be replaced by a Taylor expansion in E, to include
second and higher order effects, w hich are responsible for the generation of
new frequencies.
P=

(1.4)

The coefficients, %, are tensors and the m agnitude of their components strongly
decreases w ith the order of the non-linear effect. Typical num erical values for
characteristic components of the %coefficients are [20 ]:
- 1 ; %(3) _ 10'^()cm/V ;

_ IQ-IZ cm /V

Given these low values, only the spectral purity and high intensities available
through laser radiation m ade experim ental proof of non linear effects in the
optical region possible. N on-linear optics started w ith the frequency doubling
of a pulsed ruby laser, using Q uartz as the non-linear m aterial, by Franken et
al. [21] in 1961. This first proof of useful non-linear coefficients w as reported
w ithin a year of the first dem onstration of a laser, while the first tunable OPO
experim ent in LiNbO^ followed quickly in 1965 [19].
Today, conversion efficiencies in excess of 60% for frequency doubling from
the infra-red to the green can be routinely achieved, if m aterials such as
Potassium Titanyl Phosphate (KTP) or Lithium Triborate (LBO) are used. Such
high conversion efficiencies, even at kH z rates, as achieved in this thesis for
single pass doubling in a 10mm long KTP crystal, are som ew hat fascinating,
bearing in m ind that only a second order effect of the induced polarisation is
the origin of this frequency doubling of the fundam ental radiation.
The extension of non-linear optics to high repetition system s requires strong
focusing of the pum p beam to achieve the required intensities or electrical field
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strength w ithin the crystal, because the energy per pulse at kH z repetition
rates is very lim ited (typical ~lm j). Also required is high non-linearity in the
m aterial, w hich again places high dem ands on the crystal quality. A good
figure of m erit t for crystals is therefore the non-linear coefficient (deff), dam age
threshold product (defFxPa).
M aterial

BBO

LBO

KTP

F i^ r e o f m erit

41.4

12

5.2

LiNbOa
1.7

KDP

LilOa

1.1

0.42

Table 1.3: Comparison o f non-linear materials according to their non-linear coefficient
(deff), damage threshold product (dej^xPd) [in GWcm-^'pmV'^] [22].
In the late 70 and 80's new m aterials such as KTP, BBO and LBO [23-25] were
developed, w ith m uch higher figure of m erits and extended transparency
ranges, than the older materials such as KDP or LiNbOa. The dam age threshold
of the converter crystals is a very im portant characteristic. O ther param eters,
dictated by the phase m atching conditions, such as the effective interaction
length of the three w aves w ithin the crystals and the effective non-linear
co efficient, are, how ever, also of param ount interest in high repetition rate
conversion schemes in order to secure reasonable pum p depletions despite the
low energy per pulse available. Therefore m aterials like KTP or LBO are
preferable to BBO, which exhibits the highest dam age threshold, m aking it an
excellent material for high energy, pulsed laser sources [26].
After optim isation of conversion efficiency by choosing reduced or walk-off
free phase m atching schemes w ith high non-linear coefficients, advances in
non-linear crystal grow th techniques and laser developm ent are the driving
forces in the field of high repetition rate non-linear optics. In particular, the
short pulse durations of diode pum ped, repetitively Q-switched lasers, being
one of the hallm arks of the diode end-p u m p ed design as com pared to
flashlam p p u m p ed system s, com bined w ith their diffraction lim ited beam
quality, are of crucial importance on the pum p laser side.

This thesis describes the developm ent of such a diode end-pum ped, repetitively
Q-switched Nd:YLF slab laser from scratch and dem onstrates the abilities of the
p u m p laser system w ith a variety of conversion schem es ranging from
frequency doubling and tripling to frequency dow n conversion of the infra-red
pu m p beam w ith optical param etrical oscillators. These schemes broaden the
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spectral cover of the infra-red laser at 1047nm to certain w avelengths, ranging
from the near UV (349nm) to the near m id-infrared (3.44|iim).
The w ork divides into tw o m ajor sections, a laser and a non-linear optics
section. The first chapter w ithin the laser section deals w ith the developm ent of
the laser system itself. Special attention is dedicated to therm al problems. This
chapter includes details of the p u m p geom etry, dim ensions and therm al
lensing properties at 1047nm of the Nd:YLF slabs, as well as some technical
rem arks discussing the cooling problem s of the laser diodes and Nd:YLF slabs
themselves. In particular the m ounting of the YLF slab needs careful attention,
in order to attain reliable operation at high pum p pow er levels.
The third and fourth chapters describe the experim ental results at 1047 and
1321nm, for cw as well as for Q-switched operation. In both cases attention has
been paid to the linew idth properties of the laser emission. To supplem ent the
linew idth m easurem ents under lasing conditions the fluorescence spectra in the
1 and 1.3|im regions have also been briefly characterised. A drastic increase in
the therm al lensing stren g th at 1.321pm and p ronoun ced changes in the
transversal m ode control at 1,047pm under Q-switched conditions triggered an
investigation of excited state absorption (ESA) of laser radiation in Nd:YLF,
which is described in chapter five.
C hapter five therefore presents detailed m easurem ents of the fluorescence in
the visible and near UV, w hich is caused by the up-converted laser em ission
u n d er Q -sw itched op eratio n for 1.047 and 1.321nm. The analysis of the
fluorescence was both time dependent, w ith the pulsed laser em ission as a
reference point, as well as spatially resolved, discrim inating in that case only
betw een the UV and visible emission bands. The main interest of this chapter is
the question in how far these up-conversion processes lim it the operation of
Nd:YLF under low er repetition rates (500Hz to 3kHz) in high density diode
p um ped configurations.
This chapter concludes the characterisation of the developed laser system.
The sixth and seventh chapter describe the non-linear optical experiments w ith
the NdiYLF laser as the p u m p source at 1047nm. The good results in the
frequency d oubling an d tripling chapter confirm the good beam quality
p ro p erties, sh o rt p u lse w id th an d h ig h degree of linear p o larisatio n ,
independently of the earlier m easurem ents. As a sideline the high average
p o w er an d re p e titio n rates m ake possible an aesth etically p leasin g
dem onstration of coherence length under varying degrees of phase mism atch
w ithin a KTP crystal.
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For the frequency dow n conversion of the infra-red p u m p beam both a KTP
and a KTA-OPO were used. Due to absorption of the idler in the KTP crystal
only the signal wave at 1.54|im could be extracted at an average pow er in the
IW range. To overcom e this lim itation of KTP in the 3pm region, an identical
NCPM typell KTA-OPO was com pared in its perform ance to the KTP-OPO. In
addition to the anticipated advantage of an idler o u tp u t of a few lOOmW both
O PO 's were com pared w ith regard to their linew idth and transversal m ode
structures under identical pum p conditions. By sw itching on a cw background,
sim ulating self seeding of the laser, the influence of the pum p linew idth on the
OPO ou tp u t could be analysed. A ttention was also paid to the inconsistency of
th e existing Sellm eier equations for KTA. The d ifferent KTA Sellm eier
equations were also discussed in the doubling chapter, in view of using KTA as
a non-critical doubling crystal.
The conclusions take a m ore general look at the laser and non-linear optical
developm ent w ith suggestions for future work. A m ore specific sum m ary and
conclusion can be found at the end of each experim ental chapter. As this thesis
covers a b ro ad range of d ifferent topics, no single theory chapter w as
compiled. The necessary background inform ation is given for each chapter at
the time of interest.
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Slab-laser development
2.1 Basic design ideas
2.2 Slab geom etry
2.3 Pum p m odules and cooling issues
2.4 The resonator and therm al lensing at 1047nm
2.5 Conclusions

lis section describes the developm ent of the cw Nd:YLF slab laser
system , w hich w as the platform for the Q -sw itched system an d non-linear
conversion schemes described in this thesis. Beginning w ith the basic design
considerations needed to achieve an efficient TEMoo-multiwatt laser source, this
chapter concentrates on the efforts undertaken to com pensate for the adverse
effects of a high thermal load on the laser host.
Thermally induced stress fracture and therm al lensing w ere the m ain problems
in achieving a m ultiw att, near diffraction lim ited laser source. The sections 'slab
design' an d 'therm al lensing' give m ore details on these therm ally related
problems.
As the set-up of this en d -p u m ped laser is very com pact due to its folded
resonator geom etry, the space for the diodes, focusing optics and cooling
blocks w as always very restricted. These more technical issues of the set-up are
dealt w ith in the section 'pum p m odules'.
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2.1 Basic design ideas
A t the start of the project diode prices for the 20W cw laser diodes were
£ 9,000 a piece. For this reason laser efficiency had a high priority. It is well
k n o w n th a t the en d -p u m p ed dio d e laser configuration com bines high
efficiency w ith preferred TEM Qo selection, as the pum p and resonator m ode
volum es overlap well. The benefit of these advantages is especially obvious if
only low pow ered pum p diodes of up to a few watts of ou tp u t pow er are used.
A t higher p u m p pow ers side effects resulting from the absorption of high
p u m p energy in a small volum e begin to deteriorate the perform ance of the
laser.
The refractive index changes caused by therm al gradients, together w ith
therm al expansion, give rise to an overall therm al lensing, which consists of a
b ulk lensing com ponent ( d n /d t changes) and end-effect governed lensing
(therm al expansion). Only in the case of a uniformly heated and cooled rod is
the overall therm al lensing equivalent to that of a spherical lens, since only in
this case do the resulting therm al gradients have parabolic curvature [1].
This idealised picture of a flashlamp pum ped rod laser obviously does not hold
in the case of a diode end-pum ped laser. H ere the strongly localised p um p
causes non-uniform heat distribution, and the cooling is also non-uniform ,
especially w hen using a slab geom etry. The resulting deviation from a
parabolic tem p eratu re profile introduces phase distortions, w hich lead to
increased losses in the T E M qo m ode and finally m ake diffraction lim ited
o peratio n im possible. These im aging faults in the therm al lens, m ainly
in tro d u ced by the distortions of the pum p ed surfaces, are ultim ately the
problem, not the idealised spherical lensing of the bulk m aterial under uniform
p u m p in g and cooling conditions, as this can be com pensated for by an
appropriate stable resonator geometry.
In comparison, the laser diode side pum ped approach does not suffer as m uch
from im aging faults of the therm al lens, if it is designed to approxim ate quasi
flashlam p pum ped conditions. This w ould include a circularly m ultiplexed side
p u m p ed rod (w ith 3 or m ore stripes per full circle) to give uniform energy
storage in the centre of the rod, surrounded by a w ater cooled flow-tube, to
realise uniform cooling. An additional precaution m ight be to ensure sufficient
separation (-5m m ) betw een the pum ped area and the end faces of the rod to
prevent any deterioration of the quality of the cavity. The m ain disadvantage
of this schem e is, how ever, the low efficiency (of about 10%) into a TEM QQ
m ode [2].
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G iven the high prices for the p u m p diodes and the aim of around 5W near
diffraction lim ited o u tp u t in a repetitively Q-switched m ode, an end-pum ped
schem e w as preferred, to ensure that the 40W total of p um p pow er w ould be
m ore than enough. In a traditional side pum ped rod set-up this pum p pow er
level w ould be barely adequate to reach the goal. The results published in 1991
of a lo w diode end-pum ped Nd:YAG laser w ith high efficiency (total of 20%
into T E M q o , slope efficiency: 28%) [3] was m otivation for extending the endp u m p ed approach to higher powers.
W ith a high therm al load on the laser host the choice of m aterial became even
m ore im portant. The scaling lim it of an end-pum ped laser is given by the
m axim um p u m p pow er w hich can be focused into the m ode m atched volum e
w ithout causing therm al stress fracture. A suitable high pow er m aterial should
exhibit strong thermo-m echanical properties. A figure of m erit for high pow er
laser host m aterials is therefore the therm al shock param eter R [1], w hich is
dependent on various m aterial constants and is given by:
R/c:= therm al conductivity
v:= Poisson's ratio
œ= therm al coefficient of expansion

; w ith R in [W /cm]

and

(2.1)

E:= Young"s m odulus
<%iax:= surface fracture stress

YAG, w ith a high therm al shock param eter of 7.9W /cm as a laser host
m aterials, com pared to Glass at IW /cm , at the low end of shock resistivity, is
therefore the standard choice for high pum p pow er applications. In realising a
linearly polarised and repetitively Q -sw itched laser other m aterial properties
such as the upper state lifetime and therm ally induced birefringence become of
im portance, so th at YLF as an alternative laser host is of interest. The table
b elow show s p ro p erties of the m aterials YAG an d YLF w hich are of
im portance in selecting the m ost prom ising crystal for an en d -p u m p ed ,
repetitively Q -sw itched laser w ith linearly polarised, high average o u tp u t
pow er. The p roperties of glass as a host m aterial are ad d ed to show the
contrasting values of a non suitable material for the application.
The very good therm al properties of YAG are obvious in its high values for
therm al conductivity an d shock param eter, b u t there are som e significant
drawbacks attached to this material.
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M aterial

dom inant

therm al

birefringence
type

conductivity
K
[W /cmK]

therm al shock fluorescence
lifetim e %
param eter E
[W /cm]

[ps]

N d:G lass

d ep en d en t on 0.01 (cf. - >
host
Cu is 3.84)

1

- 3 0 0 (host
dependent )

Nd:YLF

natural

0.06

1.8

480

Nd:YAG

stress

0.14

7.9

230

Table 2.1 : Material properties of different laser hosts.
The cubic, and therefore isotropic structure of YAG, changes to an anisotropic,
stress induced, birefringence in the presents of thermal gradients. The radially
and azim uthally polarised com ponents of the E-field w ould suffer losses if a
linear polarisation enforcing com ponent such as a Brewster plate were inserted
into the cavity. The am ount of loss w ould change from point to point over the
cross section of the resonator m ode an d the intensity pattern of radiation
coupled out w ould resem ble the form of a "Maltese cross' in the case of a rod
geom etry [4].
As the aim was to achieve a linearly polarised ou tp u t in the presence of high
therm al gradients, due to the end-pum ped conditions, this therm ally induced
birefringence is a problem. In contrast to this, YLF is naturally biréfringent and
the two, orthogonal, linearly polarised com ponents are not disturbed by the
w eaker stress birefringence.
D epending on the orientation of the low loss cavity E-field relative to the
crystal c-axis, w av elen g th and linear polarisation can be selected and
m aintained w ithout polarisation losses in the presence of thermal gradients.
A n additional advantage of Nd:YLF is the approxim ately double upper state
lifetime as com pared to Nd:YAG, which influences its energy storage capability
in the Q-switched case. This is an im portant aspect for repetitively Q-switched
cw systems as the pum p energy per lifetime is very limited. Even in the case of
20W of cw pum p pow er, only approxim ately lOmJ or 5mJ are delivered in the
respective fluorescence lifetimes of NdrYLF and YAG. This should be compared
to pulsed systems, w here a total of 72mJ (in 400{is) is readily available from 3bar stacks. H ow ever, the fluorescence lifetime advantage of YLF over YAG
only comes strongly into play if the p um p intervals are longer th an the
fluorescence lifetime of YAG. This makes a Nd:YLF laser especially useful in
operation at repetition rates below 5kHz.
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Choosing Nd:YLF as the laser m aterial in an end-pum ped configuration gave
priority to efficiency and Q -sw itched perform ance, as opposed to a m ore
secure route, w hich w o uld have m eant a side p u m p e d NdrYAG or YLF
system. The high risks arising from the inferior thermo-m echanical properties
of Nd:YLF had to be com pensated by careful choice and design of the crystal
geom etry. The details of this problem will be given in the paragraph entitled
"slab design".
A technical consideration in the design concerned the problem of cooling. Both
the laser diodes as well as the slab had to be cooled. A 20W cw diode w ith a
total efficiency of roughly 30% generates close to 40W of heat under full load
conditions. To rem ove this am ount of heat, two basic options can be used:
o Peltier elem ents, w hich are used as tem perature controlled heat pum ps
against an unregulated cold reservoir, commonly cold tap water, or
o Direct, tem perature controlled, w ater cooling.
Peltier elements are a convenient way of controlling tem peratures w ith a w ide
range of "off the shelf" solutions. H ow ever, the transfer of m ore than 30W of
heat tow ards the hot side of the Peltier elem ent requires Peltier driving units
w ith a high current delivery capability, w hich leads to equally high prices for
these units. The m ain reason for developing a direct w ater cooling solution was
the com pactness of this approach, w ith the cooling block no bigger than the
diode itself.
This is an im portant advantage as the available space in a m ulti-diode endp u m p ed set-up will always be restricted. An additional benefit is the m oderate
cost. The details of the cooling of the laser diodes and slab are described in the
section "pump m odules and cooling".
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2.2 Slab geom etry
In the case of m ore than one pum p diode for end-pum ped systems, the
usual approach of close coupling the pum p m odule directly against the laser
m ed iu m ap ertu re an d in line w ith the resonator axis has obviously to be
changed. There are tw o different m ethods used to reach a scalable endp u m p ed geometry:
o The off-axis circularly m ultiplexed configuration [5], w here the p um p
m odules are only slightly offset from the linear resonator axis, allow ing
access to the laser gain m edium apertures. Rods are usually used for this set
up, and bo th rod ends can be used this w ay for p u m p purposes. Further
scaling is possible by adding m ore rod elements to the linear cavity,
o Folded resonator configurations allow end-pum ping conditions at the folding
points. The pum p m odule is so oriented that the pum p beam is refracted into
the resonator p ath [6]. Slabs are usually used for this approach. The folding
of the resonator axis can be achieved in a monolithic set-up w ithin one slab,
or alternatively by discrete end-pum ped slabs or rods at each folding point.
An interesting case of the folded m ultiple end-pum ped resonator is the tightly
folded resonator concept by T. Baer et al. [7]. This concept com bines the
mechanical simplicity of the side-pum ped technique (no coupling optics) w ith
the high efficiency of the end-pum ped technique. This is achieved by utilising
each of the laser diode em itters in one cw diode stripe as discrete pum p sources
at the folding points, w hich are close to each other. Due to the very tight
folding angle, a good m ode m atch betw een p um p and resonator m ode is
achieved. H ow ever, the single em itters have to be placed at a certain distance
(wider than available in a commercial package) to allow for w ide enough m ode
diam eters in order to achieve good efficiency (overlap). A nother draw back of
this rath er elegant ap p ro ach is the problem in controlling the parasitic
oscillations betw een the highly reflective parallel surfaces. A discrim ination by
the coating characteristic as a function of the incident angle is not possible, due
to the very steep folding angle of the resonator path.
A folded resonator concept, based on that proposed by H.F. W eber et al. [6],
w as chosen and m odified for the anisotropic laser m aterial Nd:YLF. This
included choosing the right crystal axis orientation w ith regard to the pum p
and resonator E-fields, an d giving special attention to the therm al breakage
problem in end-pum ped Nd:YLF by choosing the right dim ensions of the slab
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geometry. A schematic diagram of the pum p configuration is show n below.

20W cw diode
Focusing optics

Resonator mode

Nd:YLF slab

Ftp. 2.2: Nd.'YLF slab with end-pumped folded resonator path and pump modules
consisting of 3 element focusing optics and 20W cw laser diodes.
The beam path, into which both pum p diodes focus, is in the folded section
inside the slab parallel to the Brewster entrance windows. The pum ped surfaces
are dielectric coated and provide high reflection (R > 99.9%) for the laser mode
and high transmission for the pum p wavelength (T > 90%). Using Brewster cut
entrance surfaces makes an antireflection coating unnecessary and defines, in
com bination w ith the c-axis orientation of the crystal, the laser w avelength
selection in the anisotropic YLF. In table 2.3 som e of the im portant laser
param eters of the tw o polarisation dependent w avelengths in NdiYLF are
given.
By orienting the c-axis normal to the pum ped path inside the crystal (see figure
2.4) and in the plane defined by the incident E-field, the high gain line at
1047nm is selected. The p-com ponent of the electrical field in the pum ped
region is parallel to the c-axis under these conditions. W ith the sam e c-axis
orientation effective optical pum p in g is also possible, because the pum p
polarisation is parallel to the c-axis, utilising the higher absorption under these
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conditions, as com pared to the case of the orthogonal polarisation orientation.
Refractive
index

Stim ulated
emission

X [nm]

n

cross section
o [cm%]

71 (E 1 1 c)

1047

ne = 1.45

a (E 1 1 a)

1053

no = 1.47

W avelength

1.8x10-19
1.2x10-19

A bsorption
coefficient
@797nm
a [cm-l]
-10
~6

Table 2.3: Polarisation dependent laser parameter of the anisotropic Nd.'YLF fo r the
^P3!2
>
transitions.
The parallel polarisation orientation of the pum p radiation is easily achieved by
using the laser diodes in the horizontal position (i.e.: the long dim ension of the
diode laser aperture (10mm x 1pm) is again in the plane of incidence, which
coincides in figure 2.2/2.4 w ith the plane of the paper ). The horizontal position
of the pu m p m odules matches well w ith the constraints in thickness of the slab,
w hich are dictated by therm al fracture problem s, as discussed later in this
section. The longer half axis of the elliptical fluorescence profile after focusing
falls in the plane of incidence, whereas the restricted dim ension of the slab, the
thickness, coincides w ith the short axis of the fluorescence profile. This makes it
possible to optim ise the m echanical strength of the slab, by m inim ising its
thickness, w ithout suffering prem ature clipping losses.
The horizontal dim ensions of the slab are determ ined by the size of the
fluorescence profile and the orientation of the c-axis tow ards the Brewster-cut
entrance w indow . The exact dim ensions and angles of the Nd:YLF rhom bus
are show n on the next page in figure 2.4 .
By choosing a 90°-angle of the c-axis tow ards the Brew ster w in d o w the
pum ped path becomes parallel to the entrance windows. This orientation of the
c-axis was chosen to give a reasonable m agnitude for the angle of incidence of
the pum p beam and to simplify m anufacturing, test procedures and alignm ent
of the slab. The pum ped area exhibits a visible fluorescence so that parallelism
betw een the p u m p ed p ath and the Brewster surfaces can be m ore easily
detected than w ith other orientations. The w idth, a, of the entrance surfaces is
determ ined by the w idth of the fluorescence profile. As an extra safety m argin
the w idth was chosen to avoid clipping losses in a G aussian beam w ith a 1 /e^
w idth equivalent to the fluorescence profile.
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polarised
cavity mode

dielectric coating:
HR@ 1047nm
HT@ 797nm
/ c-axis
orientation

6.7mm

7.2mm

polarised pump beam

Slab D im ensions
a = 62°

a = 7.2mm
b - 6.7mm

a = 90° (c-axis orientation)

c = 2.0mm (thiclcness)

Coating Specification
The tw o surfaces with the dim ensions 6.7 x 2mm^ were coated as follows:
i) HR @ 1047nm, p-polarisation, angle of incidence: 28°
© b = 56.1°
ii) HT @ 797nm, p-polarisation, angle of incidence: 43.7°
Yp = 43.7°

Surface Quality
i) surfaces 7.2x2mm2 (Brewster windows) and 6.7x2mm^ (pum ped windows)
flatness and parallelism : À/10
scratch and dig: 10/5
no chamfer
ii) surfaces 7.2x6.7mm^ (cooling surfaces)
optical polish

scratch and dig: 60/30

slight w edge fon n

Fie. 2.4: Exact drawing of the Nd.'YLF slab used.
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W ith these constraints the geometry of the slab is determ ined. The slab angle Q
and length b of the slab result from the Brewster angle condition. As the ppolarised 1047nm transition chosen is the extraordinary w ave in the crystal it
does no t behave according to Snell's law. The exact calculation is given in
RARDE Report II [8] (Appendix IV ). The difference betw een the exact solution
and the approxim ation used here (Snell's law) of 0.3° is, how ever, unlikely to
cause problems under practical alignm ent conditions.
The rem aining undeterm ined value is the thickness of the slab. To get an idea
about the tem perature differences w hich occur, and w hich finally lim it the
p u m p p o w er because of stress fracture, a sim ple one-dim ensional heat
conduction m odel w as developed. To sim plify the m odel the end-pum ped
crystal was divided into a directly pum ped and a non-pum ped region. Figure
2.5 illustrates this in a sketch and introduces the co-ordinate system used.

non-heated area

600pm

2m m

i

heated

Fi>. 2.5: Side view o f the end-pumped slab surface showing the modelling conditions o f
assumed uniformly heated and non-heated areas.'
The assum ptions of the model are as follows:
• N o tem perature gradients along the x- and z- directions, because of the
assum ed thermal uniform ity in these directions.
• The uniform ly heated volum e is assum ed to be sim ilar to the optically
p um ped volume.
• Steady state conditions prevail.
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The parabolic tem perature profile along the y-coordinate is described by [9]:
^
+& =0
(2.2)
dy
k
w here Qo is the constant rate of heat production per unit volum e, and k is the
therm al conductivity. The m axim um tem perature occurs in the centre of the
slab and results in a tem perature difference across the heated region of:
(2.3)
w here t is the thickness of the heated area.
The no n -h eated area exhibits an expected linear tem p eratu re grad ien t,
described by:
-0

w here

AT,.„ =

, A_y* = y ~ ^

(2.4a/b)

The tem perature difference ATun in the non-heated region is dependent on the
heat flux, f, necessary to rem ove the deposited heat through the rem aining,
non-pum ped crystal thickness Ay"^, w ith a heat conductivity, k.
It is obvious th at the reduced heat conductivity of Nd:YLF (O.OhW/cm^ as
co m p ared to th a t of Nd:YAG, 0.14W /cm ^) causes higher tem p eratu re
g rad ien ts u n d e r the sam e p u m p conditions. F urtherm ore, the absolute
tem perature difference which can be tolerated across the slab is only a function
of the m aterial constants. H ere again Nd:YLF loses ou t w ith its lower tensile
stren g th as com pared to Nd:YAG. To estim ate the m axim um perm issible
tem p eratu re difference across the slab the approxim ation for a uniform ly
p um ped slab, as given by Koechner [1], was used.

=f

=

+

(2,5a/b)

The m axim um perm issible tem perature difference does not d epend on the
thickness of the slab (Eqn. 2.5a). H ow ever, the unpum ped crystal region does
add substantially tow ards the total tem perature difference ATgiab- By reducing
the u n p u m p ed thickness Ay* to its m inim um the disadvantages of the low
therm al conductivity and tensile strength of Nd:YLF can be reduced in this
geom etry.
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In calculating the tem perature differences the assum ption of w hich volum e is
heated has a critical influence on the result. Two extreme cases w ere assumed:
° W orst case: Only the pum ped volum e is heated uniformly. This leads to the
m axim um therm al flux needed to dissipate the heat, as only a small p art of
the tw o slab cooling surfaces contributes to the cooling,
o Best case: The whole slab surfaces are used for the extraction of the absorbed
pow er. This leads to a m inim um therm al flux th ro u g h the crystal and
corresponds to the picture of a uniform ly heated crystal slice sandw iched
betw een the purely heat conducting parts of the slab.
W ith these assum ptions the calculations indicated that a thickness of betw een 1
and 2m m w ould probably be sufficient to w ithstand the therm ally induced
stress of 40W diode pu m p pow er focused into a fluorescence profile of 1.2mm
X 0.6mm diameter.
As therm ally induced fracture w ill occur as failure at th e surface, due to
uncom pensated tension, the tw o cooling surfaces w ere also specified to be
inspection polished. This should strengthen the surface, as scratches m ight act
as seeding points for surface fracture. To avoid parasitic oscillations betw een
the inspection polished faces (which w ere also low quality polish instead of
laser quality 1 /10-polish) a slight w edge form of approxim ately lOm rad w as
specified.
At a later stage in this w ork it w as of interest to test in how far these first
assum ptions corresponded to the real tem perature conditions. Fabry-Perot
fringes w ere used to m easure the tem perature rise inside a block of Nd:YLF
subjected to the same pum ping geom etry, (Ep I Ic), as w as used in the actual
Nd:YLF slabs itself. This block was 3mm thick and had sufficient parallelism
betw een its faces to allow its use as a interferom eter. The m ethod is based on
detecting the num ber of reflected m axim a, m, w hich occur during therm al
contraction, due to scanning through the resonances of the Fabry-Perot étalon
[10]. The tem perature change per detected m axim um , DT/m, is related to the
optical path length change and is inversely proportional to the separation, /, of
the Nd:YLF surfaces.
—X j 2/-I —— 4- ncc,;, t
ath := thermal expansion coefficient

w ith

(2.6)

I := w avelength of test beam

dn/dT := tem perature dependent refractive index change
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A n exam ple of an interferom etric trace recorded is given in figure 2.6. D ue to
the relatively short length of the crystal, w hich gives a tem perature change of
several degree per recorded m axim um , the accuracy of the m ethod is lim ited
to approxim ately ±1°C.

rz

/

/

/

time [s]

V

Fie. 2.6: Interference pattern recorded during the cooling period from room to cooling
water temperature , with no load on the slab (a)) and fo r an absorbed pump
power level of7.5W down to the slab cooler temperature (b)). The observed
number o f 10.5 maxima in b) indicates a temperature change of38°C inside a
3mm thick Nd.'YLF block. The trace (b))was recorded over a time interval o f 50
seconds. The additional traces in (a)} are indicating the slow approach to a
thermal equilibrium situation, stretching the observation time up to 250s.
A good test of the accuracy of this m ethod w as to record the tem perature
reduction for the change from room to cooling w ater tem perature w ith a
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know n tem perature difference (fig. 2.6a), and w ithout placing a heat load on
the YLF slab. The calculated tem perature change p er m axim um w as 3.6°C
w hen a H elium N eon laser (632.8nm) was used as the test beam. The m easured
tem perature difference in 2.6a was therefore 5.4°C (allowing for 250 seconds to
establish a therm al equilibrium ). This is in acceptable agreem ent w ith the
expected tem perature change of 6.8°C, taken by subtracting the cooling w ater
tem perature from the room tem perature.
U sing this technique to scan the horizontal tem perature distribution (x-axis)
makes it possible to give a better estimate of the heated region.
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4.5W

o

2.5W
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X
centre of
pump spot

Horizontal distance to pump focus [mm]
Fig. 2.7: Measured temperature différence as a function o f varying horizontal distance
(along x-axis) from the pump focus for different absorbed pump power levels.
The YLF block used was 3mm thick.
The experim ental results show n in figure 2.7 indicate clearly that at higher
p u m p pow ers a far bigger region is heated then the directly p um ped region
(1.2 X0.6 mm^ (x x y-axis) full w idth l / e ^ intensity reduction, as m easured by
the IR fluorescence). The FWHM of the horizontal tem perature distribution at
high p um p pow er levels is approxim ately 4 tim es the length of the directly
pum ped region (1.2mm), as identified by the infra-red fluorescence. The earlier
assum ption of thermal uniform ity along this axis is therefore not unrealistic for
the distances of interest (<<5mm).
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In terms of the YLF slabs actually used, this means that the w hole of their top
and bottom surfaces contribute to the cooling of the slab. This is the best case
assum ption m entioned before, since the big cooling area implies a considerable
reduction in stress. For this reason it is not advisable to m ake a reduction in the
w idth of the slabs, risking fracture at higher pum p powers.
The prediction of the tem perature profile across the slab according to equation
(2.5b) was also com pared w ith the experim ental results of scanning along the yaxis of the crystal as show n in the sketch in figure 2.5. The agreem ent betw een
the predicted tem perature rise, assum ing that the w hole slab area contributes
to the cooling, and m easured tem perature lies w ithin a m argin of 20%, w ith
th e tw o m easu red locations along the 3m m w ide ap e rtu re indicating a
shallower and lower tem perature profile than predicted.
From the beginning of this w ork it w as, however, clear that a one-dimensional
m odel is not sufficient to describe the details of stress in a 3-dimensional, nonuniform ly heated, anisotropic crystal. The details of com parison betw een
m odel and experim ent have therefore been om itted at this stage.
The motivation and benefit of this prelim inary m odel was to give a reasonable
estim ate of the thickness of the YLF slabs to be ordered. It has succeeded in
this, as these NdrYLF slabs have never suffered stress fracture, u n d er any
conditions of operation (including a blocked resonator path), even w ith pum p
pow ers of u p to 40W, w hich corresponds to 20W per surface. The contactless
interferom etric tem p eratu re m easurem ents are a valuable experim ental
technique for com paring different cooling set-ups, or to ensure reproducible
cooling conditions. This is im portant for an experim ent in w hich the therm al
stress limit of NdrYLF is approached ,
For this reason a more detailed technical section follows, describing the cooling
requirem ents of the laser diodes and the NdrYLF slab.
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2.3 Pump m odules and cooling issues
The article by Shannon and W allace [3], w hich w as one of the first
publications to use m ulti-em itter bar high pow er diodes for end p um ping
m otivated us to explore the possibilities of extending this approach to higher
p u m p pow ers, and the different m aterial NdrYLF. In this publication they
em ployed a three elem ent focusing optic to transform radiation from the
10mm X l|im w ide em itting aperture into a small confined gain area inside the
crystal. This focusing optic w as duplicated, as C am eron Rae, also at St.
A ndrew s University, had already found this design to be particularly successful
in previous w ork on a m iniature, end-pum ped, pulsed NdrYLF laser [11].
The interesting point in the design is the use of three lenses to achieve focusing.
A lthough it w ould be enough to use one lens to collimate the highly divergent
vertical com ponent of the em itted radiation, tw o lenses w ere used to achieve
this. The advantage of this approach lies in the reduced spherical aberration, as
the first lens w ith 1.2mm focal length can be brought extrem ely close to the
ap ertu re (a few 100pm), thus reducing the im aging faults in the strongly
curved rod lens (diameterr 1.6mm). The second cylindrical lens collimates the
now slightly divergent com ponent, w hich is then focused along w ith the
uncorrected horizontal com ponent by an aspherical condenser.
To optim ise the fluorescence profile in the Nd:YLF slab, every lens w as
m o u nted in dependently, each on tw o translation degrees. This w as only
necessary for the pro to ty p e and had the additional benefit of reducing the
am ount of precision needed to m anufacture the w hole p u m p m odule. The
m ain problem in constructing the pum p m odules w as the tight constraint on
the available space. The folded and end-pum ped geom etry m ade it necessary
that all the m ounting posts and translation stages had to be on one side of the
laser diode (see figure 2.2), as they otherw ise w ould interfere w ith the folded
resonator path. A dditionally, the p u m p m odules had to be flush w ith the
condensing lens to leave room for the Nd:YLF slab as well as the slab cooler.
This m ade it necessary to position m ost of the translation stages behind the
laser diode and m ount the lenses on extended holders, w hich gave the pum p
m odules a characteristic oil-rig-like appearance. A detailed picture of a pum p
m odule is show n in figure 2.8.
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Fig.2.8: Laser diode mounted on water cooled copper block and independently
adjustable focusing optic. The very compact set-up is a consequence o f the endpumped and folded pump geometry. Note the cut-out in the condenser lens
mount to ensure resonator mode clearance.
The highest degree of freedom w as given to the alignm ent of the rod lens w ith
the diode aperture. As the diode aperture is only 1pm thick, a rotation and
degree of tilt w ere utilised to ensure that diode aperture and rod lens surface
w ere parallel. For the perform ance of the whole laser system it w as vital that
the rod lens was close enough to the diode aperture, as well as at the right
height, to ensure an optim um inversion profile. The separation and height of
the rem aining tw o lenses w as not as critical, and a variation in distance
betw een the tw o cylindrical lenses could be com pensated for w ith a slight
adjustm ent in the distance of rod lens and laser diode aperture. In the following
list the m ost im portant degrees of freedom are given:
• Distance and height of the rod lens from the diode laser aperture.
• Distance betw een rod and cylindrical lens: 1mm ± 0.5mm
Distance between cylindrical lens and condenser; close coupled
All optical axes on centre.
• Parallel m ovem ent of the whole pum p module, including the focusing optics,
w ith regard to the pum ped surface of the slab.
• H eight and distance m ovem ent of the whole pum p m odule w ith regard to
the pum ped surface of the slab.
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U nder these conditions the neglected degrees of freedom had to be replaced by
mechanically ensured square m ounting. A well aligned diode p um p m odule
should have an integrated fluorescence profile, as m easured along the pum ped
path, of approxim ately 1,2mm x 0,6mm FWHM. This w as achieved using the
first generation of Spectra-Physics 20W cw laser diodes (48 times 100pm long
em itter-stripes ; SDL 3460-S). The ellipticity of the p u m p spot could be
influenced by alignm ent of the rod lens - laser aperture distance.
The restricted space conditions m ade direct w ater cooling a good choice. The
benefit of w ater cooling is given by the possibility of designing cooling units
w hich have the sam e size as the object w hich is to be cooled. This cannot be
said about the Peltier coolers (as available in early '92) usually preferred,
especially if large am ounts of heat are to be dissipated, as in the case of laser
diodes. Additional benefits of direct w ater cooling are the reduced costs and the
fact th at P eltier elem ents also need a closed cycle refrigerating u n it if
independence of tap water supply is needed.
The advantage of w ater as a coolant, its high heat capacity, turns into a
problem if small b u t fast tem perature changes are needed to fine control the
laser diode wavelength. To m ake fast tem perature changes possible an ohmic
resistor was im planted inside the cooling blocks, and driven by a tem perature
controller. The feedback therm istor was placed as close as possible to the laser
diode, to im prove the tem perature stability. A sketch of the cooling blocks
developed is shown in figure 2.9 on the next page.
To optim ise the heating pow er of the resistors the w ater inlet is at the bottom
of the cooling block. The partially preheated w ater cools the laser diode and
leaves through the outlet at the top of the cooling block. The cooling w ater
tem p eratu re has to be at a ro u n d 4 to 6°C to en su re stabilised diode
tem peratures of around 20°C (diode 1 operated at 17°, diode 2 at 23°C). The
tem perature stability of ±0.2°C achieved is m ore than enough, as changes of
1°C in the operating tem perature of the diodes are not critical.
In the case of the slab cooler the cooling w ater tem perature was raised to 10 12°C to avoid condensation on the slab surfaces. The cooling channel is in a
straight line to m inim ise vibrations in the slab m ount. R outing the w ater
thro u g h a U -turn m ight be a disadvantage for laser pointing and o u tp u t
stability, due to the increased turbulence. A list of the cooling equipm ent used
can be found in A ppendix 2.
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Fig. 2.9: Sketch o f the cooper cooling blocks with temperature controlled heating
resistors. The temperature stability is better than ±0.2 °C.
The m ounting of the slabs is an im portant factor. At the initial stage of the
project the Nd:YLF slab w as sandw iched betw een tw o h an d polished
alum inium plates, a base cooler and a spring loaded top-cooler. Both cooling
plates had an elevated, polished plateau w ith the shape and dim ension of the
slab (slightly oversized) to pre-align the slab position. To optim ise therm al
contact, thin indium foil (125|im thick) was used to bridge the cooler-crystal
surface gap. This double sided cooling technique was in use to m easure the
p rev io u sly m en tio n ed te m p e ra tu re profiles and for m ost of the cw
experiments. Pum p powers of up to the full available 40W into 2mm thick slabs
did not cause any problems.
H ow ever, the need to readjust the resonator path und er high p u m p pow er
conditions w ithout having visual feedback was an experim ental disadvantage.
Rem oving the top-cooler, w hich prevented a check of the visible p um p
fluorescence, indicating the position of the pum p m odules tow ards each other,
simplified the alignm ent procedure significantly. Even under these single sided
cooling conditions total pum p pow ers of up to 35W w ere applied to the slab
w ithout stress fracture. H igher pum p pow ers were not attem pted, as 17W per
surface represents the u pper pum p pow er limit in term s of reasonable laser
perform ance. Obviously this unexpected result gives rise to questions about
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the therm al pro p erties of YLF and the stress distrib u tio n inside a nonuniform ly pum p ed and cooled slab. This case cannot be accounted for in the
basic m odel described in section 2.2. A different approach, such as a finite
elements m odel w ould be better suited to this problem. W ith such an approach
it m ight be possible to determ ine if the therm al shock param eter of the NdrYLF
used is higher than the one generally quoted in the literature. H ow ever, the
am ount of m aterial constants involved and the influence of the surface quality
on the surface stress lim it makes such an attem pt a project in its ow n right.
To achieve safe operating conditions w ith up to 35W p um p pow er, attention
should be given to the following points. Single sided cooling w ith indium foil as
the bonding material then proves to be a reliable and reproducible method:
o The cooling area has to be flat, w ithout visible scratches. Polishing on a glass
plate in a figure of eight p attern reduces the risk of polishing the cooling
surface round instead of flat,
o The indium foil should be bonded w ith an uncontam inated, flat surface to the
alum inium . A clean glass plate is well suited to press the indium onto the
aluminium.
o The slab is bonded to the indium by a slight pressure from the top, again
utilising a microscope slide.
At this stage careful brushing around the w indow s of the slab, to rem ove dust,
w ill no t alter the position of the slab. Later, u n d e r hig h p u m p pow er
conditions, the slab will adhere m ore strongly, so that rem oval of the slab is
not easy and best done by tapping the cooler firmly. The sign of a well adhered
slab is a silvery, metallic shine to the Indium foil.
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2.4 The resonator and thermal lensing
A n im portant effect of the high thermal load on the laser m aterial is the
change in its optical properties, inducing intra-cavity lensing effects. D epending
on the m aterial constants of therm al expansion (ath) and the tem perature
dependence of the refractive index (d n /d T ), the p u m p ed laser crystal can be
described in a zero-order approxim ation as a positive or negative thin lens. The
overall therm al lensing consists of a bulk lensing com ponent (d n / dT changes)
and an end-effect governed lensing com ponent (thermal expansion).
The prevailing lensing m echanism relies on the pum p conditions. The therm al
lensing of flash lam p p u m p e d system s, w ith their side p u m p ed , quasi
hom ogeneous illum ination of the gain m aterial, is governed by the optical
properties of the bulk material. NdrYAG w ith a positive d n /d T exhibits positive
lensing, w hile CrrGSGG has a negative therm al lens because of its negative
d n /d T . End-effects are generally negligible under hom ogeneous flashlam p
pum ped conditions, assisted by the fact that the geometrical length of the gain
m edium is considerably longer than the pum ped length, keeping distortion of
the ends to a m inim um .
D iode side p u m p ed system s are com parable in their lensing behaviour to
flashlam p p u m p ed system s, given hom ogeneous cooling conditions. The
transition to diode end-pum ped system s makes the end-effect com ponent of
the lensing m ore im portant, due to the strongly inhom ogeneous and localised
energy deposition. Connected to these inhom ogeneous p um ping and cooling
conditions are distortions of the pum ped surfaces, w hich cannot be treated as
spherical lenses (or m irrors) and thus cannot be corrected for by spherical
cavity mirrors. A lthough these aberrations of the therm al lens finally lim it the
perform ance of an end-pu m p ed laser due to increased losses, especially for
T E M qo operation [ 1 2 ] , they are not the object of this section. The m ethods of
therm al lensing m easurem ent described always assum e an aberration-free thin
lens in determ ining the stability condition of the cavity or propagation of a
TEMqo resonator mode.
It is obvious that an intra cavity lens, w ith a pum p pow er dependent refractive
pow er, needs to be characterised to ensure:
o resonator stability under changing pum p pow er conditions,
o co nstan t beam d iam eter in the p um ped region of the Nd:YLF crystal, for
optim um m ode m atching regardless of the pum p pow er level, and
o safe operatin g co n ditions for the Q-switch, by being able to determ ine the
changing intra-cavity peak intensities.
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A n exam ple of the changing TEM Qo spot sizes inside the lens resonator
sketched in figure 2.15 is given below for the unpum ped and p um ped (20W)
case. This reso n ato r co n fig u ration satisfies all of th e afore-m ention ed
conditions and has been used in these experiments.
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Fiff. 2.10: Beam waist sizes, co, as a function of the position inside the resonator
sketched in fig. 2.15. With higher pump powers focusing on the left mirror
(Ocm) starts. This effect is limited by the stability condition. The transition
from the stable to the unstable region is determined by the change of the beam
waist, Q},from a real to an imaginary value on this mirror surface.
The relatively small spot size on the left m irror surface und er 20W pum p
pow er conditions indicates that the resonator is close to its stability border. The
g-diagram displaying the changing g-param eter of the equivalent resonator in
Fig. 2.16 for this resonator configuration confirms this m ove tow ards the
stability border.
The im portance of thermal lensing m easurem ents is further em phasised by the
choice of Nd:YLF as the end-pum ped material. At the beginning of the project
no experience or published results existed of YLF systems in a high pow er endp u m p ed set-up. This reflected the inferior therm o-m echanical properties of
YLF, m aking it second choice to YAG in the relatively new approach (starting
w ith Shannon & W allace '91) of utilising high pow er (>10W), strongly
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asymmetric, m ulti-em itter cw bars for end-pum ped lasers. Thus, even the sign
of the lensing was uncertain, due to the opposing signs of the bulk (negative
d n /d T [13]) and end-effect (positive) lensing. N or was know n the pum p pow er
dependent m agnitude or the influence of the anisotropic crystal structure on
the lensing.
To m easure the refractive pow er of the thermal lens under cw and Q-switched
conditions tw o basically different m ethods w ere em ployed. E ither the
propagation properties of a TEM Qo test beam through the NdrYLF crystal or
the p u m p pow er dependent stability criterion of the resonator w ere used to
describe the m agnitude of the lensing. The details of these m ethods for cw
therm al lensing m easurem ents are outlined below:
o Helium -N eon test beam method
The advantage of this m ethod is the possibility of resolving different therm al
lensing effects depending on the polarisation orientation along the tw o crystal
axes in the anisotropic YLF. In using a Helium N eon test beam it is assum ed
that the w avelength depen d ent change of the refractive index is not critical.
Similar results should be obtained if a NdrYAG or NdrYLF test beam were
used.
To carry o u t m easurem ents, the H elium -N eon laser beam m ust be aligned
coaxially to the resonator mode. As the test beam is then propagating through
the centre of inversion in the crystal the therm ally in d u ced lens can be
calculated by m easuring the test beam's w aist radii at different distances behind
the YLF crystal. The m irrors and thermal lens inside the resonator were treated
as thin lenses (the pum ped length inside the YLF is approxim ately 7mm). The
lensing observed w ith the Helium -N eon laser m ethod was
+0.45 diopters per w att of inpu t power.
N o anisotropic lens could be observed w ithin the accuracy of ±10% for this
m ethod. The integrated fluorescence profile during these m easurem ents was
0.6 x 1.2mm^ (diameter); this is of im portance as the am ount of anisotropic
lensing is also dependent on the ellipticity of the pum p spot.
These very high positive values indicate totally end-effect governed lensing, as
the negative thermal bulk lensing is entirely cancelled by the positive lensing of
the concave m irror-like pum ped surfaces. The unexpected strength of positive
lensing is the reason for verifying this lensing behaviour through different
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m easuring m ethods and operation conditions (cw and Q-switched).
o Instability m ethod
In this m ethod the laser is driven under varying resonator geom etries into the
in stability regions of the g-diagram , th us reaching u n stable ro u n d trip
conditions for different therm al lens (or pum p pow er) values. O ne w ay of
describing resonators w ith an internal p u m p pow er d ep en d en t lens w as
introduced in [14], and uses the concept of the equivalent resonator.
This concept is based on the com parison of the ro u n d trip ABCD-Matrix [15]
for a cavity w ith and w ithout a therm al lens. The G aussian beam diam eters on
the m irrors of the lens resonator and equivalent em pty cavity are identical, if
the param eters of the equivalent, no lens containing, resonator are altered to
g i / andL \
It is im p o rtan t to notice th at the internal beam diam eter of the lens and
equ iv alen t reso n ato r are to tally different, as can easily be seen by the
appearance of tw o possible internal foci in the lens resonator, com pared to
only one possible beam w aist in an em pty cavity. Furtherm ore, the rig h t/le ft
sym m etry of the beam divergence is in the case of the lens resonator no longer
valid. The internal lens transfers tw o G aussian beam s into each other, w ith the
possible result that the divergence on one side could increase, w hile the other
side could show decreasing divergence under pum p pow er changes.
It is, how ever, possible to reconstruct the beam param eter inside the lens
resonator utilising the kno w n beam radii on the m irro r surfaces of the
e q u iv alen t reso n ato r. This is d u e to the fact th a t in b o th reso n ato r
configurations the radius of the phase front at the location of the m irror has to
be equal to the radius of curvature of that mirror. This enables a step by step
transform ation of the so determ ined complex beam param eter, q ^ / through
the ABCD-law, w here the matrices are represented by the elements of the lens
resonator.
The concept of the equivalent resonator is used here only to visualise the
stability behaviour w ithin the g-diagram . It does not replace the necessary step
by step analysis of the lens resonator needed to gain inform ation about the
beam properties inside and outside the cavity, as w as done for the results
displayed in figure 2.10.
To introduce the notation necessary to describe the equivalent resonator a
general sketch of a lens resonator is given in the figure below:
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Fie.2.11: Lens resonator with notation used to describe the equivalent resonator
parameters gf" and L*.
These equivalent resonator param eters are then functions of the lens resonator
param eters gj, Lgpt (optical length), and refractive pow er D, as show n below:
8i = & - D

d ^ i l - w ith g. = 1 - ^ " ^

(2.7a/b )

(2.8)

- ^44

with

= 4 + 4 = heo - (« -1 ) %

(2.9a/b)

For diode pum p ed systems the shortening of the optical path by the few m m
long gain material can often be neglected (thin lens approximation), depending
on the geom etrical resonator length (Lgeo). The distances di,2 therefore denote
the centre to centre distance betw een the gain m aterial and the respective
m irror w ith radii of curvature ri^2- W ithout this approximation, d i ,2 denotes the
distance from the m ain focal planes of the thick lens. Equations (2.7) to (2.9)
therefore describe the position of the equivalent resonator in the g-diagram as
a function of the refractive pow er, w hich in itself is dependent on the pum p
power. A path through the g-diagram is given on the next page.
Entirely sym m etric resonators (m irror curvature, and gain m aterial position)
scan through the origin of the g-diagram . The length of the resonator controls
the stability range and the sign of the lensing determ ines the direction of
m ovem ent along the path.
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m ovem ent along the path.
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Fis. 2.12: The stability consequences o f a changing refractive power (pump power) in
the laser material can be displayed as a line in the equivalent g-diagram. The
gradient o f the path is also dependent on the position o f the gain material in
the resonator.
The stability borders are the crucial points, as they allow one to link the
experim entally observed p u m p pow er at the stability transition w ith the
refractive pow er necessary to reach this transition stage. A m axim um of four
transitions are possible, w here the critical refractive pow er as a function of the
cavity geom etry is given below:
= 1 and g* > 0

1

A =

&= 0

^2 =

&;=o

1
D , = -----

&g2 = l a n d g l < 0

r^-d^

1

1

d,

(2 .10)
( 2 . 11 )

( 2. 12)

(2.13)

The therm al lensing dependence on the p u m p pow er can be obtained by
com paring these experim entally observed pum p pow ers w ith the calculated
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diopter values of the therm al lens at the respective stability borders (figure
2.12). To m easure the lensing 8 different fla t/flat resonators, w ith different
lengths and geometries w ere investigated. An average of the results obtained
was :
+0.36 diopters per w att of input power.
The highly end-effect governed nature of the lensing is und erlined by the
discrepancy betw een the m agnitude of the thermal lensing am ount per w att of
in put pow er m easured by this m ethod and that m easured by the Helium -N eon
m ethod.
In the case of the H elium -N eon m ethod it is essential that the pum ped region
and test beam overlap totally. The refractive pow er value so m easured is then
the highest possible, as the full focusing effect of the distorted YLF interfaces
comes into account. H ow ever, a handicap of this m ethod is the unrealistic
beam diam eter of the test beam. The test beam is a factor of tw o larger in
diam eter than the resonator m ode diam eter (-1mm).
In the case of the instability m ethod it is also of im portance to take the spatial
behaviour of this end-effect governed lensing into account. W ith higher gains
the resonator path and gain area no longer have to overlap exactly in order to
m aintain the stability of the resonator configuration. U nder very high pum p
pow er conditions it is advantageous for the m ode to avoid the deform ed YLF
interfaces, and still end u p w ith a net reduction of losses, even after taking
losses at the Brewster w indow s into account.
For this reason the lensing observed depends strongly on the resonator path.
To sim ulate the conditions of the H elium -N eon test beam m easurem ent no
realignm ent from threshold onw ards w as perm itted in the second m ethod,
hence ensuring m axim um overlap betw een p um p ed region and resonator
path, thus maximising the thermal lensing.
W hen perm itting realignm ent from threshold onw ards, thus optim ising the
o u tp u t pow er, the refractive pow er per w att of in p u t pow er is considerable
smaller than in the case w ithout realignment, namely:
+0.36 diopters per w att pum p pow er (no realignment)
+0.25 diopters per w att pum p pow er (with realignment).
The p la n e /p la n e resonator geom etries used for these m easurem ents perm it
only transitions from stable to unstable regions in the g-diagram. A better w ay
of m easuring the therm al lensing under threshold conditions and high pum p
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pow ers (i.e. conditions as found in the test beam m ethod) is by utilising
unstable to stable transitions in the g-diagram of a co n v ex /p lan e resonator
configuration. To reach threshold the pum ped volum e and m ode volum e have
to overlap in the m ost effective way, thus forcing the resonator m ode path
onto the p u m p po w er d isto rted YLF surfaces. The calculated g-diagram
describing the ro u te of the eq uivalent resonator u n d er p u m p pow ers of
betw een 0 to 20W (reaching stability at 7W of pum p pow er), as well as the
m easured outpu t pow er along this path are displayed in figure 2.13a/b.
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Ffg. 2.13a/b: Equivalent g-diagram of a convexiplane cavity configuration. The
respective output power trace is shown below. The comparatively low
output power is due to the unmatched resonator mode size.
The table on the next page summ arises the m agnitudes of the thermal lensing
m easured by the different m ethods under cw operation conditions.
A factor of alm ost tw o in the m agnitude of the lensing can be detected,
depending on the m easurem ent conditions.
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H elium -N eon
method

0.45 dp/W

In stab ility
method
unstable-stable

In stab ility
method
stable-unstable

transition

transition,
threshold optim.

0.42 dp/W

0.36 dp/W

Instab ility
method
stable-unstable
transition,
o u tput optim ised
0.25 dp/W

The therm al lensing value closest to realistic operating circumstances at high
p u m p pow ers can be found in the right hand column. Tow ards the left of the
colum ns the lensing value m ore and m ore reflects the situation aro u n d
threshold. Effects such as an unrealistic beam diam eter in the Helium -N eon test
beam m ethod, and non m ode-m atched conditions in the instability m ethod,
m ight also exaggerate the lensing value in the two left colum ns. The strong
variation of the thermal lensing reflects the end-effect governed properties of
d io d e-en d -p u m p ed Nd:YLF, w here the am oun t of com pensation for the
negative bulk therm al lensing depends on the resonator path and the pum p
pow er level.
To cross-check these cw results the thermal lensing was also investigated under
Q-switched conditions, utilising the emission of the laser itself for the test beam
m ethod. This was possible because the beam quality of the Q-switched laser is
close to diffraction lim ited even und er high p u m p pow ers, so th at TEMoo
p ro p ag atio n b ehind the o u tp u t coupler is a reasonable assum ption. The
m easured and fitted beam radii as a function of the distance propagated are
show n in figure 2.14 on the next page.
W ith therm al lensing values of around +0.3 diopters/W att, these experiments
u n d er Q -sw itched conditions confirm the interpretation of the varying cw
results. The difference in therm al lensing betw een the lOW and 20W pum p
pow er levels again confirms the dependence of the strength of the positive
therm al lensing on the resonator path, w ith the lOW lensing values per w att
being higher than the 20W ones.
This tendency to avoid the directly pu m ped YLF surface under high pum p
pow ers, leading to a reduction of the overall positive lensing, can be directly
observed du rin g the alignm ent procedure. A horizontal m ovem ent of the
pu m p m odules tow ards each other ensures high ou tpu t pow er and good beam
quality, by separating the p u m p ed YLF surface slightly from the reflection
points of the resonator path on the YLF surface.
A m ore detailed characterisation of the dependence of therm al lensing on the
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resonator path w ith respect to the pum ped crystal surfaces can be found in the
following 1.3pm chapter. The lower crossection of the 1.3pm transition renders
it m uch m ore sensitive to changes in p um p and resonator m ode overlap, so
that the connection betw een lower therm al lensing and reduced efficiency can
be clearly dem onstrated.
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Fie. 2.14: Thermal lens values under Q-switched conditions for different pump power
levels. The measured mode radii are fitted to an assumed TEMqo
propagation. The repetition rate at 10 and 20W pump power was 2 and 5kHz
respectively.
The sim ilar therm al lensing values betw een cw and Q -sw itched operation is
also of interest in connection w ith the later investigation of the relevance of the
loss m echanism caused by excited state absorption of laser radiation in NdiYLF
(C hapter 5). These results indicate that the non-radiative decay of the upconverted inversion under 1.047pm operation does not significantly change the
therm al lensing behaviour un d er excitation rates of approxim ately 5mJ per
lifetime. H igher thermal loads, however, w ould be expected for repetition rates
of, for example, 2kHz and 20W pum p pow er, according to the effective lifetime
reduction under these operating conditions (figure 5.11).
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W ith these m easurem ents, perform ed under Q-switched operation, finishing
the therm al lensing characterisation at 1047nm, a resonator geometry could be
found which ensured,
• alm ost constant beam diam eter in the pum ped region, in order to sustain
optim um m ode matching independent of the pum p pow er level, and
• decreasing beam diam eter at the Q-switch location w ith increasing pum p
pow er. In case of an acousto-optical Q-switch this w ould accelerate the
switching time w hen needed most, nam ely under high gain conditions. This
positive effect has to be balanced w ith possible dam age problem s to the Qswitch.
A sketch of the resonator geometry used is pictured in figure 2.15.

20cm
15cm
'5cm

Concave
HR@ 1047nm
+ 0.5m cc

Nd:YLF
Slab

piano / piano
output coupler
cw: 10 - 15%T / AR
Q-switched: 30%T / A
@ 1047nm

Acousto-optical
Q-switch

Pump module

Fig. 2.15: Sketch o f the resonator set-up employed for most of the cw and Q-switched
experiments.
The short distance betw een flat o u tp u t coupler and Nd:YLF slab is one of the
factors needed to ensure a constant m ode diam eter in the pum ped region. To
achieve this close spacing an extension on the m irror m ount was necessary,
which can be seen later in this thesis, in C hapter 3. The placem ent of the Qswitch at the far end of the cavity, close to the high reflecting m irror optimises
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the switching tim e of the acousto-optical device. The changing m ode size, co,
inside the cavity under the varying pum p pow er has already been displayed in
figure 2.10. U nder high p um p pow ers (20W) the set-up is near the first stability
border, w hich is equivalent to a tight beam radius on the HR concave m irror
(4-0.5m), th u s giving a decreasing m ode diam eter in the Q -sw itch w ith
increasing pum p power. The path of this lens resonator through the equivalent
g-diagram is displayed in the figure below:
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Fig. 2.16: The changing stability condition of the lens resonator in figure 2 J 5 for pump
powers of between 0 and 20W. A lensing coefficient o f +0.25 diopters per
Watt diode pump power was assumed.
The m ode radius of 250pm is under m ode m atched w hen com pared w ith the
dim ensions of the fluorescence profile (600pm x 1.1mm diameter). A n increase
in the m ode diam eter from 500pm to 600pm does not im prove the efficiency of
the laser system . O n the contrary, efficiency decreases slightly. This is
attributed to increased losses if the w hole of the p u m p ed region is used as
cavity m ode volum e, decreasing the freedom to m ove the cavity m ode in the
surro u n d in g pu m p volum e in the o u tp u t optim ising m anner, as described
above.
Similar behaviour was reported in a fibre coupled diode end-pum ped NdiYAG
laser [16]. Even in the best case of a circularly symmetric inversion profile, only
a value of 0.6 for the m ode overlap integral was reported. Larger cavity
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m odes, alth o u g h su p p o sed ly better m ode m atched, resu lted in higher
diffraction losses, under high p um p pow er conditions. As the edge of the hard
p u m p ed region is the reason for the increased losses it is advantageous to
concentrate m ost of the pum p energy into the centre of the rod.
The approach of Kaneda and Kubota [16] utilised a fibre bundle com bining the
p u m p pow er of 19 diode pairs. This set-up m ade it possible to tem perature
tune the emission wavelength of the fibre bundle across the aperture.
D etuning along the radius of the aperture aw ay from the centre absorption at
809nm in Nd:YAG w ould help to maximise the centre inversion, w hich is less
susceptible to the diffraction losses caused by the aberration of the therm al
lens.
This advantage of an u nder m ode m atched cavity (in one dim ension) is the
m otivation for not trying to im prove the conversion efficiency by w ay of an
anam orphic intra-cavity expansion in the other, well under m atched direction
of the fluorescence profile (1.2mm length). K eeping in m ind th a t the
anam orphic expansion w ith two intracavity prism s w ould cause extra losses,
which are critical in a cw pum ped system, and that the expansion ratio should
be smaller than two, it is questionable if any gain in perform ance w ould result.
A nother reason against these additional intra-cavity com ponents is the
increased complexity in the alignm ent of the laser. W ith the presence of pum p
pow er induced end-effects altering the resonator p ath and increasing the
losses, the aim was to keep the set-up as simple as possible.
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2.5 C onclusions
The com bination of p u m p geom etry, orientation of the c-axis and
dim ensions of the slabs m ake it possible to use NdrYLF for high density endpum ping purposes. The folded cavity design in combination w ith Nd:YLF has
the following advantages:
o N atu ral birefringence of the m aterial w hich suppresses any p u m p pow er
o

induced depolarisation losses,
E nd-pum ped scheme w hich favours

T E M qo

operation at high efficiencies and

short Q-switched (typical 25ns) pulse durations,
o c-axis orientation which selects high absorption and high gain line in Nd:YLF
w ith a linearly polarised o u tp u t at 1047nm.
o Longer u p p er state lifetim e as com pared to Nd:YAG w hich gives better
energy storage in the case of repetitive Q -sw itching for repetition rates
below 5kHz.
o Com pensation for the inferior therm al properties of Nd:YLF by choice of the
appropriate dim ensions of the slabs.

W ith regard to the therm al lensing under these end-p um ped conditions, the
following key points are of importance:
o YLF exhibits a very strong positive therm al lensing.
o Given the negative bulk therm al lensing (d n /d T < 0) in YLF the resulting
positive therm al lensing m ust be highly governed by positive end-effects at
the pum ped surface,
o Therm al lensing will depend on the alignm ent of the resonator path, due to
the dom inant end-effects.
o N o anisotropic lensing w as observed w ith the H elium -N eon test beam
method. How ever this m ethod had an accuracy of only 10%.
o A value of +0.25 to 0.3 diopters/W att is a good guidance value for the lensing
u n d er high p u m p pow er conditions using the p u m p m odules described
earlier.
In particular, the absence of any m easurable anisotropic lensing - under beam
quality optim ised alignm ent conditions - is as unexpected as it is advantageous
at high pum p powers. A correlation betw een the pum p spot geom etry and the
therm al lensing p ro p erties caused directly by this end-effect is therefore
suspected. This hypothesis has to be investigated at a later tim e (see also
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C hapter 4 and 'Conclusions & Future world ), especially if at a later stage the
use of fibre coupled diode pum p m odules is undertaken.
A lthough a considerable am ount of effort was concentrated on thermal lensing
characterisation, only a w orking know ledge exists for the laser described here,
w hich w as, how ever, sufficient to optim ise the laser. A m ore general
understanding of end-effect governed lensing in diode end-pum ped Nd:YLF
w ould need a different approach. In th at case the perform ance of the laser
w o uld n o t be the centre of attention, as in this w ork. Instead, extrem ely
controlled experim ental conditions, through restricting the degrees of freedom
in the cavity, w o u ld have to be enforced, to sim plify a m ore analytical
approach.
This w ork was one of the first experim ents to extend the high pow er diode
end-pum ped approach successfully to Nd:YLF and different views exist about
the strength and anisotropy of the lensing. An overview of the therm al lensing
results from two other groups w orking in this field is show n below in table
2.17.
len sin g
A uthor

coefficient
1047nm, 1 1c

M agni et al. [17]

- 0.042 diop./kW

lensing
coefficient
1047nm, 1 I a
- 0.147 diop./kW

integrated
fluorescence
p ro file
hom ogeneously
flashlamp
pum ped
2.0 X 0.4mm^

L.M arshall [18]

+0.03 diop./W

P. M oulton [19]

+0.25 diop./W

This w ork

+ 0.25-0.3 diop./W + 0.25-0.3 diop./W 0.6 X 1.2mm^

+0.1diop,/W

1.2 X 1.8mm^

Table 2.17: Comparison of différent thermal lensing results in Nd. YLF under diode endpumped conditions, giving the (probably) important parameter o f the
fluorescence profile used. The flashlamp pumped thermal lensing results are
mentioned to highlight the totally different behaviour o f YLF under these
circumstances.
The Fibertek w ork [18] reports anisotropic lensing w ith a negative lens in one
plane and a w eak positive lens in the other plane. This result, in particular the
residu al negative lensing, is difficult to agree w ith given the results and
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experience gained during the experiments described in this thesis.
Similar lensing values have been found by both the Schw artz Electro-Optic
publication [19] and this w ork, although only for one plane. M oulton et al.
report weaker positive lensing (by a factor 2 ) for the other orientation.
A fu tu re aim is to u n d e rsta n d w hich p um p and cavity p aram eters are
responsible for the observed com pensation of the generally anisotropic
therm al lensing in Nd:YLF. In p articu lar, the changed therm al lensing
behaviour at 1.321pm and its expected connection to excited state absorption is
interesting and will be discussed in the 1.3pm chapter later on. That chapter
also provides more insight into the difficulties of characterising thermal lensing
in strongly end-pum ped solid-state lasers, w ith implications beyond the device
actually u s e d .
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CW and Q-switched
performance at 1047nm
3.1 CW perform ance
3.2 Q-switched perform ance and beam quality im provem ent
3.3 Sw itching lim itations and linew idth characterisation
3.4 C onclusions

I n this chapter an overview is given of the experim ental results for
operation at 1047nm of the laser system developed d u rin g this thesis. This
chapter contains the m ain experim ental achievements, w hich are in providing a
reliable, diffraction limited, high repetition rate pum p laser at ou tp u t pow ers of
up to 5W (5 to 61<cHz, M2~1.3). W ith relaxed beam quality requirem ents (M^-2)
up to 8.5W at 15kHz are possible. This beam param eter product still represents
an acceptable focus quality for m aterial processing purposes. The short pulse
w id th (-25ns), high average pow er an d excellent beam q uality lay the
foundations for the non-linear conversion schemes, w hich stretch from the
near UV at 349nm to 3.44pm in the m id-infrared. These are described in later
chapters.
Beginning w ith the characterisation of cw operation of the laser w ith the jcpolarised transition at 1047nm, the o u tp u t pow er and beam quality as well as
the problem s of m ain tain in g a TEM Qo m ode at high p u m p pow ers are
discussed. W ith the cw laser laying the foundation, the transition tow ards
repetitive Q-switching w as only a com paratively small step, after a decision
w as m ade on a suitable Q -sw itch technique. The characterisation of the Qsw itched system includes average pow er, m ode quality an d pulse w idth
b e h a v io u r u n d e r d iffe re n t p u m p p o w er co n d itio n s a n d re so n a to r
configurations. Also, some of the lim itations of this Q-sw itched system , given
by the com bination of sh o rt pulse b u ild up tim e an d the relatively slow
switching characteristics of the acousto-optical Bragg-cell will be mentioned.
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Tow ards the end of the chapter a brief characterisation of the fluorescence and
lasing lin ew id th p roperties in the 1pm region is given. These results are
particular of interest in com parison w ith the 1.321pm linew idth characteristics
of NdrYLF in the next chapter. A narrow linew idth p u m p laser is of specific
im portance w ith regard to non-linear conversion schemes, as the pum p source
lin ew id th is often the d o m in an t factor, d ep en d in g on the phase m atch
configuration and non-linear m aterial choice, in the total linew idth of the
conversion process.
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3.1 CW performance at 1047nm
A t the start of the project a polarisation d ep en d en t o u tp u t coupling
scheme w as em ployed, w hich allow ed flexible experim ents w ith only a few
stan d a rd high reflecting m irrors, du e to its adjustable degree of o u tp u t
coupling. These experim ents proved to be very valuable in achieving a first
interm ed iate characterisation of p u m p pow er related param eters such as
therm al lensing, losses an d gain of the new system. H ow ever, during these
experim ents the thin-film polariser proved to be the reason for additional intra
cavity losses, of the order of ~2% as determ ined by the standard Finlay-Clay
m ethod [1] used for cw system s, w hile the AR-coated 1 /4 -w a v e p la te w as
virtually loss free. Com pared w ith the equivalent fixed o u tp u t coupler cavity
(10% transm ission), these losses caused a reduction in o u tp u t pow er of m ore
than 25% in the case of a TEM Qo niode (5W pum p pow er level).
As a consequence all the high p um p pow er experiments w ere done w ith fixed
o u tp u t couplers, w hose selection w as greatly helped by the prelim inary
experim ents. The perform ance achieved for pum p pow ers of u p to 20W is
displayed in figure 3.1.
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Ffg. 3.1: Multimode and TEMqo performance at 1047nmfor pump powers o f up to
20W (both pump modules used). For pump powers above 15W intra cavity
aperturing was necessary to maintain acceptable beam qualities, hence the
increasing difference between multi mode and TEMqq output.
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The beam quality m easurem ents reflect the increased problem s in achieving
close to diffraction lim ited o u tp u t at higher p u m p pow ers. Beam quality
im provem ent could be achieved by tw o methods:
o Parallel shifting of the tw o pum ped regions, by aligning the pum p m odules
h o rizo n tally tow ards each other, in o rd er to achieve the best overlap
betw een the straight resonator path and both pum ped regions,
o Intra-cavity ap ertu rin g to achieve a m ore circular inversion profile, by
inserting, for exam ple, a knife edge to cut dow n on the long axis of the
elliptical pum p profile.
D ue to the 2:1 eccentricity of the elliptic fluorescence profile (with the long axis
in the horizontal direction) the cavity m ode has the tendency to be m ulti-m ode
along the axis w ith the w ider fluorescence profile. In the vertical direction,
w hich coincidences w ith the sh o rt axis of the fluorescence profile, the
aperturing of the 2mm thick slab prevents m ulti-m ode operation. For low er
p u m p pow ers (10 to 12W) it is sufficient to align the p u m p m odules
horizontally, and parallel to the pum ped surface. U nder higher gain conditions
it is necessary to insert the knife edge and additionally realign the horizontal
orientation of the p um p m odules tow ards each other in order to optim ise the
gain profile. As the TEMxy m odes are radially sym m etric in their intensity
distribution, a single sided restriction still results in a symmetric m ode pattern.
Follow ing this procedure, 6.3W TEM Qo w ith a m easured beam quality of
M^=1.6 could be achieved at 20W diode pum p power. The insertion of the knife
edge gives rise to extra diffraction losses, as well as a reduced m ode volume, so
th at the o u tp u t pow er drops by ~1W from the m ultim ode case of 7.4W. A
sim ilar, if slightly red u ced (especially at higher d iod e p u m p pow ers),
perform ance w as achieved, as displayed in figure 3.1, using one pum p m odule
an d ap p ly in g 20W of p u m p pow er to only one of the tw o folding points
(-5.2W TEM Qo). A s w ith the interm ediate 1 / 4-waveplate and polariser output
coupling scheme, this experim ent w as ru n w ith only one p u m p m odule for
over half a year. This w as partly to verify the anticipated therm al dam age
resistance and partly due to the time necessary to construct the second pum p
m odule. H ow ever, the sym m etric pum p geom etry is clearly preferable, as it
stays far below the pum p pow er lim it per surface, reducing the breakage risk
and allowing im proved m ode control by parallel shifting of the pum p modules.
The m ulti-m ode perform ance for the whole pum p pow er range of up to 40W is
show n in figure 3.2 on the next page.
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The turning point in the o u tp u t pow er curve at 36W p um p pow er designates
the practical scaling lim it for this end-pum ped laser. A t this point distortions of
the p u m p ed surfaces are so high th at even high order m odes suffer greater
diffraction losses th an can be com pensated for by the increased gain. This
practical p u m p lim it occurs in NdrYLF before therm al stress fracture, the
u ltim ate b arrier for p u m p in g th e m aterial h arder, destroys the slab. The
achievem ent of 20W p u m p pow er per reflection point w ithout therm al stress
fracture occurring, gives the security needed to optim ise the NdrYLF system at
the lower, sub 20W p um p pow ers per surface.
To m ake sure th at this pow er drop is not caused by a transition to an unstable
ro u n d trip condition, the behaviour at the highest p um p pow ers was checked
w ith different resonator configurations, w hich provide stability even against
extreme positive therm al lensing. A symmetric, very short (10cm), plane-plane
cavity provides stability over a w ider range as the equivalent resonator moves
through the origin into the th ird Q uadrant, the second stability area of the gdiagram [2].
Even under these conditions the characteristic turning point occurred at around
35W diode pum p pow er, well w ithin the stability range for that configuration.
This confirm ed th at the o u tp u t pow er drop could not be attributed to an
incorrect m easurem ent of the therm al lensing coefficient.
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Fig. 3.2: High pump powers above 20W cause increased losses, due to aberrations of
the thermal lens. Above 17W o f pump power per surface these losses dominate,
and output power decreases despite intensified pumping.
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The selection of the 1047nm line in the anisotropic Nd:YLF w as achieved by the
com bination of tw o Brewster cut crystal surfaces and the orientation of the caxis tow ards the resonating field. By investigating the spectral characteristics of
the cw o u tp u t w ith an optical spectrum analyser it could be checked that the
losses for the vertical polarisation w ere high enough to p rev en t parasitic
oscillations at 1053nm. The recorded spectrum between 1037nm and 1057nm is
show n in figure 3.3.
Only the ir-polarised 1047nm transition is detectable; the scattered small peaks
are due to noise. A repeat m easurem ent under Q -sw itched conditions for the
sam e p u m p pow er level later confirm ed the above result u n d er higher gain
conditions.
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3.3: Optical spectrum o f the cw Nd:YLF laser output at a diode pump power o f
20W. There are no traces of the a-polarised 1053nm radiation.
In addition to the good w avelength selection properties of the slab design, the
second purpose of the Brewster w indow s also came fully u p to expectations, as
they provided low loss for the horizontally polarised com ponent, elim inating
the need for anti-reflection (AR) coatings on these entrance w indow s. The loss
of the Nd;YLF slab m easured according to the Finlay-Clay m ethod w as about
2%. As this includes the scattering losses as well as the reflections losses on the
B rew ster w indow s u n d er op erating conditions near threshold, it is also
evidence of the high quality of the Nd:YLF material an d coatings.
The polarisation d ep en d en t lasing w avelength of NdrYLF can be directly
observed by detecting the fluorescence spectrum in the 1pm region under
polarised and unpolarised conditions. The m ain reason for exam ining the 1pm
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and 1.3jim fluorescence in respect to their linew idths arose during w ork on the
1.3pm transition (Chapter 4), which exhibited unusually w ide linew idths, of up
to Inm , depending on the repetition rate under Q-switched operation.
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Fgg. 3.4: The unpolarised (a)) and polarisation resolved (b)) fluorescence spectra o f
Nd.’YLF (1.1% (weight) doping) at a pump power intensity o f ^700Wlcm7,
recorded through one Brewster surface of the slab. As the high transmission
o f the polariser cube was in the plane o f incidence of the Brewster window, the
a-polarised transitions were suppressed.
A t a first glance the tw o m ain lines in Nd:YLF at 1047 and 1054nm are
recognisable. The o-polarised 1054nm line was suppressed by a polariser w ith
the suitable orientation being inserted into the fluorescence path, w hich was
then coupled into the optical spectrum analyser. The rem aining intensity of the
1054nm is TC-polarised and it w ould be possible to achieve lasing on this mainly
a -p o la rise d line, by enforcing Tî-polarisation w ith in th e reso n ato r by
supp ressin g the m uch stronger, and also tc-polarised 1047nm line w ith a
biréfringent filter [3].
H ow ever, the strength of the m ore exotic 1072nm line is very surprising,
especially as a recent paper by Ryan and Beach [4] calculates the cross-section
of this transition as 5T0"^^ cm^, w ith the calculated crossections being based on
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calibrated em ission spectra. This low cross section valu e for 1072nm is
com parable to the 1321nm line in NdiYLF. According to Ryan and Beach the
line at 1043nm w ould even have a higher crossection (7TO"^0 cm^) than the
1072nm transition, b u t in the spectrum above this line is m uch w eaker than the
m easured 1072nm intensity.
O n the simplified assum ption that the stim ulated emission crossection is linear
w ith the fluorescence intensity, a m uch higher value w ould have been expected
given the m easurem ent above. Taking the ratio of the u n polarised peak
fluorescence intensities at 1047nm and 1053nm in figure 3.4 confirm s the
crossection ration of these transitions as being in good agreem ent w ith the
calculated crossection ratio of Ryan and Beach:
/ ^1047nw

=0.78

^I053nm/
=0.73
/ ^1047/wt

To check that the high fluorescence intensity at 1072nm is not caused by tw o
superim posed lines of different polarisation, the ratio of the 1047 and 1072nm
lines w as taken in each case for the polarised and unpolarised spectrum,
f(yj2nm/
/

1047 n m

=0.59

=0.67
/

/io 4 7 n m

These tw o ratios are only slightly different, indicating th at both lines are,
dom inantly and to a similar degree, 7i-polarised. The rem aining tim e did not
p erm it the achievem ent of lasing on the 7C-polarised 1072nm transition, by
using a prism to suppress the 1047nm line, in order to resolve this puzzling
disagreem ent. The reason for the interest in the 1072nm em ission is in its
potential use for doubling purposes. W ith the longer w avelength it m ight just
be possible to realise a tem perature tuned, NCPM type II doubler in KTA/KTP.
This w o u ld have especially interesting consequences for cw intra-cavity
doubling applications, w here CPM type II phase m atching schemes in KTP
have well know n disadvantages, such as walk-off and depolarisation of the
fundam ental [5]. M ore about this potential scheme, in connection w ith the
1072nm line in Nd:YLF, can be found in the frequency doubling and tripling
section.
The lin ew id th of the 1072nm fluorescence, at ap p ro x im ately 3nm , is
com parable to the 1.3|im transition w idths, w hich w o u ld give rise to an
estim ated Q -switched linew idth in the 0.6nm region, as encountered w ith the
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1321nm transition in C hapter 4. In contrast to this is the fluorescence linew idth
of l.ln m at 1047nm, w hich corresponds to a lasing linew idth of O.lnm for this
transition, as m easured towards the end of this chapter.
The following table gives all the resolvable lines in the l|im region, w ith their
dom inant polarisation orientations, as m easured in figure 3.4.
Centre

Centre
w avelength [nm]

D om in a nt
p o la risation

w avelength [nm]

D om inant
polarisation

1043

%

1057

K

1047 (l.ln m )

K

1067

G

1053 (1.3nm)

O

1072 (3.2nm)

K

Table 3.5: Overview o f the fluorescence transitions and dominant polarisations in the
1pm region fo r Nd:YLF. The lines with comparable high fluorescence
intensities are printed in bold figures. The fluorescence linewidths (FWHM)
for these lines have been measured down to 0.2nm OSA resolution.
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3,2 R epetitive Q -sw itching
and beam quality im provem ent at 1047nm
The transitio n from the cw system to the Q -sw itched system w as
com parably straig h tfo rw ard , as only a decision ab o u t the Q -sw itching
technique w as necessary. As a high average o u tp u t pow er w as the m ain
objective of this cw p u m p ed system, the ability to give high repetition rates,
b eyo n d the Ik H z m ark, w as an essential req u irem en t for the Q -sw itch
technique selected.
W ith the decision to use an acousto-optical Q-switch, the established switching
technique for cw -pum ped lasers w as chosen. This w ay a trouble free high
rep etitio n capability w as ensured. The associated disadvantages of this
approach such as,
o slow sw itching time (dependent on the m ode diam eter, ~ 100ns in this cavity
configuration ),
o low dam age threshold and
o hold off problems due to limited diffraction efficiencies
did not cause any practical problem s. The exception w as the switching time
lim itation under extreme operating conditions. These lim itations of the system
will be discussed tow ards the end of the chapter. Table 3.6 gives an overview of
some of the m easured Q-switch characteristics.
RF driving
requirements

80 M Hz ; 2.5 to 3W to avoid hold-off problems
Damage lim it of transducers: < 4W

Q -sw itch m aterial

N ot PbM 0 4 , otherw ise no inform ation from Tsle

(3mm high, W mmwide
16mm along optical axis)

Optics'. M easured data matches: SF6 Glass
Bulk dam age limits: between 200 and 500MW/cm^

D iffraction effidencx)

~80% (3W RF driving power) m easured at 633nm

Speed o f sound

2950 m /s

Sw itching tim e
characteristics

Resonator beam diameter: 300pm in -100ns
Transducer to optical axis distance: 4.5mm
—> ~1.5ps delay to input pulse
Rising edge on signal generator: 10ns

Table 3.6: Driving requirements and measured characteristics o f the Isle Optics Qswitch QS 080.
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H ow ever, after overcom ing som e initial alig n m en t p roblem s, such as
realigning the housing aperture of the Q-switch w ith regard to the centre of the
ultrasonic w ave p ro p ag atio n an d boosting the RF d riv in g pow er up to
betw een 2,5 an d 3W, in order to optim ise the diffraction efficiency of the
switch, reliable Q-switching w ith average o u tp u t pow ers of m ore than 8W at
1047nm could be achieved.
A picture of the very com pact Q -sw itched laser configuration, including the
p u m p m odules, can be seen on the next page. In betw een the p um p m odules
the rhombic form of the Nd:YLF mini-slab is clearly recognisable, sitting on the
w ater cooled A lum inium finger. The long ou tp u t m irror extension of the right
h an d m irror m o u nt is necessary to ensure good m ode m atching independent
of the p u m p pow er level (as described in section 2.4). The acousto-optical Qswitch (Isle-Optics) is placed between the slab and the left hand high reflector.
Initial experiments w ith this set-up were carried out at low pum p pow ers of up
to lo w , utilising the same resonator geom etry as in the cw case (cavity length
of 20cm, o u tp u t coupling 15% transmission). The gain governed dependence of
the pulse length, given by p um p pow er and repetition rate, is clearly show n in
figure 3.8.
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Fiç. 3.7: Photo of the Q-switched, cw diode-pumped, NdtYLF laser.
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D uring these experim ents for the first time signs of dam age w ere encountered,
for repetition rates around Ik H z and lOW pu m p power. This corresponded to
an intra-cavity intensity of 80M W /cm^ and caused the beginning of dam age on
the NdrYLF slab coatings (20% drop in o u tp u t pow er), as a later inspection of
the cavity elements confirmed.
This unexpectedly low dam age threshold of the coatings (at least 200 to
500MW / cm2 w ould be expected) could be a direct consequence of the endeffect governed lensing, w ith its increased stress on the coatings. H ow ever, in
order to avoid this critical intra-cavity intensity of just below lOOMW/cm^, a
change of o u tp u t coupling w as indicated. By doubling the o u tp u t coupling
transm ission from 15% to 30% the intra-cavity elem ents could be effectively
protected against dam age for o u tp u t peak pow ers of 40kW, w hile the average
o utpu t pow er was only m arginally reduced (-15% com pared to the low o utput
coupling). This in sen sitiv ity ag ain st a change in o u tp u t coupling is a
consequence of the h ig h er gain u n d e r Q -sw itched conditions, w ith the
optim um output coupling curve having a broad maximum.
A positive side effect of this slightly over-coupled cavity is a m ore com pact
pulse form, how ever the pulse w idth, m easured according to the 'Full W idth
H alf M axim um ' (FWHM), rem ains essentially constant. The com pact pulse
shape is due to the sharper falling edge of the pulse, as the fall time is directly
connected to the decay time of the cavity.
The second param eter used to im prove the perform ance of the Q -sw itched
system is the geometrical cavity length. By reducing the length of the cavity,
the ro u n d trip tim e decreases and the stored energy can be extracted w ithin a
shorter period. However, the practical im portance of a short cavity is lessened
by the dam age lim itations of the slab coatings. In order to stay w ithin the
lim ited safe peak pow er per pulse, short cavities can only increase the average
o u tp u t pow er and repetition rates at w hich these m axim um perm issible peak
pow ers can be extracted. At high pum p pow ers this increase of average pow er
due to cavity shortening decreases m ore and more as the 40kW lim it is reached
for repetition rates close to the quasi-cw saturation level. In order to shorten
the stan d ard 20cm long resonator dow n to 11cm, m odifications of the slab
cooling m ount w ere necessary. A com parison of achievable peak pow ers per
pulse, due to shorter pulse durations, w ith these two cavities is show n in figure
3 .9 a /b .
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pump power. The pulse duration is roughly halved in the case o f the shorter
cavity.
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Fig. 3.9b: A typical pulse shape with 15ns FWHM fo r a 3 kHz repetition rate is shown
above (11cm long cavity).
The beam quality achieved was alm ost diffraction lim ited and had a m easured
of 1.1 for a repetition rate of 2kHz (20cm long cavity). Rem arkably the
beam quality im provem ent under Q-sw itched conditions is substantial w hen
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com pared to the cw case, especially considering the com parative experim ental
ease of achieving these good beam qualities. N o aperturing w as necessary to
achieve these close to diffraction lim ited outputs, even u n d er high p u m p
pow ers of 20 to 30W. This im proved beam quality is a substantial advantage
over the cw operation m ode, and it should be strongly em phasised th a t Qsw itching is the preferred m ode of operation for this end-p u m ped Nd:YLK
system. A com parison of the characteristic beam param eter products for cw
and Q-switched operation is show n in figure 3.10.
The im provem ent from a
value of 1.6 to 1.3 at the 20W p um p pow er level,
although not terribly im pressive on paper, makes an enorm ous difference, if
the laser system is used as a p um p laser. The stated cw beam quality is m uch
m ore difficult to realise, w ith a tendency to su d d en instabilities of the
transverse m ode structure, and therefore dem ands full attention to be on the
laser system , w hich m akes it by definition a very poor p u m p laser. The Qsw itched beam qualities are, how ever, readily achievable and, once the
alignm ent is established, very stable in time.
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¥12.3.10: The measured beam quality o f the cw and repetitively Q-switched laser system
for different diode pump power levels. The improvement in the beam quality is
dependent on the repetition rate and increases with prolonged pump intervals.
The best
value, at the lowest possible Q-switching rate, is used in this
comparison.
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A lthough in general the Q-switched beam quality is an im provem ent on its cw
counter part, the beam param eter products converge tow ards the same value
for the lowest (5W) and highest (30W) diode pum p pow er levels for this endp um ped laser system. At low pum p pow ers the beam param eter products of
the cw and Q-switched systems are identical because of the negligible therm al
influence, w hile at the highest pum p pow ers the therm al distortions of the
p um ped surfaces were the dom inant effects in defining the transverse m ode
structure. In betw een these extremes the transverse m ode structure is always
noticeably im proved, as the Q -sw itched induced effect overw helm s the
deteriorating influence of the increasing diode pum p powers. The beam quality
im provem ent is illustrated in the pictures below. The m ulti-m odish cw beam is
cleaned up u n d er Q -sw itching and transferred into a circularly sym m etric
TEMoo mode.

a)

b)

Fig. 3.11: Comparison o f the transverse mode structure under cw (4W) (a)) and Qswitched conditions (4kHz, 2.7W) (b)). The diode pump power is 15W. The
elliptic shape o f the cw mode structure is due to a tendency to prefer
multimode operation along the wider axis of the fluorescence profile.
At this p o int the question arises as to w hich m echanism im proves the
transverse m ode selection under Q-switched conditions, w hen the longitudinal
m ode selection definitely decreases, due to the increased gain. The increasing
linew idth w ith repetition rate under Q-switched conditions could be clearly
dem onstrated for the 1.321pm transition (Chapter 4) and is also present during
1pm operation. The different behaviour of the transverse m ode structure at
1pm, w hich in fact im proves w ith the repetition rate (fig. 3.13) could be
explained by a spatially varying loss mechanism, which is provided by parts of
the excited state absorption process, inherent to Nd:YLF. This hypothesis and
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the up-conversion properties into the visible and near UV bands und er 1 and
1.3pm operation in Nd:YLF are described in greater detail in C hapter 5.
The 20W pum p pow er level, previously at the lim it in terms of m aintaining an
acceptable cw -m ode quality, is now the best com prom ise betw een high
average o u tp u t pow er an d beam quality. An alm ost diffraction lim ited beam ,
w ith a m easured M^=1.3 for a typical average o u tp u t pow er of 4.8W (up to
5W), at 5 to 6kHz repetition rate could be achieved. The com parative ease of
alignm ent required to achieve this result, and the beam quality im provem ent
w hen com pared to the cw case (M^ = 1.6) m akes this operation m ode well
su ited for n o n -lin ear conversion schem es, as p ro v ed in th e frequency
co n versio n schem es at th e en d of this thesis. The ch anging o u tp u t
characteristics as a function of the repetition rate is show n in figures 3.12/13.
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The beam quality reaches its optim um value for low repetition rates. The lower
lim it for the repetition rate is dictated by the dam age threshold of the slab
coatings, as discussed in detail previously for the lOW p um p pow er level. This
restricts the repetition rate to 6kHz, w ith 0.8mJ per pulse an d a typical pulse
duration of 26ns. Pulse forms and durations under the conditions of these high
repetition rates are very stable. A single pulse and the overlaid shapes of 124
pulses, sam pled over a period of 10 seconds, are show n in figure 3.14.
The repetition rate is 6kHz and the Q-sw itched o u tp u t averages 4.8W in near
diffraction lim ited beam quality (M^ - 1.3), linearly polarised at 1047nm.
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Fig. 3.14: Sampled trace of a single pulse and 124 nan-consecutive pulses, observed
during approximately 10 seconds (6kHz, 4.8W, M^=1.3)
These results represent the objective of the laser developm ent which was;
To p rovide an efficient, high average pow er, high repetition rate and near
diffraction lim ited, linearly polarised laser source w ith sufficient peak pow er
due to short pulse durations in the 25ns region.
The com bination of these attributes is due to the use of Nd:YLF u n d er high
diode pum p pow ers in an end-p u m ped geometry. This com bination, w hich
w as previously avoided, due to the low therm al shock param eter of NdiYLF,
w as in 1994 state-of-the-art for high repetition rate system s, and found its
expression in an invited talk at CLEO 94 [6].
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I.E. O ptom ech packaged this system into a commercial laser system, which was
presented at CLEO 95 in Baltimore. A picture of the T)AYlight' laser is show n
below.

Fig. 3.15: A picture o f the commercial version o f the laser developed during this thesis
and now marketed by I.E. Optomech and Uniphase. The footprint o f this
laser is, including the cooling and power supply, at a minimum, due to the
excellent packaging abilities ofI.E.
A round the sam e time, in m id 1995, several other m anufacturers such as
Spectra Physics (fibre coupled, end-pum ped N diV anadate system), Schwartz
Electro-Optics [7] and Light Solutions [8] (both diode bar, side pum ped NdiYLF
system s) h ad d ev elo p ed sim ilar (Spectra Physics, p ro d u ct stage. Light
Solutions; lab-system at the time) or superior systems (Schwartz, lab-system).
From the view point of this thesis the side pum ped Nd:YLF systems, especially
the one developed by Schwartz Electro-Optics, are very interesting and will be
discussed in the conclusions of this thesis.
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3.3 System lim itations and linew idth characterisation
A n obvious route to im prove the perform ance of this end-pum ped slab
system is to shorten the cavity, in order to optim ise the pulse duration. An
attem pt along these lines, by reducing the resonator length dow n to 11cm, did
not succeed, as the resulting pulse-build-up times proved to be too fast for the
switching times of the acousto-optical Q-switch. The opening time of the switch
is given by the travelling tim e of the acousto-optical w ave to leave the m odew aist region. In the cavity configuration used this am ounts to approxim ately
100ns. This is a direct consequence of the Q-switch m aterial used, w hich has a
high dam age threshold b u t com paratively low ultra-sonic speed of sound
(approxim ately 3 k m /s opposed to 4 k m /s (PbM 0 4 ) or 51on/s). If the pulse
already builds u p d uring the opening phase of the Q-switch, higher losses and
bad m ode quality in the form of high order m odes are the experim entally
observed consequences. This lim itation is not too great a disadvantage in the
current set-up, as the peak pow er per pulse is already lim ited by the dam age
threshold of the slab coatings.
The previously m entioned safe peak pow er lim it of 40kW per pulse for the
slabs can be stretched to -70kW w ithout im m ediate coating damage. How ever
this grey zone was only an option because one slab had already show n signs of
coating dam age and total failure of this slab w ould not have been a big loss.
W ith the present coatings this operational m ode is not advisable, especially at
higher pum p powers.
By pushing the short cavity system w ith low repetition rates an d slightly
higher p um p pow ers (12W) to pulse w idths below 10ns, a rising edge in the
falling flank of the Q-switched pulse starts to appear. This pulse shape is show n
in figure 3.16.
This unexpected behaviour could be an indication of a bottleneck effect, either
caused by the lifetime of the low er laser level being com parable to the very
short pulse durations of around 10ns [9], or a repopulation of the upp er laser
level, due to relaxation of population from higher excited states, w hich were
previously up-converted by excited state absorption of laser radiation .
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Fw. 3.16: An unwanted deviation of the pulse shape appears for very short pulses. The
rising edge in the falling flank of the pulse starts to appear for pulse durations
around 12 - 15ns (see fig. 3.9b). With shorter pulse durations this after-pulse
becomes more pronounced, as the 10ns pulse shape above exposes.
In contrast to this there have been reports of pulse w idths approaching 3.5ns at
1047nm in Nd;YLF [10], b u t w ithou t displaying the pulse form. These short
p u lse re su lts w ere ach iev ed by u tilisin g extrem ely sh o rt reso n ato r
configurations (2 to 3cm) an d low cw p u m p pow ers, of about 500mW. A
com parison of such different system s is difficult, as the form (or even
appearance) of an after-pulse also depends on the tim e dependent intra-cavity
losses during Q-switching.
H ow ever, in the present system the 10ns pulse w idth region is clearly a low er
lim it in term s of pulse duration and could not be circum vented by careful
alignm ent of the Q-switch or cavity mirrors.
H igher pu m p pow ers than the 20W so far used lead to a further decrease in
m ode quality. Pum ping at the 30W level represented a system limitation, as the
degraded beam quality at this level could not be used to increase the diffraction
lim ited green or UV ou tpu t. For other applications, such as, for exam ple,
m aterial processing, the high average ou tp u t pow ers in the 8W region are an
interesting alternative. The change of the ou tput pow er w ith repetition rate for
diode pum p pow ers of 30W is show n in figure 3.17 .
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Fie. 3.17: In the case o f SOW diode pump power the beam quality decreases to

= 1.8

at 8kHz. The average output power and peak power per pulse is displayed as
a function of the repetition rate.
A lthough average pow ers of up to 8.7W w ere achieved, the beam quality
decreased to an
of 1.8 at 8kH z repetition rate, and the efforts needed to
control and m aintain these m oderate m ode properties also increased. This high
p ow er o peration is an interesting alternative if the beam quality of the
fundam ental or converted radiation is only of secondary interest. For example,
the conversion efficiency for doubling does not necessarily drop dram atically
for beam param eters approaching

= 2, so that the advantage of higher

average infrared pow ers at the 30W pu m p level can be transferred into the
converted green radiation.
H ow ever, the m ediocre beam quality does not im prove in the frequency
doubled case. This is reflected in the frequency tripling results, w here the
m ixing process of tw o beam s w ith decreased transversal m ode properties
notably affects the conversion efficiency into the UV . The details of the single
pass doubling and tripling experim ents will be discussed in C hapter 6. As the
m ain interest w as in near diffraction lim ited beam qualities, the Q -sw itched
experim ents w ere lim ited to the 30W diode pum p pow er level. H igher pum p
pow ers w ould only have increased the average ou tp u t pow er of the system at
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the further expense of the beam quality.
So far the linew idth of the laser system has not been described satisfactorily, as
the recorded linew idth of 0.2nm in figure 3.3 is just at the resolution lim it of the
optical spectrum analyser. Even a single frequency H elium -N eon laser w ith a
lin ew id th better th an 0.002nm (IG H z), d id no t record a m uch im proved
lin ew id th (~0.15nm), th an the definitely m ulti-longitudinal 1.047pm laser
source. To obtain a m eaningful value for the 1pm spectrum a Fabry-Perot
étalon has been used to analyse the frequency doubled infra-red radiation.
Frequency doubling has the advantage of easy control of the Fabry-Perot
alignment. The étalon m irrors used have a reflectivity of R=80% in the green,
a n d th e sep aratio n of the m irrors w as 1mm. The sh o rt separation w as
necessary to account for the broad spectrum of the free running laser.
The free spectral range (FSR) of this set-up was 150GHz and, given the finesse
of F~14, the resolvable linew idth w as 12GHz. Three clusters of longitudinal
m odes w ithin the free spectral range could be resolved an d were im aged w ith
a 100mm lens onto the CCD Cam era (figure 3.18).
By sw itching on a cw background, a generally undesirable m ode of operation
u n d er norm al Q -sw itching conditions, the fringe p attern could clearly be
sharpened. In this self seeded m ode of operation, although only im provised,
the linew idth could be reduced dow n to 3-5GHz in the green. The reduction of
the hold-off, by d etu n in g the Q -sw itch aw ay from the Bragg-angle, is a
dem onstration of the well know n line narrow ing technique by pre-lasing [11].
N o relevant im provem ent in the spectral brightness could be achieved w ith
this very crude seeding, as the o u tp u t pow er drops by at least a factor of two,
w hile the pulsew idth broadens and the pulse to pulse fluctuations strongly
increase. H owever, this im provised line narrow ing is of use to characterise and
dem onstrate the linew idth dependence of OPO's, w hen p u m ped w ith this Qswitched laser operating in the infra-red (Chapter 7).
The m ain reason for the m easurem ents w as to determ ine the linew idth at
1047nm, Taking into consideration that the fringe pattern w as observed in the
green, the linew idth of the Q-switched laser is in the region of
~0.1nm (25GHz).
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This corresponds to -35 longitudinal m odes about threshold. The strength of
the clustering, as observed through the Fabry Perot étalon, can be slightly
varied, w ithout introducing after-pulses, and depends on the alignment of the
Q-switch. The characteristic three clusters can also be observed in the signal
output of a NCPM KTP-OPO, as show n in Chapter 7.

a)

b)

Fig, 3.18: Fabry Perot fringes of the frequency doubled, Q-switched output (a)). The
separation between fringes within one spectral range is >12GHz. Line
narrowing could be achieved by switching on a cw background (b)). The
reduced hold-off in this case causes irregular after pulses.
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3.4 Conclusions
The cw operation p ro v ed th at the design aims for the Nd:YLF slabs
w ere reached.
o The poor therm al properties of the m aterial could be com pensated for by
choosing the right dim ensions of the slab, m aking it feasible to end-pum p it
w ith up to 20W per surface (e.g. 40W total),
o The geom etry of the slab combines w avelength selection in the anisotropic
material and low losses w ithout additional AR-coatings.
o The end-pum ped approach ensures high efficiency into the TEMqo mode. An
all-optical slope efficiency of 32% into T E M qo has been achieved.
The table below gives a sum m ary of the im portant experim ental results and
data.
M axim um o u tp u t power

M ultimode
TEMqo
m2 = 1.6

12W @ 36W pum p
6.2W @ 20W pum p

m2 = 1.2

3.0W @ lo w pum p

TEMoo
Slope efficiencies
M ultim ode

32%

all optical

35.5%
36.5%

absorbed pow er
all optical

40.5%

absorbed pow er

O ptim um o u tp u t
coupling

10%
15%

lo w pum p level
20W pum p level

In tra -ca vity losses

-2%

near threshold
(i.e.: up to 2W output)

Table 3.19: Summary o f the key results and experimental data under cw operation at
1047nm.
The limitations of the end-pum ped approach in a monolithic slab laser, utilising
focused linear diode arrays, also becam e evident. Therm al distortions of the
pum ped surfaces introduce diffraction losses into the cavity and ultimately limit
the m axim um achievable TEMoo/ as well as multi-mode, o u tp u t powers.
These aberrations of the therm al lens could not be com pensated for by using
spherical mirrors. Only the idealised parabolic part of the therm al lensing could
be offset by choosing the right curvature and geometrical length of the cavity.
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The scalability of these folded resonator geometries is therefore dependent on
the p u m p pow er density per folding point and the total num ber of folding
points. In the case of the proposed tw o p um p m odule scheme, the lim it was
17W at each reflection point and therefore below the available p um p pow ers.
Introducing m ore folding points by scaling the slab in length w ould reduce this
p u m p pow er per folding point further, as the distortions, if uncorrected, add
up, so that not too m uch m ight be gained. Furtherm ore, additional degrees of
freedom w ould be introduced, w hich m ight render the scheme im practical in
term s of alignm ent. T he p ro p o se d geom etry th erefo re seem s a good
compromise in terms of o u tput pow er and complexity.
The preferred m ode of operation is repetitive Q -switching of the cw p um ped
NdiYLF laser, as it enhances its capabilities as a pum p laser. In particular, the
beam quality, which is the m ost critical param eter of high pow er end-pum ped
lasers, is im proved, as well as the reliability in achieving this high quality
perform ance.
The com bination of p um p geom etry, laser m aterial an d acousto-optical Qswitching are responsible for the positive characteristics of this laser system:
o Short pulses and efficient TEMoo m ode operation are a consequence of the
end-pum ped approach,
o Efficient lin early p o larised o u tp u t at hig h p u m p p o w ers, w ith o u t
depolarisation losses, and w ith good energy storage, leading to short pulses
and relatively high energy levels per pulse, are the consequences of the
natural birefringence and long upper state life tim e of the chosen NdiYLF
laser material.
o U nproblem atic high repetition rate operation, w hich is inherent to the
acousto-optical switching technique, is reflected in the good pulse to pulse
stability of the Q-switched system. The flawless perform ance of the Q-switch
is one of the foundations of the accomplished results.
D epending on the p u m p pow er level an d resonator configuration, three
different modes of operation, optim ising either beam quality / pulse duration
(low pum p) or beam quality / average pow er (20W pum p) or average pow er
(30W pum p) have been investigated. The results and im portant experim ental
param eters are show n in the table on the next page.
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M axim um o u tp u t pow er

m

2 = 1.8
30W pum p pow er

7.6W © 8kH z, 25ns
Cavity: Lgeo. = 20cm

M axim um efficiency

m

2 = 1.3
20W pum p pow er

5W © 6kHz, 27ns
Cavity: Lgeo. = 20cm

M2 = 1.1

1W@ 2kHz, 12ns

lo w pum p pow er

Cavity: Lgeo. = H em

(i.e.: Best compromise
between M ^ and Pout)
Shortest pulses
O u tp u t coupling

T = 30%

Table 3.20: Results and experimental data at characteristic pump power levels for the Qswitching experiments.
The m ost restrictive lim itation in the present set-up is the coating dam age on
the Nd:YLF slab. This restricts the safe operating peak pow er to 40kW per
p ulse (80M W /cm2 intra-cavity).
onset of coating dam age is n ot clearly
defined and this grey zone reaches u p to 70 - 80kW per pulse. These levels are
possible to sustain for short periods of time. This technical problem should be
cured w ith harder coatings, possibly at the expense of slightly higher losses,
w hich are associated w ith this type of coating.
Finally, the sw itching tim e of the acousto-optical Bragg-cell will set the peak
pow er limit. This is a principal restriction, w hich can only be lessened by
m inim ising the m ode size at the location of the Bragg-cell. H ow ever, a
resonator set-up approaching the optim ised configuration - close to the
stability border, w ith the Q-switch as close as possible to the m irror on which
the cavity m ode will focus d u ring its transition into the unstable region - is
already em ployed. Therefore, a further reduction of the m ode size, and thus
sw itching tim e reduction, will only be m arginal and is also lim ited by the
dam age threshold of the Bragg-cell (^00M W /cm 2, estim ate by supplier).
D espite these restrictions under extrem e m odes of operation, a reliable, high
average pow er, near diffraction lim ited, coherent lig h t source has been
achieved w ith the present system.
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C hapter IV.
CW and Q-switched
performance at 1321nm
4.1 CW perform ance an d altered therm al lensing behaviour
4.2 Q -sw itched perform ance and linew idth attributes
4.3 C onclusions

E n c o u ra g e d by the p erform ance of the slabs coated for the 1pm
transition, w e decided to use the same slab geometry to achieve lasing w ith the
7c~polarised 1321nm transition. The initial intention was to double this output
into the red, in order to p ro v id e an alternative p u m p w avelength to the
frequency doubled 1pm green source. This aim proved to be difficult to realise
du e to the strong sensitivity of this low cross-section transition to the intra
cavity losses of the Q-switch inserted (~2%), and the disproportionately higher
therm al lensing at 1.3pm, as com pared to the 1pm transition.
A lthough good slope efficiencies (23%) and 2.8W at 15W of p um p pow er could
be reached, higher p u m p pow ers than 15W w ere only possible if a m uch
shorter resonator configuration than in the 1pm experim ents w as used. W ith
this short resonator (lgeo. = 8cm), u p to 3.75W could be extracted for 20W pum p
po w er radiation. Subsequent Q -sw itching w as therefore lim ited to the lOW
pu m p pow er level due to the geometrical constraints of the cavity components.
A t this level peak pow ers of u p to 6kW could be achieved, w hich w ere too low
for efficient frequency doubling of the 1.3pm line [1]. In addition, the lim ited
average o u tp u t pow er conditions of the 1.3pm transition could not com pensate
for the low efficiency doubling process by m eans of a high repetition rate.
N evertheless, the opportunity to com pare the 1pm and 1.3pm transitions in an
identical experim ental set-up was im portant, and has been investigated in some
detail. A com parison of the 1321nm transition w ith the 1047nm line [2,3] is still
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of interest as there is not a lot of published inform ation about the use of the
1.3pm lines in NdiYLF in cw or Q-switched diode pum ped systems.
Of particular practical concern in this system are the disproportionately higher
therm al lensing values of the NdiYLF slab und er 1.321pm operation, as well as
the w ide linew idth of the Q-switched emission (up to Inm ), as com pared to the
1pm operation. The h ig h er h eat lo ad u n d e r lasing conditions could be
attributed to a reabsorption of the laser w avelength, this being detectable as it
is p art of an upconversion process, involving the upper laser level ^p3/ 2.
The spectroscopic m easurem ents w hich are necessary to characterise these
fluorescence effects are incidentally greatly helped by the polished cooling
surfaces of the slab, a design criterion originally added to im prove the fracture
resistance. This gives excellent optical access to the p u m p ed an d u n p u m p ed
parts of the folded resonator path w ithin the crystal. These first indications of a
d ifferen t up-co n versio n and loss b eh av io u r at 1.3pm led to a d etailed
com parison of up-conversion processes betw een 1 and 1.3pm operation in
NdiYLF, as presented in C hapter 5.
A lthough this thesis does not present any applications in non-linear optics for
the 1.3pm source, its m ain benefit w as to force a more detailed investigation of
the above characteristics, resulting in guidelines for a hopefully im proved
diode end-pum ped, repetitively Q -switched 1.3pm source at a later date. This is
discussed in the conclusions of this chapter.
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4.1 CW performance and thermal len sin g
o f the 1321nm transition
Figure 4.1 show s the o u tp u t pow er w ith changing p u m p p ow er u n d er the
condition of an optim ised o u tp u t coupling of 3% transm ission for tw o different
resonator lengths.
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Fig. 4.1: Output power and instability of the standard longer resonator geometry (lgeo:
20cm) under 1.3pm operation in comparison with an extended pump power
range, stable, short resonator (lgeo.: 7.5cm). A parallel realignment (fig.4.6) of
the pump modules can change the output power between the two extremes, for
the longer, partly unstable resonator.
The above figure, 4.1, sum m arises the high therm al lensing encountered under
1.3pm operation, as well as the strong dependence of the overall therm al
lensing on the alignm ent of the cavity. Despite a good slope efficiency of 23%,
and a m axim um o u tp u t pow er of 2.8W at 15W pum p pow er, w hen using the
stan d ard 20cm cavity (figure 2.15), it w as n o t possible to p u m p w ith higher
diode pow ers w ithout experiencing the ou tpu t pow er drop shown.
A t first this pow er drop w as w rongly attributed to pum p pow er introduced
losses, w hich w o u ld have a stronger influence on the sm aller crossection
transition at 1.3pm. This high sensitivity to changing round-trip losses is show n
for the case of varying o u tp u t coupling losses in figure 4.2.
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Fgg. 4.2: Output power as a function o f the transmission of the output coupler for
different pump power levels. The cavity is o f the standard geometry displayed
in figure 2.15 (lgeo. = 20cm).
A small variation of only a few percent from the optim um o u tp u t coupling loss
(~3%) leads to a pronounced drop in 1.3pm ou tp u t coupling. A com parison of
this w ith a possible variation of ± 5% around the optim um o u tp u t coupling of
15% at 1047nm, w hich does not change the o u tp u t pow er dram atically (it is a
less than 10% drop), caused the w rong interpretation of the p u m p pow er
induced losses which cause the pow er drop in figure 4.1.
Later results suggest strongly that the 1.321pm operation in Nd:YLF gives rise
to a m uch stro n g er therm al lensing th an for the 1pm transition. The
considerable rise in the therm al lensing coefficient from 0.3 d io p te rs/W a tt
pu m p pow er (@ 1pm) to 0.7 d io p ters/W att (@1.3pm) is totally unexpected, as
the p ositive lensing in Nd:YLF is entirely d ep en d en t on the m irror-like
deform ation of the pum ped surfaces.
However, the higher therm al load obviously present during 1.3pm operation is
a bulk effect and it is rem arkable that this bulk effect (with a negative d n /d T )
does have such a strong influence on the surface deform ation. The higher
lensing coefficient at 1.3pm was for this reason not expected or recognised in
the earlier stages of these experiments.
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Subsequent shortening of the cavity dow n to 8cm rem oved the instability at
15W pum p pow er, and a cw o u tp u t of 3.75W m ultim ode at 20W p um p could
be extracted (fig. 4.1). Given the very short cavity length necessary to m aintain
stability, Q-switching at high pow ers is difficult due to the lim ited available free
space for the Q-switch. The m inim um cavity length including the Q-switch is
about 10cm.
M easurem ent of the therm al lensing coefficients w as done by utilising the
In stab ility -m eth o d ', as has been described earlier in C hapter 2. The m ain
advantage of this m ethod is th at it m easures the therm al lensing u n d er the
actually chosen operating conditions, by utilising the laser em ission as the test
beam. This is a very im portant point, as the therm al lensing depends heavily
on the alignm ent of the resonator p ath tow ards the p u m p ed , and lensing
defining, surface of the Nd:YLF slab. The strong dependence of the m easured
therm al lensing on the alignm ent will be dem onstrated after the actual therm al
lensing measurements.
In order to standardise the operating conditions, no substantial realignm ent of
either m irror or pum p m odule orientation was allowed, after an o u tp u t pow er
optim ised set-up at low to m edium p u m p pow er levels (3 to 5 W atts) w as
found. To reach the instability border at different p u m p pow er levels, the
longer arm of the resonator configuration was varied betw een 25cm and 4cm,
resulting in a total geom etrical length of 29 to 8cm for the cavity. A sketch of
the resonator used is show n below.
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4cm-25c
m
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Module

J ; Sketch of the resonator configuration. With an increasing arm length, a, the
pump power necessary to reach instability will decrease.
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D ividing the pum p pow er at instability by a lensing value determ ined through
an ABCD form alism , results in an average lensing coefficient for a range of
values, a. This averaging is based on the assum ption that the lensing strength,
d om inated by the distortion of the surface, scales linearly w ith the p u m p
pow er, as has been show n in greater detail in the 1pm lensing section, and is
again confirmed by these experiments . The coefficient so determ ined is
^

fm inm = 0.7 d io p ./W

(4.1)

This value is surprisingly large if com pared to the lensing coefficient of Ci047nm
= 0.3 d io p ./W earlier determ ined. The expected proportional rise, due to the
reduced efficiency of this low cross-section transition resulting in an increased
heat dissipation at the same p um p pow er level, w ould give rise to an expected
lensing coefficient, C*^2\mn of
Ci32irtm ~ 0.43 diOp./W < ^I321nm •

(4.2)

This can be estim ated by relating the lensing strength, D, at the stability border,
not to the p u m p pow er as in eqn. (4.1), b u t to the heating pow er (Pdp(D) Pout(D))- The lensing coefficient,
so defined should be largely independent
of efficiency changes induced either by intracavity losses of the 1pm, or the
change to a low er cross-section w avelength, as it is the case w ith the 1.3pm
transition.

f“ .0.43d,„pvw.«
W here the different param eters are given as follows:
D := Diopter value at stability border, which depends on the cavity geom etry
Pdp, out (D):= Diode pum p pow er and laser output pow er at the stability border
K nowing the o utpu t pow er as a function of the pum p pow er (fig. 4.1 ; i.e. 1.8W
for lOWp) defines the heating pow er, an d thus the expected lensing value
u n d er these p u m p conditions according to
resulting finally in the
estim ated value

for 1321nm operation in (4.2).

The fact that this value strongly underestim ates the m easured lensing indicates
that the heating m echanism under 1.3pm operation is m ore efficient than that
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u n der 1pm operation. Keeping in m ind that the heating m echanism is a bulk
effect, w hile the m easured positive lensing is entirely d ependent on surface
effects, this suggests th at the bulk heating effect under 1.3pm operation is
probably spatially different, in order to induce the non-proportional rise (if
related to
in the lensing values. This postulated explanation will be backed
up by the reabsorption evidence at the end of this chapter.
Being aw are th at a basically totally different (by a factor of m ore than two)
lensing coefficient at 1.3pm will be definitely questioned w ith regard to its
correctness, the very clear evidence of this abnorm al lensing is show n below,
again in term s of the sim ple m easurem ent of o u tp u t pow er behaviour for
different cavity geometries.
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Fie. 4.4: The different pump power values needed to reach the instability border, due to
a change in one o f the cavity arm lengths (see fig. 4.3), which defines the
transition value for an unstable round trip condition.
In com parison w ith the 1pm transition it is obvious th a t the instability,
m easured by the pow er drop, at 1.321pm is reached far earlier. The standard
20cm long cavity (15/5cm), if used for the 1047nm transition, is stable w ithout
p ro n o u n ced realignm ents for p u m p pow ers p ast 25W. W hereas, u n d er
1.321pm operation, significant realignm ent becomes necessary even in the 6W
diode pum p pow er region (fig. 4.6). This is significant, as the slab geometry, the
resonator dim ensions, and, m ore im portantly, the slab cooling conditions as
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well as the pum p m odules, all of w hich define the therm al lensing conditions,
are identical.
The only source of error is the strong dependence of the m easured lensing on
the resonator path w ith regard to the pu m ped slab window s. To minim ise this
error only 'm inim al' realignm ent d u rin g this therm al lensing m easurem ent
w as allowed. The high therm al lensing at 1.321pm and the strongly localised
surface deform ation, m akes it an ideal transition to dem onstrate the influence
of the alignm ent on the lensing behaviour, and to describe the term 'm inim al
realig n m en t', as often u sed before in the 1.047pm an d 1.321pm lensing
chapters.
Given the high pu m p pow ers available in this end-pum ped scheme, deviations
from the o u tp u t pow er optim ised zig-zag p ath w ere possible, as there w as
enough gain to su p p o rt non-optim um m ode m atched paths. The penalty of
higher losses at the Brewster w indow s and reduced extraction efficiency was
balanced by reduced thermal lensing. As in the 1047nm chapter, the additional
losses caused by lens aberrations at high p u m p pow ers can be even higher
th an the above losses of m oving aw ay from ideal m ode m atching. This
resulted in general in a reduction of the lensing coefficient, if the alignm ent was
optim ised for o utpu t pow er, the higher the pum p pow ers were.
Two alignm ent moves w ere used to cause deviation from the optim um m ode
m atched alignment. Either by:
o tilting the resonator p ath in the plane of the paper in figure 4.5 through
m irror rotation, while keeping the pum ped volum e fixed w ithin the crystal,
or by
o translating the p um p m odules in parallel to the pum ped slab w indow , w hile
keeping the resonator path fixed.
To simplify the m easurem ents and interpretation, parallel displacem ent of only
one p u m p m odule was chosen to dem onstrate the alignm ent sensitivity of the
end-effect governed lensing. The second pum p m odule w as not used during
these experim ents. Figure 4.6 shows the com parison betw een a short cavity
(8cm), stable over the whole pum p pow er range w ith longer cavities (20-28cm),
w h ere th e p arallel d isp lacem en t w as u sed to m ain tain stability. This
displacem ent in the case of the longer cavities reduced the positive therm al
lensing, and subsequently also reduced the extraction efficiency.
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Fff. 4.5: Sketch of the Nd. YLF slab with the parallel movement chosen to misalign the
optimum mode matched set-up. The displacement needed to maintain stable
round-trip conditions with rising pump powers is a centre to centre
measurement o f the respective gain profiles, as measured by the translation
stage in the pump module.
The ability to m aintain stability for alm ost any cavity geom etry and pum p
pow er level, by reducing the positive lensing com ponent caused by surface
deform ation, highlights the problem of describing therm al lensing in high
p u m p pow er end-pum p ed configurations in general. This thesis takes the
practical approach, that relevant therm al lensing coefficients describe the
system u n d er beam quality an d o u tp u t pow er optim ised conditions. A
deviation from the optim ised situation is always accompanied by a drop in the
slope efficiency and substantial realignm ent of the cavity in general, or the
pum p m odule in this specialised case.
In this context the extraordinarily high lensing coefficient at 1321nm, of
0.7 diopters / W att, makes m ore sense, as this low gain transition is strongly
d ep en d en t on an optim um m ode m atched alignm ent. It is thus especially
affected by any localised surface lensing mechanism, w hich is unfortunately
enhanced by a spatially selective reabsorption process close to the p u m p
w indow.
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Fis. 4.6: Output power and displacement o f diode pump module No.l as a function of
the pump power for three different cavity lengths. The shortest cavity is stable
under optimum mode match conditions, while the longest cavity becomes
unstable for these conditions at pump powers around 5 to 6W.
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The above figures also illustrates that 'm inim al realignm ent' corresponds to
m ovem ents of the p u m p m odules in the region of 0.2mm. Above m inim al
realignm ent, the displacem ent needed to com pensate for higher pum p pow er
induced lensing values (6 to lOW p u m p pow er region, 28.5cm cavity in fig.
4.6b) rises dram atically. The localised positive surface lensing-effect becomes
obvious at higher p u m p pow ers (above lOW in fig. 4.6b), as then the surface
deform ation is practically rem oved from the reflection point on the p u m ped
surface. A t this stage the m ode overlap factor rapidly decreases, as show n in
the quick drop in o u tp u t pow er (8 to 12W pum p, fig.4.6b). The levelling ou t of
the displacem ent necessary at around the 1.2mm m ark (centre to centre) is in
reasonable agreem ent w ith the earlier tem perature m easurem ents along this
line in C hapter 2 (fig. 2.7). Both experim ents confirm that the affected (heated
and distorted) area is considerably larger than the fluorescence spot size
diam eter in the plane of the parallel m ovem ent (integrated fluorescence profile
diam eter in the direction of the pum p is 1.2mm in this p la n e ).
This is only one of the problem s, w hich in this case can be solved w ith
reasonable care, in determ ining the lensing value. N ot addressed during this
thesis w as the characterisation of anisotropic lensing in Nd:YLF, which is likely
to depend on the p u m p spot geom etry. The problem s are then even greater
than before. W hile the Brewster w indow s introduce the first and only defined
astigm atism [4], the tw o therm ally induced m irrors w ithin the folding section
complicate the situation drastically. The resulting astigm atism of these surfaces
is very likely to depend on the following:
o pum p spot astigmatism (circular or elliptical fluorescence profile),
®pum p pow er level
o laser transition and
o alignm ent of both pum p m odules tow ards the folding points inside the slab.
W ith anisotropic expansion coefficients along the a and c-axes, astigm atic
lensing in flash lam p p u m p ed as w ell as diode-pum ped YLF is generally the
rule, as w as review ed in the conclusions of the 1.047nm chapter. The
astigm atism for the laser developed during this thesis was always controllable
by parallel m ovem ents (fig. 4.5) of the pum p m odules to an extent that, for
exam ple, frequency doubled beam s in the green could be propagated over a
distance of 3 m eters w ithout losing their circularly symmetric appearance. This
w arrants the use of an isotropic lensing value throughout this work, although
this is clearly not a general property of lensing in Nd:YLF.
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H ow ever, generalised and valid therm al lensing coefficients for high pow er
diode end-pum ped solid-state lasers are very difficult to come by, as has been
illu strated above an d in the earlier lensing characterisation of the 1047nm
transition.
To com plicate m atters further, pronounced astigm atism complicates therm al
lensing m easurem ents even m ore, as the field com ponent w ith the higher
lensing coefficient reaches u nstable ro u n d -trip conditions earlier than its
orthogonal counterpart. This is a w ell know n fact for flashlam p p u m p ed
N d:Y A G system s. Stress b irefrin gence in tro d u ce s an iso tro p ic len sin g
coefficients for the radially and azim uthally polarised com ponents, w here the
radial com ponent is subjected to a 20% higher lensing [5,6] than its azim uthally
polarised counterpart. This behaviour introduces further com plications and
e rro r m arg ins in d eterm in in g the stability b o rd er for th erm al lensing
m easurem ent purposes. Figure 4.7 show s such a split in the o u tp u t pow er
curve of a flashlam p p u m p ed Nd:YAG ro d laser approaching the stability
borders at different pum p pow er values.

Q 1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- 1---- t-oQ-j

a)

Input Power [kW]

Fig. 4.7: The two local maxima in the output power curve [6] (a)) while approaching the
stability border in the first Quadrant o f the g-diagram (b)). The ratio o f the
input powers at these maxima agrees well with the expected refractive power
ratio DrlD^ ~ 12 (assuming linear scaling ofD with Pm).
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The absence of any interm ediate and resolvable pow er drops w heh com ing
near to a stability border in the diode p um p ed Nd:YLF slab experim ents, at
both w avelengths, em phasises that anisotropic lensing w ith refractive pow er
ratios of Da/Dc (@1047nm) =1.8 [7] can be avoided by a com bination of chance
(in having the "suitable' p u m p spot ratio and gain m aterial geom etry) and a
well chosen degree of freedom in the alignm ent of the pum p m odule tow ards
the pum p ed slab surface.
The disproportionately high therm al lensing values at 1.321|j,m causes practical
problem s w ith th e com ponents available for the Q -sw itched cavity. A n
altern ativ e to the existing cavity design in o rd er to ensure stability and
sufficient room for the cavity com ponents d u rin g later experim ents w ith
higher pum p pow ers than the lOW used here w ould be:
- A reduction of the stable p um p pow er band, by using a cavity w hich reaches
stable conditions only at higher p u m p pow ers. This cavity w ould still be
situated in the
quadrant of the stability diagram.
- M aking use of the stability area in the

q uadrant of the g-diagram under

higher p u m p powers. This m ethod w ould maximise the stable p u m p pow er
band, having an unstable region only during the cross over from the
to
the 31^ quadrant.
Both m ethods are unproblem atic in view of cw operation. U sing the 3 ^
Q uadrant of the stability diagram avoids in general very short cavities, w hich
m ight cause problems due to space restrictions.
W ith regard to optim ising Q-switch operation, the shortest possible cavity is
the m ost desirable solution for reducing the pulse w idth of the 1.3|im laser
system . For this reason the first suggestion, using cavities w ithin the 1 ^
Q u ad ran t of the g-diagram , is going to be the preferred configuration.
O ptim ising the sw itching time of the acousto-optic device, dam age thresholds
perm itting , can be achieved by operating near to the stability borders, which
are at the transition to the 2M^ or 4 ^ Q uadrant. This results as before in the
earlier, b u t longer set-up, w ith a sm all intra-cavity beam diam eter at the
position of the Q-switch, if it is placed w ithin the longer arm of the cavity close
to the high reflecting and now of convex curvature cavity m irror. Switching
time restrictions, as in the Ip m operation, are not an issue, as the pulse build up
time is greatly increased under operation of the low gain line at 1.3pm. In order
to secure enough high cavity Q tim e during each Q-switch cycle, the opening
tim e of the pulse generator w as increased to typically 4ps, instead of the
stan d ard Ip s u n d er 1pm operation. A n insufficient opening tim e of the Q-
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sw itch leads to incomplete Q-switching or even halving of the pulse repetition
rate, as com pared to the driving frequency of the pulse generator.

U sing identical slab geom etries, p um p conditions and resonator set-ups (at
least at low p u m p powers) for the 1 and 1.3pm transitions m akes a relative
com parison of the cross-sections easy by utilising the Finlay-Clay m ethod and
com paring the slope efficiencies of both transitions. According to this the ratio
of the cross-sections, a, is:

/ ^1321

=5-2

The losses of the Nd:YLF slab w ith the 1,3pm coating are -2% (round-trip) and
thus comparable w ith the earlier results of the 1pm slabs. The Q-switch coated
at 1.3pm ad d ed another 2% roun d -trip loss to the cavity. These additional
losses, com parable to the optim um o u tp u t coupling in the cw case, w ere a
severe lim itation to the Q-sw itched 1,3pm operation, and incurred an o u tp u t
pow er drop by a factor of alm ost 2 as com pared to the cw cavity w ithout the
Q-switch. Given the lim itations of the coated Q-switch under Bragg-angle, a
Brewster-cut Q-switch for the cavity field, which is polarised anyw ay, w ould be
a better solution in a future im proved set-up. To achieve the desirable round
trip losses of less than 0.5% it m ight also be advisable to change the Q-switch
m aterial. A ccording to Isle Optics the advantage of higher dam age thresholds
has been traded against increased scattering losses w ithin the SF6 glass(extra
dense flint glass). The traditional Q-switch material Lead M olybdate m ight be a
b etter approach, dam age thresh o ld lim itations perm itting. A n additional
advantage of PbM 0 4 is the slighter faster switching times (-25%), as com pared
to the used flint glass Q-switch.
A closer look at the Finlay-Clay m easurem ents shows that the threshold pow er
over the logarithm of the o u tp u t reflectivity show s a deviation from the
expected straight line for very low values of output coupling (T< 2%), as show n
in figure 4.8. This is uncharacteristic behaviour for the losses of a diode endpu m p ed laser. The general problem of varying losses d urin g a Finlay-Clay
m easurem ent set has already been addressed in the 1pm chapter. In general,
constant losses are only present for low pum p pow ers, corresponding to low
o u tp u t coupling, w hile p u m p pow er induced losses becom e increasingly
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detectable at high o utput coupling.
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4 8: Finlay-Clay diagram for the 1.3pm Q-switch cavity. The Q-switch, when

inserted, causes an additional round-trip loss o f 2%, as compared to the cw
cavity. The deviation from the expected linear relation between the threshold
pump power and -InRfor high intracavity intensities (low output coupling) is
unexpected, when compared to the 1pm experiments.
The d eviation from the straig h t line for low o u tp u t coupling could be
interpreted as higher losses under high intra-cavity intensities, w hich m ight be
caused by a reabsorption of the 1.3pm w avelength in Nd:YLF. The threshold
m easurem ents at low o u tp u t coupling w ere repeated several times , to ensure
that the higher than expected values w ere reproducible.
A clearly visible indication of reabsorption problem s w ith the lasing transition
at 1321nm is the visible fluorescence along the unpum ped paths of the Nd:YLF
slab. This weak fluorescence signal, together w ith the strong fluorescence in the
p u m p ed region, traces along the w hole folded resonator path, as long as the
cavity is aligned. Figure 4.9 shows this reabsorption in the u n p u m p ed path of
the Nd:YLF.
The fluorescence along the u n p um p ed p ath is only a property of the 1321nm
operation. The 1047nm transition exhibits different up-conversion behaviour in
the cw as w ell as the Q -sw itched case. A discussion of the different upconversion m echanism u n d e r Q -sw itched operation is given in th e next
chapter, including a spatial as well as a tim e resolved spectral analysis of the
fluorescence signal. These experim ents will verify that the u p p er laser level.
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4F 3/ 2, is the low er level of the up-conversion process by reabsorption of the

1321nm radiation, and that this process scales linearly w ith the intra-cavity
intensity.

a)

)

b)

/

f-

F ig. 4.9: The mainly green-yellow fluorescence under cw 1321 nm operation traces the
whole o f the folded resonator path under aligned cavity conditions (a)).^ Even
under single sided pump conditions is a fluorescence signal on the opposite
side o f the slab detectable (b)).
The significance of the fluorescence in the indirectly pum ped area is that only
scattered pum p radiation can contribute to any of the population necessary to
m aintain the up-conversion process.
A nother experim ent to dem onstrate the reabsorption is to detect the laser
em ission at threshold pum p levels and very low output coupling (HR>99.9%),
in order to achieve high intra-cavity intensities. Reabsorption should give rise
to o u tp u t oscillations, due to the increased losses, as soon as threshold is
reached. A periodic off-on behaviour, w ith the typical spiking of the laser
o u tp u t du rin g the on-periods, could be recorded. H ow ever, m ost of these
traces show ed a 50Hz period (or m ultiples of it), probably stem m ing from the
o u tp u t fluctuations of the diode driver, m aking these m easurem ents not
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significant. W ith the stability of the p um p diode o u tp u t questionable, no
further time was spent in changing o u tp u t coupling and intra-cavity losses to
possibly get around this problem.
The m easured higher therm al lensing coefficient and the reabsorption problem
at the laser w avelength, as indicated by the fluorescence behaviour, denotes
th e h ig h er th erm al lo ad p re se n t d u rin g 1.3pm o p eratio n . As a final
consequence, the therm al stress induced breakage lim it under lasing conditions
should be lower than in the 1pm case.
This effect appears not to be of practical concern, as beam quality degradation
limits the useful p um p pow er range to a m axim um of -20W (as com pared to
-30W for the 1047nm transition) for 1.321 pm operation in the present set-up ,
w hile u p to 40W p u m p p ow er u n d er non-lasing conditions are possible.
H ow ever, as m entioned before, the diopter value per W att heating pow er for
1.321pm lasing operation is com parable to the non-lasing diopter value, w hich
is by definition per W att heating pow er, as there is no laser o u tp u t in the
energy balance. This can be explained by a change in the spatial heat deposition
due to the reabsorption u n d er 1.3pm lasing conditions, as com pared to the
heating mechanism at 1pm, w hich are each responsible for the lensing value.
U p-conversion as the source of the additional heating effect resolves the
som ew hat paradoxical situation of a higher heat load being generally a bulk
effect, w hich, w ith a negative d n /d T , increases the negative lensing, w hile any
increase in the positive lensing is only due to a dom inant surface effect w ith a
p o sitiv e ex p an sio n coefficient. W ith the u p -co n v ersio n process bein g
d ependent on the population of the undepleted upp er laser level, "^F3/ 2, and
scaling linearly w ith the intracavity intensity, this will shift the additional heat
load further tow ards the surface of the pum ped w indow . It thus deform s the
p um ped surface m ore effectively than the same am ount of additional heating
in the centre of the crystal.
This unusu al behaviour could lead to a reversal of the well know n effect in
flashlam p p u m p ed system s, th at laser m aterials, i.e. NdrGlass, w hich are
operated close to the thermal fracture limit, fracture if the cavity is blocked, due
to the increased heat load. In diode end-pum ped Nd:YLF operated at 1.321pm,
unblocking the cavity under pu m p pow er conditions close to the fracture limit,
and then achieving laser action, could fracture the crystal. This is in spite of the
reduced total heat load, b u t w ith a now m ore critical spatial distribution, which
increases the surface stresses on the pum ped crystal facets.
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These increased surface stresses are docum ented in the disproportionately
h ig h er therm al lensing values of Nd:YLF u n d er 1.321pm o peration, as
m easured before.
Only some effects of the up-conversion in the 1.321nm cw-operation in Nd:YLF
have been m entioned here. M ore about the influence of the up-conversion
processes under Q-switched operation on the intracavity losses, effective upper
laser level life tim e and transverse m ode control will be discussed in detail for
the 1 and 1.3pm transitions in the next chapter.
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4,2 Q -switched performance and lin ew id th attributes at 1321nm
The Q -sw itched perform ance has been hindered by the high insertion
losses of the Q-switch, as m entioned before. D ue to the higher therm al lensing
at 1.321pm, and the restrictions on the cavity length, only p u m p pow ers of up
to l o w total diode p u m p pow er w as used. The alternative cavity designs
m entioned above have been not realised, as the extra expense of the required
m irrors and for a Brewster angled Q-switch w ere still questionable, in view of
achieving a m ore suitable p u m p laser perform ance (i.e. higher energies and
shorter pulses). The m ain focus of the 1.3pm w ork carried o u t has therefore
been a characterisation of this w avelength in com parison to the better know n
1047nm transition.
Figure 4.10 show s the characteristic energy p er pulse and average pow er
curves as a function of the repetition rate. The optim um o u tp u t coupling for
this experim ent was T~3%. N o coating dam age to the slab w as encountered for
repetition frequencies dow n to a 500Hz repetition rate.
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Fig. 4.10: Average power and energy per pulse as a function o f the repetition rate. The
geometrical cavity length is 15cm and output coupling transmission, T-3%.
The shortest pulse length at 500Hz repetition rate w as aro u n d 80 to 85ns
FWHM for the 15cm long cavity. Shortening the cavity dow n to 10cm reduced
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the pulse w idth, by approxim ately a factor of 1/3, as expected by the length
ratio of the tw o cavities. These shorter pulse durations m ade peak pow ers
around 6kW at Ik H z possible. The changing pulse w idth as a function of the
repetition rate range for both cavities is show n below.
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repetition rate.
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The transverse m ode stru ctu re in the above Q -sw itched experim ents w as
TEMoo (M2 = 1.4). How ever the quality and stability of this m ode structure was
inferior to the results at 1047nm. This is another drawback of this low er crosssection transition w hen com pared to the l|im operation. H igher pum p pow ers
than the lOW level will cause severe problems in m aintaining TEMoo operation
even u n der Q-sw itched conditions, w hich again limits its use as a p um p laser
for non-linear optics experiments.
The spectral w idth of the Tï-polarised 1321nm line is show n in figure 4.12 below.
C om pared to the cw linew idth, again a broadening of the spectrum und er Qsw itched conditions can be observed, as before in the case of the Ijim
operation.
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Fw. 4.12: The higher gain under Q-switched conditions (2lcHz) reduces the longitudinal
mode selection. This leads to a broadening of the linewidth. The spectrum
below shows the cw linewidth at the same lOW diode pump power level as
a comparison.
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Two changes in the spectrum as com pared to the 1047nm line are remarkable:
o The m uch w ider linew idth of the 1321 nm transition at 0.7nm, as com pared to
the 1047nm, which has a m easured resolution limited w idth of < 0.2nm.
o The striking sm oothing of the spectral line under Q-switched conditions, as
com pared to the ragged line form in the cw case. O nly the Q -sw itched
1321nm line shows the smooth, expected, line shape, as does the 1047nm line
in both m odes of operation, cw as well as Q-switched.
The structure on the cw spectrum is probably due to a Fabry Perot effect of the
o u tp u t coupling m irror (H R /uncoated @ 1.3pm, Finesse F<1), providing feed
back into the cavity. This gives rise to an equally spaced, small m odulation of
the spectrum , as observed above. The free spectral range of the planar 6.5mm
thick BK7 substrate is 15.3 GH z (0.09nm @ 1321nm), according to
Av = —^
2 nd

n(BK7 @ 1321nm) = 1.504

(4.4)

w hich is half the m odulation actually observed in the spectrum. The reason for
this is the resolution lim it of the OSA, w hich is slightly w orse than the quoted
O.lnm of the specifications. A safe low er lim it for the resolution is therefore
0.2nm, especially for signals w ith a small m odulation in the intensity.
U nder cw operation a m o d u lated signal could alw ays be detected, b u t no
change in alignm ent could achieve a m odulated spectrum u n d er Q-sw itched
conditions, certifying that a change in the in p u t conditions of the OSA is not
respo nsib le for the d ifferen t beh aviour. A t this stage th e m o st likely
explanation for the absence of the spectrum m odulation is th at the feed-back
effect from the Fabry Perot is not strong enough to establish m ode selection
u n d er Q -sw itched conditions, as the fast p ulse built u p does anyw ay not
encourage longitudinal m ode selection. A nother possibility is an averaging
effect from different Fabry-Perot patterns at a pulse repetition rate of several
kHz, w hile being scanned by the cw optical spectrum analyser. In general the
use of the cw spectrum analyser has not been a problem w ith regard to the
recorded line form, if outputs w ith repetition rates above IkH z w ere analysed.
Below Ik H z the envelope over the detected w avelength show ed m issing
intervals, as the in p u t stopped being quasi-cw, if com pared to the scanning
speed of the analyser.
The FW HM -width of ~ ln m (0.4nm cw) at 1321nm is very broad if com pared to
the resolution lim ited 0.2nm in 1047nm operation (cw and Q-switched), Both
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transitions share the sam e u pper laser level and the results w ere taken at the
sam e p u m p pow er level. H ow ever, the higher therm al load present d uring
1.3pm operation could lead to a slightly bigger thermal broadening com ponent
of the total linew idth. The m ain reason for the broadening is m ost likely to be
caused by the w idth of the low er level % 3/ 2. To confirm this, the fluorescence
spectra of NdiYLF w ere taken in the 1 and 1.3pm regions. The fluorescence was
recorded in the resonator beam path, behind the Brewster w indow of the slab.
For the 1 and 1.3pm fluorescence m easurem ents, the high reflection coated
slabs w ere used, in order to maximise the intensity on the fibre coupled optical
spectrum analyser.
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Fi&. 4.13: Comparison of the fluorescence linewidths in the 13pm and 1pm regions of
the Nd:YLF~slab. The pump conditions are in both cases identical (lOW) and
the fluorescence spectra were recorded through the Brewster window p f the
Nd.'YLF slab. This results in a single pass reduction o f the G-polarised
components by '•'16%, according to the Fresnel equations.
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The 1321nm fluorescence linew idth (3.8nm) is m uch broader than the 1047nm
w idth (l.ln m ). Com pared to this even the orthogonally polarised 1314nm line
is co m p arativ ely n a rro w (2.6nm ), an d has a slightly h ig h er em ission
crossection, as the fluorescence intensity equals the 1321nm line intensity,
despite the ~16% loss on the Brewster surface. The very broad, feature less
linew idth of the 1321nm line is not of advantage, w hen it comes to reduced
longitudinal m ode selection u n d er Q -sw itched conditions. This disadvantage
u n der Q -switched operation turns into an advantage if this transition is used in
a m ode locked laser [8a]. The w id er gain b an d w id th m akes shorter pulse
durations possible and the 1321nm line is therefore preferable to the 1314nm
transition. This p ap er by J. Lincoln, M.J.P D erm ott & A. Ferguson is also
rem arkable in term s of the 166cm long resonator [8b], A t first glance this is a
very long cavity, given the extremely high therm al lensing coefficient which is
encountered in the slab laser system. A further analysis of the m ode locked
cavity is pending, b u t the probable discrepancy in therm al lensing encountered
in both systems is at the tim e not understood.
The figure below show s the changing FW HM lin ew id th of the 1321nm
em ission as a function of the repetition rate. U nder high gain, corresponding to
four times lifetime pum ping, the FWHM rises to > lnm , as com pared to 0.4nm
under high repetition rates or cw operation.
M ode cluster effects as d u rin g 1047nm operation m ight be present, how ever
the uncertainty about the presence of averaging effects th rough a changing
lo n g itu d in al m ode selection d u rin g the slow scanning process m akes it
im possible to distinguish betw een a com plete set of longitudinal m odes or
quickly varying clusters. To resolve this question a Fabry-Perot interferom eter,
set-up for the frequency doubled o utput, to m ake it detectable w ith Silicon
sensors, and im aged onto a CCD-camera w ith a fast exposure tim e (<500jis)
w ould be necessary to resolve the spectrum of one pulse.
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In order to prove the assum ption that therm al vibrations of the YLF-lattice are
the m ain m echanism for a p red o m in a te ly h o m og eneou sly b ro ad en ed
transition, fits have been applied to the m easured fluorescence lineshapes. The
Lorentzian lineshape describes the hom ogeneously broadened response, while
a G aussian lineshape is the response for an inhom ogeneously b roadened
system like Nd:Glass or gaseous gain media. The lineform function describes
the fluorescence intensity through the following relation:
+00

/(v ) = /.^ ( v ) =

and

/ = J/(v)dv

(4.5)

The equations used for the line forms g(v ~ Vo) are:
Lorentzian line form:

L(v- vjoc

Gaussian line form:

G ( v - v j o^exp^ -

(4.6)

Av/2 j

ln2

(4.7)

W ith Vo as the centre frequency of the resonance and Av the half w idth of the
lineshape. Only one fit factor, the half w idth, Av, w as used, w ith no allowance
for an off-set in the intensity. This reduction to only one fit factor was
necessary to p rev en t G aussian fits w ith unrealistically h ig h off-sets also
delivering a relative good fit (w ith the off-set being at the second variable).
For both w avelength regions around 1 and 1.3pm, the Lorentzian lineshape
described the m easured intensities very accurately, while the G aussian fit w ith
the linew idth as the variable was not satisfactory. Representative traces for
1047nm, 1314nm and 1321nm are show n in figure 4.15. The m easured central
w avelengths of the transitions are show n for each trace.
According to the calibration sheet of the optical spectrum analyser the absolute
readings in the 1 to 1.3pm region will be 0.2 to 0.3nm higher than the m easured
ones. A n additional advantage of the fits to the m easured fluorescence data
points is that the linew idths can be m ore accurately determ ined than is possible
by trying to m easure the w idth in a superim posed spectrum as before. By
u sing only parts of the u n d istu rb ed single line intensities a good fit and
linew idth estimate can still be achieved.
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T he sp ectru m an d table belo w sum m arises the central w av elen g th s,
polarisations and fluorescence linew idths, as well as lasing linew idths (as
applicable) for the m ain lines of Nd;YLF, as m easured w ith the optical spectrum
analyser. The com plete spectrum of Nd:YLF in the l.Spm region is given to
com pare the fluorescence signal strength of the different lines.
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Table 4.16: Complete fluorescence spectrum around 1 3 pm and comparison of
fluorescence data and lasing linewidth of transitions in the 1 and 1 3 pm
regions. The quoted width are all FWHM.
The d o m in an t p o larisatio n o rien tatio n for each fluorescence line w as
d eterm in ed w ith the help of a p olariser, as w as d em o n strated for the
fluorescence spectra in the 1pm region earlier (figure 3.4). The lines for the
b an d aro u n d 1363nm, and the 1370nm line, have been added to give some
basic inform ation on the m ore exotic w avelengths in Nd:YLF, w hich are an
option if the need arises for a special application. The cross-sections achievable
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in this w avelength region makes the 1321nm line, which has been problematic
in this w ork, look like a high gain line.
Interestingly, E.Chicklis, P.K nights & al. have used the b an d aro u n d the
1363nm line to obtain 455.5nm, a resonant line in Cs, by frequency tripling the
1366.5nm fu n d am en tal of a flashlam p p u m p ed laser [9]. U p to 90mJ at
1366.5nm could be extracted, being proof of the high parasitic oscillation
threshold of the m edium gain m aterial Nd:YLF, w ith an extremely small signal
gain ratio at 1047nm/1366nm of
1047

/

/1336 = 28

/So

(compared to

1047

/

/1321 =5.2 in this experiment).

/So

Given these crossection ratios, gain com petition from the 7C-polarised lines at
1321nm, an d even 1370nm, becom es a problem , w hich w as solved w ith
b iréfringent filters, m aking continuous tu n in g in the b road 1.363nm band
possible. The 1pm com petition w as suppressed w ith w avelength selective
silicon Brewster w indows. W ith such an arrangem ent effective single pass gain
ratios of half a m illion to one could be suppressed w ithin this tw o stage
flashlamp pum ped oscillator set-up.
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4.3 Conclusions
The 1321nm transition in Nd:YLF is problem atic m ainly because of its
disproportionately higher therm al lensing, as com pared to the 1pm operation,
d u e to a reabsorption of the laser w avelength. This reabsorption, w hich
depends on the undepleted % /% population and the intracavity intensity, shifts
the additionally generated heat tow ards the pum ped w indow . This hypothesis,
w hich explains the undoubtedly higher lensing values by m eans of a spatial
red istribution of the heating pow er, rem oves the paradoxical situation that
sim ilar total am ounts of bulk crystal heating, as encountered u n d er 1 an d
1.3pm operation (even though the 1.3pm dissipated heat is slightly higher),
give rise to a totally changed surface effect, which in turn defines the increased,
positive therm al lensing.
These increased surface d isto rtio n s m agnify the sta n d a rd problem and
lim itation of high pow er end-pum ped laser systems, as already described in the
1pm chapter. The aberrations introduced by the thermal lens result in increased
losses for TEMoo operation.
This, in hindsight, combined w ith the low gain of the 1321nm transition, makes
the choice of this transition for a high repetition rate system , dedicated to
p u m p non-linear optical experim ents, som ew hat unfortunate. The lack of
p um p laser suitability has been com pensated for by the luck of exceptional
optical access to the pu m p ed and u npu m p ed regions w ithin the slab, w hich
m ade these physically identical 1 and 1.3pm systems ideal for up-conversion
investigations and com parisons (see C hapter 5). A sum m ary of im portant
perform ance results and m easured laser param eters is given in the following
table:
CW o u tp u t

lOWp: 1.6W TEMoo, 19W TEM20 ; Topt. = 3%

characteristic

2 OW0 : 3.75W TEM 20/30

Q -sw itched o u tp u t
Crossection

lOWo: 4kHz - 800mW, 110ns ; IkH z - 400mW, 75ns
relative:
=5.2
absolute:
= 0 38.. .0.69 •10“^^
[10,11]

Lensing coefficient Ç

C-0.7 diop./W p (@1047nm:C-0.25-0.3diop./Wp)

'^eff (Q-switched)

Teff = 450ps (lOWp level) (see Chapter 6)

Table 4.17: Summary o f the 132Inm experiments with emphasis on the measured laser
parameters.
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The 1321nm line in Nd:YLF investigated in this set-up, besides the anticipated
low gain, quite a few additional undesirable laser parameters, such as:
° w ide lasing linew idth (up to l.ln m )
o reabsorption at the laser w avelength

° high thermal lensing,

w hich m ade it an interesting transition to investigate, although it is only of
lim ited use for high repetition rate, non-linear pum p purposes. To achieve (in a
fu tu re set-up) an im proved high repetition rate 1.3pm source, the first and
easiest alteration is the change to a Brewster cut Q-switch, w hich is preferable
in order to achieve the required very low insertion losses (< 0.5%). A m ore
im portant change w ould be a different c-axis orientation to access the 1314nm
line w ithin this slab geometry.
The fluorescence m easurem ents in figure 4.16 indicate that the orthogonally
polarised transition at 1314nm, w ould probably have been a better choice for
Nd:YLF operation in the 1.3pm region. H ow ever, w ith the resonator field then
being parallel to the a-axis of the crystal, and propagation along the c-axis, the
p um p polarisation w ould be parallel to a for end-pum ped configurations. This
w ould reduce the absorption crossection of Nd:YLF by a factor of -1.8 [10] and
is, at least for diode array en d -p u m p ed lasers, a draw back, due to their
strongly different divergence in the tw o p u m p planes. Fibre-coupled diode
m odules are better suited, as they provide greater flexibility in im aging the
outpu t, in order to optim ise the fluorescence profile over a longer absorption
len g th , w h ile th e loss of th e p u m p p o larisatio n , one of th e possible
disadvantages of fibre coupling, is in a-axis cut Nd:YLF not of relevance. Fibre
coupled diode-pum ping thro u g h an external m irror su bstrate onto an AR
coated, c-cut, Nd:YLF crystal w ould be the preferred pum p configuration in a
future 1.314|xm set-up.
The m ain reason for using the 1314nm transition is not that the cross-section is
slightly bigger and the fluorescence linew idth smaller. M ore im portant is the
fact that reabsorption is a resonance phenom enon, so that a change of 8nm in
the em ission w avelength w o u ld p resen t at least the chance of avoiding
reabsorption problems. The disproportionately high surface deform ations for
1.321 pm cause a real lim itation for this transition in diode end-pum ped set-ups,
as they degrade the beam quality, as com pared to the 1pm operation, and it
could be hoped that the 1314nm transition w ould not suffer from the sam e
problem .
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C hapter V,
Excited State Absorption
in Diode Pumped NdsYLF
5.1 Fluorescence properties u n d er 1047nm, Q -switched operation
5.2 Up-conversion as a significant loss mechanism at 1047nm
5.3 Beam quality im provem ent under Q-switched 1047nm operation
5.4 Fluorescence properties u n d er 1.321pm operation
5.5 Conclusions

I t is well know n, that un d er high density diode pum ping N eodym ium
do ped host m aterials like YAG, YLF or Yttrium V anadate (YVO4) exhibit a
m ore or less bright visible fluorescence. This chapter will com pare the different
fluorescence properties in the visible and near UV under cw and repetitively Qswitched operation for both of the Tc-polarised transitions at 1.047 and 1.321pm
inNd:YLF.
The first m ention of the visible fluorescence in Nd:YLF u n d er diode endp u m p ed operation w as in a paper by Fan & Byer [1]. They later investigated
the possibility of the excitation of an UV transition in Nd:YLF pum ped by a two
step reso n an t u p -conversion m echanism [2]. These resu lts are of direct
relevance for the fluorescence behaviour of the Q-switched 1047nm line.
M ore recently the fluorescence behaviour has again been of interest as the
source of a loss m echanism, lim iting the energy extraction capacity of Nd:YLF
u n der low repetition rates and high pum p pow er densities [3,4,5]. This possible
loss problem in NdiYLF w ould reduce one of the m ain advantages of this host
m aterial w hen com pared to YAG, nam ely the higher upper laser level lifetime,
w hich is of im portance for repetition rates below the 4 to 5kHz region.
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O ther questions of interest attached to the fluorescence behaviour relevant to
these experim ents at 1047nm are, in addition to the loss m echanism through
up-conversion, the following two areas:
- The beam quality im provem ent under Q-switching of the 1047nm line.
- Appearance of an after pulse, beyond a certain pulse w idth (At<-15ns), during
1047nm operation.
Both possible explanations for these effects are related to the loss m echanism
through excited state absorption of laser radiation (ESALR). The beam quality
im provem ent could be due to a spatially varying loss, w hile the appearance of
an after pulse characterises the tim e constants of parts of the up-conversion
process, through re-population of the upper laser level.
The analysis and comparison of the visible and near UV fluorescence w as done
w ith a tim e dependent spectral analysis as well as w ith a spatially resolved
spectrum of the NdiYLF crystal, operating at 1047nm and 1321nm.
A n additional experim ental advantage of the system developed d u rin g this
w o rk is th at it is extrem ely w ell suited to investigate the up-conversion
fluorescence properties, as the p u m p ed area is very accessible for probing
purp o ses th rough the polished cooling surfaces. Furtherm ore, the internal
folding section makes a distinction betw een up-conversion in the pum ped and
u n p u m p ed area possible. This accidental advantage m ade the observation of
some unusual properties during 1.321jim operation possible. In general the upconversion m echanism involved d urin g 1.321fxm op eration has n o t been
reported so far and these first results presented here m ight lead to a better
understanding of this not very often used transition. Of special interest is the
connection betw een the m uch higher therm al lensing values und er 1.321jrm
o peration, as show n in the p revious chapter, and the suspected higher
reabsorption crossection of the laser radiation.
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CW 1047nm

Q-switched 1047nm

Fi^. 5.1: Under cw-operation the up-converted fluorescence has the characteristic
yellow-green appearance, which changes to a blue-whitish emission under Qswitched conditions, caused by a second step ESALR excitation into bluelUV
emitting Nd. YLF energy levels.
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5.1 Fluorescence properties under 1047nm operation
The m ost obvious property in the visible fluorescence is the change
indu ced by repetitively Q -sw itching the cw p u m p ed Nd;YLF laser. The
fluorescence in the pum ped path changes from a yellow-green to a bright bluew hitish appearance. This is due to a resonant two step excited state absorption
(ESA) process of the Ip m emission, giving rise to near UV transitions w ith
radiative lifetimes in the ps-region. The blue and near UV parts of the spectrum
m ixing w ith the green-yellow-red bands cause the overall w hite im pression to
the eye. Figure 5.1 show s the Q -sw itch induced colour change of the
fluorescence as well as the gain in brightness, as compared to cw operation.
U nder cw conditions the yellow-green fluorescence shows strong depletion as
soon as lasing is established (Fig. 5.2). The pictures below w ere taken w ith a
CCD cam era and a fram e grabber. U nw anted scattered p um p radiation at
797nm was blocked by a Schott (GB 38) filter .

a)

b)

Fig. 5.2: Spatial depletion along the resonator path of the visible fluorescence for lasing
conditions (a)).
a comparison, the full fluorescence under non-lasing
conditions (blocked resonator) along the pumped path is shown (b)). The laser
operates in TEMqo- The row below is in an inverted representation.
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This is a clear indication th at the upper laser level ^Fs/2 is involved in this upcon version process. U nder non-lasing conditions the origin of the fluorescence
is due to energy transfer up-conversion (ETU). This is w here the excited state
relaxes, radiationless, into the g ro u n d state, transferring its energy to a
neighbouring excited state, w hich is thus excited to the % 9/2 m anifold (for
energy level diagram and notation see figure 5.3). After radiationless relaxation
into the ^G 7/2 level th is m anifold becom es the m ain o rig in for optical
transitions into the % s /2 to % /2 levels.
U nder Q-switched conditions ETU is replaced by ESA of the 1pm photons from
the ^Fs/2 level, thus com peting w ith the laser transition for the same inversion.
This process leads as before to a population of the ^G7/2 level (via 2G 9/ 2). The
transitions from there into the lower levels coincide w ith the m easured peak
w av elen g th of the green (532nm, '^19/ 2)/ yellow (584nm, ^ I n / 2) and red
(656nm, %3/2) fluorescence bands.
The observed UV transitions w hile Q -sw itching could be attrib u ted to a
population of the ^0 3 /2 manifold. This is the same level w hich was pum ped by
a resonant two-step excitation at 587.4nm, involving the upper laser level as an
interm ediate storage level [2]. Subsequently identical UV transitions could be
detected in this w ork, as in the paper by Fan and Byer. The excitation route
into the '^0 3 /2 level is again by ESA, b u t this tim e by reabsorption of laser
radiation and w ith
72 as the interm ediate level, w hich is already populated
by a single 1pm photon ESA process. The different intensity dependence of the
one and tw o step excitation processes for the visible an d UV fluorescence
respectively, is show n later in order to confirm the different excitation routes.
The tim e resolved spectrum under Q-switched operation w as m easured using a
photo m ultiplier (RCA 931B) as a detector in com bination w ith an 0.25m
m onochrom ator. The fluorescence signal was picked u p th ro u g h the top
cooling surface, deflected through 90° by a broadband A lum inium m irror and
im aged onto the m onochrom ator slits w ith an un coated f=100mm lens. The
orientation and size of the fluorescence im aged into the entrance slit w as such
th at only parts of the total fluorescence w ere recorded. O ptim ising for the
h ighest possible signal to noise-ratio alw ays m eant th a t the crystal area
p u m p ed from one diode fell onto the entrance slit. M ore details about the
photo m ultiplier tube and m onochrom ator can be found in the appendix
^'Equipment (A2)",
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Fig, 5.3; Simplified energy level diagram of Nd:YLF, with attention to energy levels
involved in the energy transfer up-conversion (ETU) and excited state
absorption (ESA), Spectroscopic data was taken from de Gamma et al. [6 a].
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The low intensity of the fluorescence and difficult imaging conditions m ade the
u se of a p h o to -m u ltip lie r in com bination w ith th e sh o rt, efficient
m onochrom ator necessary. The dow nside to the m uch needed sensitivity was
lim ited resolution and absolute accuracy, w hich is the draw back of the 0.25m
m onochrom ator.
As an overview , figure 5.4 show s the visible and near UV p arts of the
sp ectru m in one grap h , w ith fully open entrance an d exit slits of 2m m
(resolution: ~2nm). As the sensitivity of the photo m ultiplier drops strongly
tow ards the red region the m easured intensities have been scaled to correct for
the non-linearity of the detector.
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Fie, 5,4: Low resolution scan o f the entire detectable fluorescence spectrum under Qswitched conditions (2kHz rep,-rate, lOW pump power). The inset with the
scaled intensities is given to allow a rough comparison o f the relative
intensities of the bands.
The absolute intensities of the near UV p art of the spectrum are likely to be
u n d erestim ated , as no correction for the grating characteristic of the
m onochrom ator, w hich tails of in the UV region (50% cut-off: 350nm & 750nm,
1200 lines grating) was applied.
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The time response cormected to the Q-switched laser pulse is very different for
the visible and b lu e /n e a r UV bands. W hile the visible em ission follows the
laser pulse shape w ith a delay of approximately 20ns (i.e.: fluorescence lifetimes
of some lO's of nanoseconds), the near UV bands have a substantially longer
lifetime, ranging from Ips up to -lOjLis, depending on the specific transition. A
h ig h e r reso lu tio n sp ectru m for m o st fluorescence w av elen g th b a n d s
(intensities perm itting), w ith the characteristic time response of each transition,
is given in figures 5.6/7.
W ith these transition m easurem ents the likely energy levels w hich correspond
to each fluorescence peak can be identified. The table below gives, for each
p eak w avelength, the u p p er and low er level as w ell as the fluorescence
lifetimes and excitation m echanism responsible for populating the upper levels.
A X [nm]

upper level

lower level

lifetime

V isible

excitation
single ph oton
excitation

532 (green)

^Gy/2

% /2

25ns (2G 9 / 2)

l|im ESA :

589(yellow)

^G7/2

% l/2

25ns (2G 9 / 2)

4F 3/2 to

656 (red)

4G 7/2

% 3/2

^G9/2

N ear UV
357

tw o step
excitation
^D s /2

IjLim ESA:

% /2

383

% l/2

~1.5|is

2G 9/2 to

411

% 3/2

~ lp s

^D3/2

% 5/2

-15gs

(via 4F 3 / 2)

452

^^3/2

Fig. 5.5; Table o f fluorescence transitions and lifetimes during 1047nm operation.
The identification of the energy levels involved w as done by m atching the
m easured w avelength w ith the possible Nd:YLF energy transitions. A lthough
the w avelength m easurem ent w as not as accurate as desirable (± 2nm, absolute
accuracy), an empirical identification w as possible by elimination, by starting
w ith all the possible transitions according to the Nd:YLF energy diagram and
excitation energies for up-conversion.
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Fw. 5.6: ‘High' resolution (resolution limit: ~0.5nm) o f the green and yellow, upconverted fluorescence in Nd.'YLF under Q-switched conditions. For each
dominant fluorescence peak is the time response o f the fluorescence (lower
trace) is given with respect to the 1 pm laser pulse (upper trace in the inset).
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fluorescence in Nd.'YLF under Q-switched conditions. In addition to each
main fluorescence peak, the time response of the fluorescence is given with
respect to the 1 pm laser pulse.
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The visible transitions w ith their very short lifetimes are an ideal probe of the
u pper laser level state of inversion, as all visible transitions appear to have the
sam e u p p er laser level as a starting point for ESA in common. The ability to
probe the state of inversion of the laser transition makes a distinction of the
m echanism w hich causes an after pulse possible, if the pulse d uration of the
m ain pulse is below approxim ately 15ns. Three mechanisms have been taken
into account:
G Repopulation of the u pper laser level by a recirculating inversion from the
2G 9/2 or 4Gy/2 states,

o A bottleneck effect caused by the lower laser level, caused by the lifetimes of
this tran sitio n into the g ro u n d state being in the range of 10ns, thus
tem porarily term inating the laser transition [7].
o Incomplete Q-switching due to hold-off problems.
This chapter w orks on the assum ption, that the observed fluorescence bands
represents only a fraction of the ^ € 7 /2 population, while the m ain decay route
will relax radiationless, so that a repopulation of the upper laser level becomes
a distinct possibility. The main concern of this chapter is to investigate if excited
state absorption of laser radiation is a loss mechanism of practical concern in
high pow er diode-end pum ped NdiYLF systems. Accepting the above w orking
hypothesis of m ostly radiationless transitions from the G and D states, it
concentrates instead on experimental evidence of this circulating population.
The delay of this repopulation mechanism from the peak intensity of the laser
pulse could give rise to an after pulse, which occurs w ithin a certain delay of the
first intensity peak. The pulse duration of the main pulse is therefore critical if
the after pulse is to be resolved. For longer pulses the second pulse could be
h id d en in the falling flank of the Q-switched pulse. A clear second pulse will
only be registered if the decay of the first pulse has reached alm ost zero level
before repopulation of the u p p er laser level causes a second gain sw itched
pulse. To achieve sufficiently short pulse durations the shortest possible
reso n ato r len g th w as em ployed (Igeo. = -12cm ) d u rin g the follow ing
experim ents. This arrangem ent perm its pulse lengths of just below 10ns
FWHM, b u t is how ever lim ited to pum p pow ers in the lOW range, to avoid
opening time problems of the acousto-optical Q-switch, as noted before.
The after pulse intensity peak delay from the m ain peak has to be the sam e (or
roughly the same) time constant as observed betw een the fluorescence peak
and the m ain peak. The exact tim econstant depends on the n atu re of the
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relaxation process by a radiationless transition into the % / 2 upper laser level.
Pulse build-up time effects can be neglected, as there are still sufficient photons
aro u n d . The co rresp o n d in g tim e delays betw een laser p u lse p eak and
fluorescence peak, as well as the m ain peak and the second gain switched after
pulse of the laser emission are pictured below in figure 5.8.
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,8 : The peak o f the gain switched after-pulse, due to the repopulation o f the upper
laser level, appears 16ns after the main intensity peak in figure a). This
temporal response in the infrared is mirrored in the behaviour o f the visible
fluorescence (532nm) (b)). The non-radiative decay o f the major part o f the
population, associated with the visible fluorescence peak, repopulates the
upper laser level, giving rise to the gain switched after pulse. Two visible
fluorescence pealcs are detectable at 479nm (c)), both being ESA-echoes o f
main and after pulse.
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The very w eak fluorescence signature of the 479nm decay route (^Gg/z —>
% / 2) show s a m uch faster decay behaviour than the other visible transitions,
w hich m akes it possible to detect the fluorescence decay of the excited state
absorption during the after pulse (5.8c). This accounts for the tw o fluorescence
peaks, each delayed by ~22ns (uncorrected by the m ultiplier response) to the
respective laser pulse.
As the photo-m ultiplier tube adds a tim e delay, d u e to the am plification
process, the tim e response of the photo-m ultiplier used has to be calibrated
relative to the Silicon and G erm anium photo-diodes, w hich w ere used to
generate the trigger signal on the rising edge of the Q-switched pulse. The
m easured tim e delay of the m ultiplier tube RCA 931B (IkV, negative cathode
voltage) w as 15 to 20ns (Ge:20ns, Si: 15ns), depending on the type of photo
diode com pared to, and thus in good agreem ent w ith the data sheet quoting
20ns delay. W ith this correction the repopulation of the u p p er laser level
coincided w ith the peak of the visible fluorescence in figures 5.8b/c.
This coincidence in tim e makes repopulation of the upper laser level the m ore
likely m echanism for the after-pulse than a bottleneck effect caused by the
lower laser level life-time.
A fter-pulses can also be caused by insufficient hold-off of the Q-switch.
H ow ever, these pulses appear later w hen com pared to the m ain peak (up to
several 100ns) and also have a constantly changing delay and broad pulsew id th (> 100ns), due to the sw itching on a low, varying cw background. The
after p ulse caused by the recirculating population connected to the upconversion process has a fixed time delay from the m ain Q-switched peak and
a short pulse duration, as is usual for gain switched pulses. To dem onstrate the
transition from a cleanly Q-switched pulse w ith a hidden after-pulse in its tail,
to a short pulse duration, allowing one to see the rising edge of the after-pulse,
the following sequence of pulse forms were taken:
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Fig. 5.9: Changing the repetition rate from 6 kHz down to IkHz shows the gradual
appearance o f the gain switched after-pulse in the tail o f the main pulse. The
high temporal stability and short pulse width o f the after-pulse sets this gain
switched pulse apart from after-pulses due to incomplete Q-switching. No
realignment o f the cavity or Q-switch was done during this sequence
(Igeo.-1 2 cm, fOWpump).
The significance of the after-pulse as a loss mechanism is particularly a concern
if the second pulse makes a visible change to the shape of the Q-switched m ain
pulse. For very short pulses (< 10ns) at low repetition rates a gap or separation
of the tw o pulses reduces the useful peak intensity for non-linear optics
experiments.
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C o ntrary to this, the up-converted p arts of the rad iatio n caused by the
reso n ant tw o-step reabsorption, w hich populates the UV em ission states,
always cause losses in the 1pm output, due to the ps-life tim es connected to
these transitions. Both loss routes have in common that they are only likely to
becom e a significant loss m echanism at low repetition rates com bined w ith
h ig h e r p u m p p o w ers (i.e.: < 2kH z and 20W d io d e p u m p pow ers).
U nfortunately dam age lim itations for the slab coatings prohibited a detailed
investigation of this low repetition rate, high pum p pow er operation regime.
Im proved coatings w ere m ade available in a second batch of Nd:YLF slabs,
m ade for I.E O ptom ech, w hich developed the packaging of the 1pm laser
system into a product. Based on ihese slabs (courtesy of I.E.) a few results could
be taken under low repetition rates and higher pum p pow ers to determ ine the
effects of excited state absorption as a loss mechanism on the effective life-time
of the upper laser level in Nd:YLF . This effect is described in the next section in
greater detail.
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5.2 Up-conversion as a significant loss m echanism
A very sim ple and reliable m ethod to determ ine the effective life-time,
w ith reasonable accuracy, is given in a m ethod proposed by Seelert and Kortz
[3]. In this m ethod they apply the following fit to the extracted energy p er
pulse as a function of the repetition rate:
E^EQ^l-expi

(5.1)

W ith Eo being the m axim um pulse energy for an infinite pum ping time, Tpump/
and Teff denoting the effective fluorescence life-time. Equation 5.1 describes the
stored energy in the u pper laser level p er pum p cycle as a function of the pum p
and fluorescence life-times. In order to make the transition to the extracted
energy p er pulse the m ain assum ption of this fit has to be that the extraction
efficiency of the stored energy rem ains constant, an approxim ation w hich is
fulfilled in the case of operation well above threshold [9]. For operation twice
above threshold an extraction efficiency of ~80% is reached.
The im portant advantage of this sim ple m ethod is that this fit describes the
norm alised pulse energy, E /E q, over a w ide range, independently of changes in
the loss behaviour, w hich depends on the pum p pow er level and slab used, the
slabs being from different batches as explained before.
The analysed pulse energies in the pum p pow er range betw een 5 and 20W,
corresponding to pu m p intensities of 0.7 to 2.8 KW /cm^, clearly indicate that
the up-conversion process is a substantial loss m echanism reducing the
effective storage tim e of the Nd:YLF gain medium.
The effect of a reduced fluorescence lifetime is m ost pronounced at p u m p
intervals equal or longer than the effective fluorescence life time, w hich in this
case are repetition rates around the 3kHz m argin. At p u m p pow er levels
beyond lOW these repetition rates could not be accessed w ith the original batch
of 1pm coated slabs, w ith o u t incurring coating dam age. A t u p to 5 kH z
repetition the extracted energy p er pulse betw een the m easured 270ps (Fig.
5.10) and expected 480ps lifetimes is negligible. The results in the IkH z region
only w ere taken by I.E O ptom ech on the DAYlight laser system , all other
results w ere taken on the original system developed in this work.
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Fw. 5.10: Comparison of pulse energies as a function o f the repetition rate at low and
high excitation densities. The deduced upper state lifetime decreases from
450ps at the 5Wpump power level to 270ps at 20Wpump. Free parameters
fo r the fit were Eo and Tejf. In the case o f the extrapolated energies fo r a
480ps life-time, only the first 5 high repetition data points have been used,
with only E qas the free parameter.
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This considerable decrease in lifetime could be cross-checked and verified at
least in tendency w ith the same slab used in the DAYlight laser, b ut this tim e as
p art of the system at St. A ndrew s. Evaluating that slab for I.E. O ptom ech on
the system developed during this thesis and at a pum p pow er level of 15W led
to a reduced life tim e of 410|xs for the corresponding excitation density of 2
K W /cm ^. A n overview of the effective fluorescence life-time as a function of
the diode pum p pow er is given below.
500
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1 and 1.3|imexp.
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Coating damage
1047nm
250

□
0
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20

*
25

Diode Pemp Power [W]
5.11; The decreasing effective storage capacity of the upper laser level 3/2 under
high excitation densities at 797nm, with the pump polarisation parallel to the
c-axis of the Nd:YLF slab. (*;= Results by I.E. Optomech [8 ])
The 20W p u m p pow er result is denoted w ith a star, because of the nonidentical experimental conditions. Even an assum ed extracted energy per pulse
of 2.3mJ at Ik H z (a m ore than optim istic assum ption, given the fact that the
DAYlight prototype at I.E m atched the average pow er results of the original
system ), corresponding to a life tim e of 380ps, w ould decrease the storage
capacity by 20% as an estim ated upp er limit under excitation intensities of the
order of 2.8 KW/cm^.
O ne problem w ith the lifetime results at the lOW pum p pow er level w as finally
resolved, as being caused by the start of dam age to the coated slab surfaces. To
im prove the accuracy of the lifetime fit, repetition rates below 2kH z w ere
desirable an d attem p ted , alth o u g h 2kH z is the know n safe, long-term
operation limit at this pum p pow er level. The reduced energies per pulse at 1.5
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and IkH z suggested an upper-state life-time of 340jxs, and are in contradiction
w ith the fluorescence lifetime results at 15W pum p power, w hich are higher.
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Damage to the slab coatings can reduce the pulse energy at the low repetition
rates, which are important to get an accurate f i t Up to 2 kHz the pulse
energies are in line fo r lifetimes o f 450ps. Damage to the coatings was
confirmed by a 15% drop in cw output. This is a characteristic sign o f the
beginning of coating damage.
Removing the dam age suspect results at IkH z corrected the lifetime to 450ps,
as assum ed in figure 5.11. To confirm this fluorescence lifetime at lOW p um p
pow er the same fit w as applied to the energies of the repetitively Q-sw itched
1321nm line (Fig. 5.24 in the next section), This time the lifetime determ ined
w as 447|lis, w hich is in agreem ent w ith the Ip m transition result above. This is
an expected result as both transitions share the same upper Stark split sub-level
of ^p3/2.
The coating dam age problem s w ith operation at 1pm, as com pared to the
dam age-free o p eratio n at 1.3pm, despite higher intracavity intensities,
highlights th at it is m ost likely the UV intensities below 400nm w hich are
responsible for the coating failure. According to the suppliers. Lightning Optical
Corporation, the coating composition used starts to absorb below 400nm. This
dam age m echanism m ight also explain the unusual fact th at a total coating
failure w as never experienced, only pow er drops in the region of 10 to 20%, as
a rule. By clam ping the m axim um extractable energy through this dam age, the
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UV intensities during the Q-switched pulse appear to be restricted to tolerable
levels, causing no further degrading of the coating.
The m easured reduction of the effective fluorescence lifetime confirm s the
earlier assum ption that the visible and UV transitions are only a faint echo of

j

the present total up-converted population. A significant am ount of population

|

appears to cycle in the upper G and D manifolds under higher pum p densities
of 2 kW /cm ^, as encountered under 15W and higher cw pum p conditions w ith

|
:

the focusing arrangem ent used.
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5.3 Beam quality im provem ent under Q-switched operation
The up-conversion process cannot only have an im pact on the laser
perform ance by reducing the accessible population in a spatially uniform
m anner. A radially varying loss m echanism, w ith higher losses tow ards the
edges of the transversal m ode structure, could be responsible for the im proved
TEMoo operatio n u n d er Q -sw itched conditions. To investigate the spatial
reabsorption behaviour it w as again very helpful to capture the fluorescence
thro u g h the top cooling surface of the NdiYLF slab w ith a CCD cam era and
fram e grabber. To resolve the two fluorescence w avebands of interest, w hich
are the visible and near UV bands, coloured filters w ere used ( Schott BG37
(green pass) & VG6 (blue/U V pass)) in order to block the unw anted parts of
the spectrum . In addition the scattered p um p radiation w as always blocked
w ith a couple of Schott BG38 filters.
The spatially dom inant up-conversion region can be determ ined by looking at
the tim e delay betw een the visible fluorescence peak and the laser peak
intensities. Experimentally this time delay remains constant at 15ns (if corrected
by the m u ltip lier delay of 20ns) for the Ijim transition. The delay is
in d ep en d en t of the repetition rate, w hich changes the value of the initial
inversion from just around threshold condition to several times (< 10) above
threshold inversion. This is an indication that the main up-conversion intensity,
as recorded by the photo-m ultiplier in the visible spectral region, is in the area
of the u n d ep leted inversion to w ard s the edge of the tran sv ersal m ode
structure. It thu s scales linearly w ith the peak Ijiim intensity on an alm ost
constant inversion background.
A n up-conversion process subjected to a strong competition betw een depletion
of the inversion through the laser transition and 1pm reabsorption, as found in
the centre of the transversal m ode structure, w ould show a varying time delay
betw een the tw o peaks, depending on the inversion ratio. The figures below
show the varying tim e delay of the p roduct of inversion and 1pm ph oton
densities (which is the driving excitation of the visible fluorescence peak) in
relation to the Q -switched pulse, by solving the standard coupled Q-sw itch
equations [9] un der the assum ption of a constant inversion profile (as opposed
to radially varying gain under realistic pum p conditions).
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The changing time delay between the peak intensity o f the laser pulse and the
product o f inversion with photon density (n(t)x0(t)) fo r different initial
inversion densities. The time scale is normalised in units o f the photon decay
time o f the resonator [9].
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The lifetime of the
/2 level, w hich is approxim ately 15ns, adds a constant
delay to the actually observed fluorescence pulse (from ^Gy/z into the '^I-levels)
and broadens the falling edge. Despite the change introduced by the lifetime of
the ^Gg/ 2 level, a varying peak to peak delay, which is comparable to the laser
p u lsew id th , w o u ld have to be obvious. P ictures of the green-yellow
fluorescence band under Q-switched operation, with a m axim um of the ESALR
at the edge of the Ipm mode, confirm the above hypothesis and agree w ith the
observation of a constant fluorescence peak delay, in d ep en d en t of the
repetition rate.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5.14: Comparison o f the spatial up-conversion distribution under Q-switched
operation (2kHz) for the visible (a)) and infra-red (b,c)) fluorescence. The
IR fluorescence under Q-switched (b)) and blocked resonator conditions (c))
is given as a comparison, to confirm that the maximum o f the inversion is in
the centre o f the pump region. Scattered pump and near UV radiation is
suppressed with filters.
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As predicted, the visible fluorescence has its peak activity at the edge of the
m ode structure (a), while the centre shows almost no up-conversion activity. It
is im portant to keep in m ind that the CCD camera has an exposure tim e of
20ms, w hich thus averages the fluorescence during the Q-switched (ESALR)
and non-lasing tim e intervals (ETU). Despite the different time intervals (20ns
pulses in terrupted by <500|is non-lasing intervals (2kHz)) the high intensity
d uring the ESA up-conversion at the edges of the transverse m ode is still the
dom inant fluorescence activity region in the visible.
The up-conversion u n der 1.047)im operation is therefore a loss m echanism ,
w hich benefits the transversal m ode control by suppressing intensities tow ards
the edge of a TEM Qo m ode d u ring the pulse build-up. In particular, TEM Qi
m odes are effectively suppressed, as they have a m inim um of their field
intensity w here the TEMoo m ode has its maximum. U nder high inversion ratios
(low repetition rates) the pulse build-up will preferably start in the centre of tlie
inversion w ith a TEMqo profile.
This spatially varying loss m echanism ties in well w ith the observation of
im proved beam quality u nder Q-switched conditions as opposed to the beam
quality under cw conditions.
The second stage up-conversion process is again an ESA process of the 1pm
laser emission, involving the previously up-converted population at 2G 9/2 , as
th e p h o to s below dem onstrate. The o ther possible route, an ESA upconversion involving the visible fluorescence emission itself from the u p p er
laser level at ^p3/ 2, can be ruled out, since the UV emission shows an inverted
p attern to the green-yellow em ission bands u n d er Q -sw itched conditions
show n in the figure above.
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 5.15: Comparison o f the spatial up-conversion regions fo r the UV-bands (a),b))
and green-yellow fluorescence (c)). In both cases the laser operates in
T E M qo.

The two step up-conversion (UV) has its maximum in the centre of

the mode structure, contrary to the visible fluorescence (c)). The gain settings
on the CCD camera are the same, with a common 20ms sampling time.
The two step up-conversion process shows a typical quadratic dependence on
the laser intensity at 1047nm. This non-linear dependence is obvious in the
increasing intensity of the UV, depending on the repetition rate of the Qswitch, dem onstrated for repetition rates of 1 and 6kHz in the figures a), b)
above. C ontrary to this is the linear scaling of the visible fluorescence
com ponents w ith the intracavity intensity, as they are due to a single step
excitation process. The m easured intensities of both fluorescence bands are
p resen ted below , verses the intracavity peak intensity u n d er Q -sw itched
conditions.
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5.16: Normalised peak fluorescence intensity in the UV (383nm) and visible
(589nm) as a function o f the normalised peak power per pulse. The curves
show the expected quadratic and linear dependency fo r the UV and visible
emission, corresponding to two- and single step excitation respectively (lOW
pump power, output coupling:30%).
The same relation could be found for the other w avelength bands, how ever
sm all changes from an ideal slope of 1 for the norm alised intensities w ere
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p resen t to a varying degree. This indicates the presence of possible cross
relax atio n m echanism s or satu ratio n effects, influencing the m easu red
fluorescence intensities tow ards higher pulse intensities. A pulse form in the
UV, indicating such an exchange of population betw een excited states, w hich
increases the absolute fluorescence intensity, is show n below.
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Fw. 5.17: Temporal response o f the 383nm line after two-step up-conversion o f the
1047nm emission. The sharp rising edge is due to the initial up-conversion
caused by the ~25ns laser pulse, and the following slow rising flank indicates
a transfer o f population from another UV line, delaying the onset o f the
exponential decay by some 100ns.
N o further investigation of these effects w as attem pted, as it w ould not have
changed the significance of the up-conversion as a general loss m echanism ,
w hich im proves the beam quality due to a spatially varying loss d u rin g the
critical pulse build-up-time.
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5.4 Fluorescence properties under 1.321jLim operation
The unexpected fluorescence behaviour of the l.Sfxm transition u n d er
cw operation continues to be puzzling in the Q-switched m ode. U nlike the
m u ch b rig h ter app earan ce of the fluorescence d u rin g 1pm Q -sw itched
o p eratio n , the in ten sity of the up-converted rad iatio n rem ains alm ost
unchanged u nder both m odes of operation in the 1.3pm case. This lack of UV
or tw o-step up-conversion activity does no t give any direct h in t of an
additional loss route, w hich w ould be responsible for the higher therm al load
experienced u n d er 1.3pm operation. H ow ever, having the sam e stark split
u p p e r level of ^¥ 3 / 2 in com m on w ith the 1pm line, a com parison of the
b ehaviour of both transitions allows one to verify som e of the earlier upconversion mechanisms.
The fluorescence spectrum in the visible, consisting of bands in the green,
yellow and red, rem ains unchanged as far as the peak w avelengths are
concerned, although the absolute intensities are lower for a sim ilar intra cavity
intensity and p u m p pow er level if com pared to the 1pm activities. O nly very
faint UV bands can be detected w ith the photo-m ultiplier set-up. These traces
of UV appear at the sam e centre w avelengths as before, w ith the 387nm-line
again being the m ost d o m in a n t. To the eye only the blue band centred around
450nm w as visible and no traces of the blue-w hitish emission, characteristic for
the 1pm Q -sw itched operation, could be observed. This, together w ith the
barely noticeable intensity change betw een cw and Q -sw itched operation,
w here no depletion along the centre of the transversal m ode p ath is visible, are
the m ost striking differences w hen com pared visually to the up-conversion
u n d er 1pm operation.
The m easured fluorescence spectrum could only be recorded for the directly
p u m p ed volum e of the crystal. D ue to the faint intensity in the u n p u m p ed
region no spectrum could be taken there, however, to the eye this p art of the
up-conversion process also show ed the characteristic yellow-green appearance.
Figure 5.18 shows the barely distinguishable visible emission during cw and Qsw itch ed operation. The sh u tte r tim e on the CCD cam era d u rin g all
experim ents w as 20ms, w hich th u s averaged the incom ing intensity over
several tens of pulses, depending on the repetition rate.
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a)

b)

Fig. 5.18: Spatially resolved fluorescence intensity comparison between cw (a)) and Qswitched (b)) operation at 1321nm. The modes of operation are only just
distinguishable and do not show the depletion of the visible fluorescence in the
centre o f the resonator path. UV and scattered pump light components were
blocked with filters.
This w ould suggest that the fluorescence intensity due to ESA scales w ith the
average intracavity intensity, as the average output pow er rem ained in the 800
to SOOmW region regardless of the m ode of operation (cw (a) or 2kHz (b)
switched respectively in figure 5.19). This linear scaling w ith the pulse intensity
is verified in the figures below.
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b)
Fig. 5.19: Q-switched pulse at 1.321pm and corresponding fluorescence signal at
532nm in the pumped area. The fluorescence linearly follows the Q-switched
pulse intensity, as can be seen from the two scope printouts for repetition
rates between 6kHz (a)) and 2kHz (b)). The measured time delay between the
laser pulse and fluorescence signal is 16ns (b)). This time delay has to be
corrected for the measured delay of the photo multipliertube (also 20ns, Sidetector). Therefore the fluorescence immediately follows the laser pulse.
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W ith the m ultiplier time delay also being 20ns, the visible fluorescence under
1.321pm operation im m ediately follows the laser pulse. The absence of the
usual ~35ns time delay (corrected: 15ns) betw een laser pulse and fluorescence
peak is different to the 1pm spectrum. The likely explanation for the im m ediate
decay of the fluorescence as compared to the 15ns delay during 1pm operation,
could be because the level of origin for the visible transitions, the ^G7/2 state, is
pum ped directly under 1.3pm ESA and decays very quickly w ith a ns lifetime.
For the 1pm case, the possible slower radiation less transition from the ^G <)/2
level, excited u n d er 1pm ESA, into the ^G 7/2 state is responsible for the
characteristic 25ns delay.
The com paratively faint fluorescence intensity in the unpum ped area is too
small under the gain setting of the CCD camera used above to be resolved and
needs over exposure of the directly p um ped parts to m ake it visible, as
depicted in the figure below. Interestingly, this area of the fluorescence did not
show any intensity gain, either w hen the cw intensity was com pared w ith the
Q-switched one, or between different repetition rates. The picture below shows
this almost constant up-conversion intensity in the unpum ped area.

a)

b)

Fig. 5.20: Comparison of the fluorescence intensity under 1.3pm operation in cw and Qswitched mode. In particular the intensity in the unpumped area decreases
slightly from cw (a)) to Q-switched (at 2kHz) (b)) operation, when recorded
with a CCD camera. The pumped areas are heavily overexposed to make the
faint fluorescence intensity in the rest of the resonator path visible.
The almost constant fluorescence intensity in the unpum ped area (Fig. 5.20a/b)
is particularly perplexing, as in this case a m ulti-photon process appeared at
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first to be the m ost likely m echanism for excitation to the visible em ission
states. Such an excitation route w ould have to be strongly non-linearly
depen d en t on the 1.3pm intracavity intensity. The absence of this nonlinear
behaviour suggests that the same one-photon absorption as in the directly
pum ped area is responsible for the up-conversion.
Spatial m igration of excited '^p3/2 states out of the pu m ped area into the
u npum ped region, can be neglected, as the diffusion length of such processes
w ould be restricted to a region in the order of 100pm and w ould not cover the
several m m of distance observed in figure 5.21. In order to rule out reflection
effects from the coated Nd:YLF crystal sides, the coatings w ere checked for
transm ission in the UV and visible w ith the coating supplier. The result of this
check w as high transm ission in the visible and at the p u m p w avelength
(T>95%. A.of.L: 27°) and absorption starting below 400nm. Reflection of the
visible fluorescence off the coated surface is anyw ay unlikely, due to the
dependence of the fluorescence on the presence of resonating 1pm photons
w ithin the cavity. This leaves the scattered pum p light as the only plausible
explanation for the observed fluorescence in the not directly pum ped region.
The extent of the up-conversion w ithin this weakly excited area is am azing, as
the picture below underlines:

a)

b)

Fig. 5.21: Observed fluorescence under cw operation at 1321nm, if only one side o f the
slab is pumped (a)). No fluorescence activity outside the directly pumped area
is recorded for a blocked resonator (b)). The other diode module is shorted
out (pump power:low, T=5%).
Following the hypothesis that these excited states are due to scattered p um p
radiation, means that the same spatial spread should be present w hen the 1pm
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slabs are pum ped. However, no up-conversion in the unpum ped region could
be observed under 1pm operation. This is an indication that the up-conversion
process du rin g 1.3pm operation has a higher crossection, assum ing that the
bran ch in g rate into the rad iative decay route, the only signal w hich is
m onitored, is similar for the 1.047 and 1.321pm up-conversion processes.
This higher reabsorption crossection at 1.321pm w ould be in agreem ent w ith
the drastically higher therm al surface load present in the slab under this m ode
of operation, as w as discussed in the therm al lensing section of the 1.3pm
chapter. The h ig h er th erm al load could be a ttrib u ted to radiation-less
tran sitio n s from ^G 7 / 2, w hich w ould be the d o m inant decay ro u te for
repopulation of the u p per laser level. Again the fluorescence is only a faint
indication of the population actually circulating in the higher Nd:YLF energy
levels. As the reabsorption process is detectable even in areas w here only
scattered p u m p radiation populates the excited states (unlike in the 1pm
operation), it is obvious that the maxim um heat deposition will be closest to the
p u m p ed w indow , w here the density of excited ^Fs/2 states is at its m axim um
value. This spatially selective heating effect maximises the surface governed
lensing effect in Nd:YLF and resolves the confusing fact that sim ilar total heat
deposition u nder 1.047 and 1.321pm operation, w ithin identical experim ental
conditions, gives rise to totally different lensing coefficients.
The faint UV lines detected during 1.3pm operation exhibit the same non-linear
intensity rise w ith repetition rate as is familiar from the 1pm experim ents. A
com parison of the cw and Q-switched UV intensities, as recorded w ith a CCD
camera through the top cooling surface, is shown below.
This non-linear behaviour is typical of the tw o-photon absorption process,
w hich leads to the UV lines. The recorded intensities are very faint, as can be
seen from the UV generation due to ETU (c), showing comparable intensities to
the em ission u nder Q-switched conditions. The very faint UV emissions under
Q -sw itched operation are different in their up-conversion route to the UV
conversion in the Q-switched 1047nm transition shown before.
This is due to the lower energy of the 1.3pm photons, m aking the second stage
up-conversion process into the ^ D j/ 2-7/2 m anifolds very unlikely, as they
require an excitation energy equivalent to the 1pm photons, assum ing that the
^Gs/2-7/2 states are the starting points for this up-conversion route.
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 5.22: By using a filter with a broad pass UV-band the near UV-lines were isolated
from the rest o f the spectrum and recorded with a CCD camera. The rise in
UVfluorescence intensity due to ESA during the transition from cw (a)) to Qswitched (b)) operation is clearly visibly. The UV intensities due to ETU
under cw pumping and with a blocked resonator(c)) are given as a
comparison. The diode pump power is lOW in all 3 pictures, with no changes
in the gain o f the CCD camera settings (output coupling T=5%).
The second possible up-conversion route into the UV states m ust therefore be
the m ain contributor to the population. This is the reabsorption of the yellowgreen fluorescence lines from the upper laser level, '^p3/ 2. This process is still a
two-step excitation process, w ith its quadratic intensity response, however, the
crossection of this up-conversion process appears to be low, as the com parison
w ith the sim ilar cw UV intensities suggests. Given that the up-conversion
process through reabsorption of the yellow fluorescence line from the upper
laser level is independent of the lasing w avelength (1 or 1.3pm), confirms that
the earlier result of a 1pm reabsorption from the ^Gg / 2 m anifold is the
dom inant UV lines excitation mechanism during 1pm operation.
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A com parison of the visible fluorescence activities due to ESA, in the directly
p u m p ed and unpum ped region of the crystal, is helpful in understanding the
different behaviour of the 1 and 1.3pm transitions. The table below summ arises
the differences:
Region of the slab under

Fluorescence activity at:

lasing conditions

1047nm

1321nm

directly pum ped region

strong reduction of the
visible fluorescence due
to depletion along the

increased up-conversion
activity along the
resonator p ath despite

centre of the resonator
path

depletion of the 4F3/2
manifold

'u n p u m p ed ' region;
only scattered pum p
radiation provides ESA
starting points

faint visible fluorescence,
no visible fluorescence

due to single photon
absorption from ^Fs/2

Fie. 5.23: Comparison o f the different up-conversion intensities in the pumped and
unpumped region o f the slab under 1 and 1.3pm operation.
Both the 1 and 1.3pm laser transitions share the same upper stark-split level of
the ^p 3/2 m anifold, giving rise to the same fluorescence lifetim e for both
transitions.
This w as confirmed by applying an exponential fit to the energy per pulse at
1321nm, as described earlier for the 1pm transition, yielding the same lifetime
of ~450ps in each case.
The identical results for the fluorescence lifetime indicates only that the losses
as a function of the repetition rate are the same for both wavelengths, despite
their different up-conversion characteristics. A constant loss, scaling linearly
w ith the intra-cavity intensity, cannot be detected w ith the above m ethod.
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Fia. §.24: Deduced upper laser level lifetime of447ps fo r the 1321nm transition in

Nd.'YLF (low pump corresponding to lAKW/cm^ excitation density) is in
agreement with the 1047nm results. The pump polarisation is parallel to the
c-axis.

The loss factor contributing to the effective fluorescence lifetime shortening of
the 1047nm transition is the two-step up-conversion, a varying loss mechanism
w hich depends on the sw itching rate, due to the quadratic n atu re of the
reabsorption, w hich populates the D-manifold. The trapping of population in
the UV emitting states of the D-manifold, w ith lifetimes in the jxs region, is far
too long a delay for repopulation of the upper laser level, in time to provide
gain for a 10 to 100ns pulse. The absence of any significant tw o step excited
state absorption of laser radiation, as indicated by the m inim um UV activities,
suggest that the 1.321pm line in Nd:YLF does not suffer from a reduction of the
effective u pper state lifetime as in the 1.047pm transition. This appears to be
one of the m ore easily accessible tests of the assum ptions m ade d uring this
chapter and should be followed u p a later stage.
O pposed to this are the ns lifetimes of the G-states (populated by the first step
up-conversion process), w hich perm it a repopulation of the ^Fs/2 level, thus
contributing gain to pulses w ith a duration of 10 to 100ns. The up-converted,
and quickly circulating p o p u lation of the G-m anifold is an obvious loss
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m echanism for very sh o rt pulses in the 10ns region, for w hich a clear
separation of m ain and after pulse exists. A n estimate of the m agnitude of this
up-conversion cross-section for the 1047nm transition can be m ade by looking
at the m agnitude of the after-pulse under very short pulse durations (-10ns
pulses in Fig. 5.8).
A pronounced difference in the cross-sections for the reabsorption of the laser
emission into the G-levels for the 1047 and 1321nm transitions is the proposed
reason for the m easured higher therm al load under 1.321pm operation. The
long pulse durations at 1.3pm (from 80ns up to several 100ns) as com pared to
the ns-lifetim e of the p o p u latio n circulating betw een the G- and F-levels
prevents direct proof of this hypothesis by m easuring the m agnitude of the
1.3pm after-pulse for pulse durations of -lO ns for the m ain 1.3pm pulse.
So far the only experim entally accessible differences betw een b o th upconversion activities in the visible is the difference in the spatial up-conversion
activity of the green-yellow fluorescence and the strongly enhanced surface
deform ation u nder 1.321pm operation, as m easured by the increased therm al
lensing coefficients.
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5.5 C onclusions
The up-conversion properties of Nd:YLF were investigated by resolving
tlie ESA-spectrum in the visible and near UV both by a tim e dependent spectral
analysis as w ell as a spatially resolved spectrum for tw o of the jr-polarised
N eodym ium lines in Yttrium Lithium Fluoride.
Both upconversion mechanism s at 1047nm and 1321nm operation in NdiYLF
are a significant loss contributing factor under the high p um p pow er densities
encountered in en d -p um p ed , Q -sw itched laser system s, such as the one
developed during the course of this thesis. The 1047nm line is only significantly
affected by excited state absorption (ESA) u n d er Q -sw itched conditions,
show ing a pronounced reduction in the effective upper state lifetime for low
repetition rates. The higher reabsorption of the laser emission at 1321nm also
affects cw o p eratin g co n d itions, by giving rise to increased surface
deformation, as m easured by the drastically increased therm al lensing.
The first up-conversion activity is ESA involving the u p p er laser level ^F3/2
through reabsorption of the laser em ission to populate the 2G 9/2 and 4Gy/2
levels. This loss m echanism scales linearly w ith the intra-cavity intensity and
the lifetimes involved are in the ns regime.
O pposed to this is the square dependence of the tw o stage excited state upconversion on the intra-cavity intensity, significant only u n d e r 1047nm
operation, involving the previously up-converted population in the ^G9/2 band
finally populating the ^0 3 /2 level, the origin of the observed UV bands. The {is
lifetimes of these levels traps the up-converted population w ithout any chance
of repopulating the upper laser level during one Q-switched cycle. This is in
contrast to the ns life times in the G-states, where the repopulation of the u pper
laser level is responsible for the detectable after pulse, w hen the m ain pulse
duration becomes com parable to the lifetimes of the shifted population in the
G-states.
The up-conversion activity cannot only be classified by its time constants and
p o p u latio n density dependence on the intra-cavity intensity. D ue to the
com petition betw een the laser emission and the upconversion, w hich relies on
the population of the up per laser level, the upconversion also varies spatially.
In particular the up-conversion process responsible for the visible fluorescence
is in com petition not only w ith the lasing transition b u t also w ith the tw o step
ESA into the UV em itting states. These tw o facts account for the spatially
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inverted upconversion patterns, w ith the UV having its m axim um value in the
centre of the inversion, while the rem aining population in 2G 9/ 2, undepleted by
the UV excitation route, causes the m axim um of the visible fluorescence to be
at the edges of the transversal m ode structure. This radially varying loss
m echanism is proposed as the cause for the beam quality im provem ent in Qswitched Nd:YLF, as com pared to the cw-beam qualities.
Increased losses at the edges of the pum ped volume will suppress higher order
transversal m odes, as these higher order modes are characterised by m axima
of the field intensity close to the edge of the available inversion, contrary to a
TEMoo intensity profile. The table below gives an overview of the expérim ental
evidence gathered in this thesis, w hich is attributed to ESA up-conversion
effects in Nd:YLF under high density end-pum ping.
Line [nm]

Experimental evidence

Proposed up-conversion
mechanism responsible

1047

appearance of after-pulse below
m inim um m ain pulse duration

up-conversion process w ith
-20ns lifetime, repopulating
4F 3/2

1047

1047

1321

im proved transversal
m ode control

up-conversion process w ith
maxim um loss tow ards the
ed%e of the pum ped volum e

reduced effective
upper state lifetime for low
repetition rates

two step up-conversion process

increased therm al lensing and

strongly increased reabsorption
crossection and surface near
heating via radiation less decay

up-conversion activity in not
directly pum ped crystal regions

(ps-lifetimes) scales
quadratically w ith the intra
cavity intensity

from 4Gy/2
Fig. 5.25: Expérimental evidence o f increased losses under cw (1321nm) or Q-switched
(1047nm) operation and proposed ESA up-conversion routes in Nd.'YLF.
The characterisation of the up-conversion properties in Nd:YLF has only been
qualitative, w ith the m ain problem being the lack of know ledge about the
spectroscopic crossections for the excitation routes described in this chapter. Of
particular interest are the branching ratios betw een the radiative and nonradiative decays (with exact decay routes) from the excited states in the G and
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D energy level bands.
The next step w ould be a m odel of the rate equations, incorporating the u p 
conversion transitions, to sim ulate the m easured intensity ratio betw een m ain
and after-pulse (figure 5.8), thus gaining a more quantitative understanding of
th e up-conversion process. A rate equation analysis of som e of the u p 
conversion aspects m entioned here can be found in the recent paper (Jan. 1996)
by V erdun et alt. [10]. It is w orthw hile to note that this paper does not detect
the m ain UV emission bands, as recorded in this thesis, w hich are centred at
357 and 383nm. This m ight be due to a detector cut-off in the UV.
The early paper by T.Y. Fan and B. Byer [2], gives calculated em ission crosssections for all the UV transitions w hich have been observed in this w ork.
H ow ever, the relative strength of these crossections, w hen com pared w ith the
experim ental data presented here, do not agree.
These d isagreem ents u n d erlin e the need for calibrated, h ig h reso lu tio n
m easurem ents, as only a dedicated spectroscopic w ork can deliver, in order to
come to a finally accurate description of the ESA crossections and radiative and
non-radiative decay routes. An incentive to such w ork could be, to evaluate the
idea, presented in [2], of a two-step-excitation pum ped near U V /blue laser.
From the view point of this w ork one could restrict the p um p density in endp u m p ed system s by increasing the p u m ped volum e and m atched resonator
m ode size, in order to minim ise the loss incurring excited state absorption in
Nd:YLF, w hich reduces the energy storage capacity by up to 40% for this laser
system . W ith the extraction efficiency of Q -sw itched lasers only varying
strongly close to threshold, this has no dram atic influence on the efficiency of
the laser system, b u t should m aintain a high effective upper state lifetime. For
therm al fracture reasons big pu m p volum es in NdiYLF are only an option for
pulsed diode end-pum ped systems. In high pow er cw diode pum ped systems,
a transition to side pum ped schemes is the only alternative. Coincidentally the
recently developed cw -pum ped, high repetition rate systems in Nd:YLF, w hich
are superior in perform ance to the system developed here, are side p um p ed
[11] and report an excellent m ode quality.
The spatially varying loss behaviour in Nd:YLF, proposed as the likely reason
for the im proved transversal m ode control in end-pum ped systems, is likely to
reduce the know n problem s of transversal m ode control in side-pum ped
NdtYLF system s. This positive side to the losses caused by excited state
absorption m akes NdtYLF an excellent material for cw pum ped, repetitively Qswitched lasers.
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Frequency d o ubling results
T hird harm onic generation » a short review
Sum=frequency m ixing results in the near UV
C onclusions

T h e conversion of the infra-red laser o u tp u t into the green by single
pass external doubling in a KTP crystal w as the initial application of this laser as
a p u m p source. It was the first direct test of the focus quality, although the
beam quality had been m easured before w ith good results by determ ining the
beam w aist and far field divergence in the focus and at the focal length of each
spherical lens respectively.
A tight focus is vital for a laser system limited in peak pow er to still reach the
intensities necessary for effective conversion. A decline by a factor of tw o in
M^, the figure of m erit used to describe the beam quality in m ultiples of the
diffraction lim ited beam p aram eter p ro d u ct (0.33m m -m rad, for 1047nm),
halves the intensity achievable u n d er identical focusing conditions. The
advantage in average pow er for a transition from near diffraction lim ited to
m ulti-order m ode quality (M^ > 3 to 4) is typically less than 20% for this laser
system, and thus far rem oved from compensating for the beam quality decline.
This underlines the im portance of a near diffraction lim ited pum p laser, which
is reinforced in the tw o stage process of the th ird harm onic generation
experim ent. H ere tight restrictions on the quality of the transversal m ode
stru ctu re ap p ly to both the p artly depleted infra-red, an d the already
frequency-doubled green beam , in order to allow an efficient m ixing process
(-14% conversion efficiency from the IR has been dem onstrated at 5kHz),
despite the pulse energies involved being in the sub m illi-Joule class (the
depleted fundam ental and converted 523.5nm radiation are each ~0.5mJ per
pulse).
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Well established doubling and tripling techniques for 1pm radiation w ere used
in this w ork and the novelty value of the results presented here is in the high
conversion efficiencies, w ith subsequently high average o u tp u t pow er in the
green and near UV, at the kH z level (typically 2 to 51<Hz) [1],
They are testim ony to the im proved grow th techniques and dam age resistance
of non-linear crystals such as KTP and LBO as well as the excellent beam quality
of the laser system developed in the course of this thesis. In addition to this, the
im provem ent in the tripling efficiency w hen using tw o typell conversion
schemes, by com pensating the walk-off in the KTP th ro u g h w alk-on in the
LBO, can be highlighted, as well as the aesthetically pleasing dem onstration of
back-conversion un d er the varying condition of increased phase m ism atch in
KTP, w hich allows a clear visual experim ental verification of w ell know n
doubling parameters.
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6.1 Frequency doubling - a short review
The first paper in non-linear optics w as on the frequency doubling of a
flash- lam p p u m p ed ruby laser, w ith quartz as the non-linear m aterial, by
Franken, W einreich & al. in 1961 [2]. Since then, conversion efficiency for single
pass, external cavity doubling has been im proved by m any m agnitudes, from
-10"® in the o riginal ex p erim en t to ro u tin ely 50-60% now adays. This
rem arkable advance has been m ostly possible through the developm ent of
dam age resistant m aterials w ith high non-linear coefficients such as KTP, and
to a lesser extent by progress in laser developm ent. H ow ever, the high
repetition rate, low threshold conversion schemes described in this thesis rely
on diode pum p ed solid-state laser systems w ith excellent beam quality, high
average pow er and short pulse durations in the 25ns regime, characteristic of
the Nd:YLF system developed in the course of this work.
The detailed derivation of the doubling efficiency and deduction of the effective
non-linear coefficient for different crystal sym m etry groups can be found in the
literature [3]. The starting point for this review is the second harm onic pow er
as a function of the crystal and p um p beam param eters. This form does not
account for the depletion of the fundam ental w ave d u rin g the doubling
process, w hich at this point is not of concern, as the equation is only used to
discuss the basic physical properties and param eters used to optim ise the
doubling efficiency:

nj

sin^(A/d/2) P\
{ A k lftf xwl

w ith the different param eters as follows:
Pico, CO:= pow er of the second harmonic, fundam ental
deff := effective non-linear coefficient
I := nonlinear crystal length, or effective length as appropriate
:= refractive index at the frequency of the fundam ental
Ale := phase m ism atch, Ak - /C2© - 2/Cû>
(Oo := beam radius in the centre of doubling crystal
The m ost im portant param eter in achieving a high doubling efficiency is deff.
The efficiency qzm is related to deff and 1 such that:
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(6 .2)

The basic requirem ent th at the effective non-linear coefficient m ust be n on
zero further reduces the possible phase-m atched propagation directions in the
chosen material. The calculation of the effective non-linear coefficient, being a
function of the propagation direction, depends on the sym m etry class of the
m aterial used, w hich determ ines the values and zero elem ents of the d-tensor.
The popular m aterials KTP and LBO both belong to the m m 2 symmetry-class
and deff can be calculated, for exam ple, for both typell ooe and eeo transitions
in the three different tuning planes [4].
Tuning Plane

o <—> oe

e <--> eo

xy

0
dsi sin(0)

d32 cos2((|)) + dsi sin^fq)

-ds 2 sin(0)

0

yz
xz

0

Table 6.1: dejffor different tuning planes and phase-matching schemes for mm2-class
crystals (i.e. KTP, LBO).
The table above underlines the im portance of a non-zero effective non-linear
coefficient, as for each tuning plane tw o possible phase-m atch options exist, bu t
one is ru led out by its vanishing non-linear coefficient. In KTP this translates
into the ty p ell schem e (e<—>eo) being used for doubling purpo ses (deff =
2.92pm /V ) [5], to achieve phase-m atching in the xy-plane, w hile the other
phase m atchable ooe-scheme is ruled o u t by deff being zero, as according to
table 6.1.
The next im po rtan t param eter on the laser side is the beam quality of the
fundam ental p u m p beam , as the doubling efficiency is proportional to the
intensity. I, in the crystal and the square of the interaction length, 1, (for a non
depleted pum p and a plane w ave approxim ation only).

Ttco:

oc If-

(6.3)

Connected to the pum p laser param eter related equation above is the influence
of the phase m ism atch Ak on the conversion efficiency, as it limits the effective
conversion length. Also, the op tim u m focusing arran g em en t u n d e r the
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lim itations dictated by dam age threshold considerations restricts the usable
intensity. Both param eters will be discussed in the following section and backconversion due to phase m ism atch will be experimentally dem onstrated.
In addition to the conservation of energy, the phase velocities of the interacting
w aves have to be also m atched, to achieve constant energy transfer into the
second harmonic. In general the fundam ental and second harm onic travel w ith
different phase velocities th rough the m edium , giving rise to the phase
m ism atch Ak, and severely lim iting the effective conversion length. U nder non
phase-m atched conditions the interaction length w ould only be a few tens of
microns. The standard technique to maximise the conversion is m atching the
phase velocities, so th at Ak is zero, by taking advantage of the birefringence of
the anisotropic non-linear crystal.
The m atch of the refractive indices has to be to a high degree, in the region of
An < 10-4 (doubling of 1047nm in KTP), to be w ithin the first m axim um of the
sinc^ function.

This underlines the necessity for a high degree of accuracy in the know ledge of
the refractive indices of the m aterials used, as a function of the propagation
direction and w avelength. The refractive index is described in general by a
Sellmeier equation, of w hich several slight variations in term s of refractive
index data and m athem atical notation exist for each m aterial. The Sellmeier
equations for all the different non-linear materials used during this w ork can be
found in Appendix A.
KTP is different from m ost other non-linear materials, as tw o different grow th
m ethods exist, flux grow n and hydro-therm ally grow n KTP [6], resulting in
m aterials w ith distinctively different Sellmeier equations. The typell phasem atched angle for doubling of 1047nm is 39° in hydro-therm ally grow n KTP,
as com pared to 37° in the flux grow n variety.
A ltho u g h h y d ro -th erm ally g ro w n KTP is superior in term s of dam age
threshold and has a better gray tracking resistance, flux grow n m aterial was
used for the w ork in this thesis for purely economic reasons. The restriction in
grow th volum e brought upon by the high pressures and tem peratures utilised
during the hydro-therm al grow th process severely limits the KTP boule s iz e , if
com pared to the less restrictive flux grow n technique. These difficulties are
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reflected in the approxim ately 4 tim es higher price (1995) of the hydrotherm ally grow n material, even for a doubler in the 5mm length region.
A dem onstration of ph ase m ism atch and the accom panying phenom enon of
back conversion can be experim entally realised by angle tuning the KTP crystal
aw ay from the phase-m atched position. Conversion an d back-conversion are
then observed through one of the grinded side faces of the crystal. A sequence
of photos taken w ith a cam era under different phase m ism atch angles can be
found on the next page in figure 6.2.
A lternatively to taking pictures w ith the cam era a CCD-camera w as used to
record the green intensities w ithin the crystal, thus giving the possibility to
analyse the captured intensity distribution. A Schott GB30 filter w as used to
block scattered p u m p light in order to enhance the contrast. The high average
pow er of the system is helpful, as the scattered green radiation w ithin the at
this w avelength nom inally transparent KTP is detected. A m inim um of the
sinc^ function, w hich describes the frequency doubled o u tp u t pow er, is always
reached for detuning angles w hich perm it full periods of conversion / backconversion cycles, w ith a m inim um of green generated at the exit surface.
The intensity profile along the conversion p ath for a given m ism atch angle
show s the characteristic sin^-function for the cycling green intensity as a
function of the crystal length, resulting from a fixed Ale phase mismatch.
Pzm ^

, Ak constant --> ? 2^(/) ==sin^Z)

(6.4a)

The expected sin^ variation as a function of the distance along the conversion
p ath can be confirm ed by the intensity profile m easured along the conversion
path. Figure 6.3 illustrates the sinusoidal variation along the frame pictured in
figure 6.2d, w ith 6 com plete conversion / back-conversion cycles clearly visible.

U n d er the observed tu n in g angles of less than 0.5° in the xy-plane, the
converted green radiation drops dram atically according to the distribution of
the sinc-function in the phase m ismatch term. The change in ou tp ut pow er as a
function of the detuning angle ((() - (^m) is show n in figure 6.4.
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F ig. 6.2: Figure 6.2a shows the experimental set-up with the infra-red beam
propagating from left to right. Within the 10mm long KTP doubler parts of
the IR-beam are frequency doubled. The doubling crystal is mounted in a
Perspex holder, which enables free access to the top and one o f the side
surfaces. The remaining four photographs monitor the frequency doubled
green beam by looking onto the top surface o f the doubling crystal (xyplane), while varying degrees of phase mismatch are introduced through
rotating the crystal in the plane of observation. Starting from the position of
perfect phase-matching(b)) the tilt angle is slightly increased to introduce
phase mismatch. With increasing misalignment more conversion ! backconversion cycles o f the green beam can be observed (c), d),e)). At a tilt
angle of~6A°, 6 cycles can be observed within the 10mm long crystal (e).
The arrow like structure close to the exit surface of the KTP crystal is due to a
linear scattering phenomenon of the coated surface (b)).
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fit: ~ sin^ (Akl/2)
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Fig. 6,3: Plot o f the measured sin^ variation for the frequency doubled intensity within
the KTP crystal under conversion / back-conversion cycles. The intensity plot
covers 8mm within the crystal as shown in the above false colour
representation o f the KTP crystal taken with a CCD camera and frame
grabber.
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Fie. 6.4: The green output as a junction of the detuning angle (^~ (pm) ^ith (pmdenoting
the phase matched angle. The output is modulated with the sine function. The
second minimum corresponds, for example, with the two completed cycles in
figure 6.2b.
An interesting side effect is the arrow like structure close to the exit surface of
the KTP crystal, which is very well visible in picture 6.2b. W hile the doubling
process is a non-linear process, the arrow structure is due to a linear scattering
phenom enon of the surface coating, described by M ie-scattering [19]. The backscattered pattern is different for the two observable planes (xy- and yz-plane)
and the distance of the anchor or arrow head figure from the exit surface
depends on the distance of the frequency doubled beam from the respective
plane it is view ed through (see A ppendix A3),
The high intensity spot, located exactly on the exit surface is a reflection from
the AR coating and not related to the scattering phenom enon and is intensified
by the bloom ing of the overexposed CCD pixels.
W ith the location of the structure depending on the distance of the doubled
beam from the viewing plane it becomes clear that the scattered 3-dimensional
pattern resembles an um brella like shape w ith different curvatures in the tw o
orthogonal planes. This will com plicate any intensity analysis of the exact
pattern, as scattering u n der various angles is observed (the straig h t green
beam is scattering observed under 90°, w hile the scattered radiation is m oving
under an angle tow ards the observation p la n e , which acts like a screen).
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a)

b)

Fig. 6.5: Two different scattering patterns, if viewed through the top (xy-plane, a)) and
side (yz-plane, b)) surface o f the KTP doubler. The polarisation o f the green
radiation in each case is within the xy-plane. The beam is very close to the
surface ( ^ . 5 mm).

30°
135°

«O '

JfO°

315'
F ig . 4 .

I n te n s ita te n i , n n d i , fiir a — N, », — 1 , 2 5 .

Fig. 6.6: Intensity distribution for the two orthogonal polarisations il, i2 o f a sphere
[20] with diameter 2 p -l.3 3 p m (q=8, X-0.523pm) and refractive index
n=1.25. The polarisation o f the component il is normal to the plane o f the
paper and finds its corresponding figure in 6.5a), with the green polarisation
also being normal to the observation plane.
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H. Blumer [20] calculated scattering patterns caused by dielectrical spheres w ith
varying radius and refractive index in 1925 according to the theory of Mie. The
different polarisation depending patterns, as recorded above w ith the arrow 
head (6.5a —> il) and anchor-form (6.5b —> i2) of the scattered light, can be
seen in one of his diagram s displayed in figure 6.6.
The sim ilarity of these structures is, how ever, m ost likely to be accidental as
w ith a beam diam eter of 300pm whole clusters of scatter centres am ount to a
superim posed scattering figure, as opposed to one single sphere as in the case
of Blumer's calculations.
The stru ctu re of the back-scattered green radiation is d ep en d en t on the
scattering particle size at the exit surface. By selecting slightly dam aged parts
on the exit surface the appearance of the back-scattered green radiation can
change drastically, as the two figures in 6.7 demonstrate.

Fie. 6.7: Two different back-scattered patterns o f the frequency doubled component,
taken while hitting arbitrary damaged areas of the exit surface.
At no stage could scattered infra-red radiation be detected w ithin the bulk of
the crystal. This is not unexpected, as according to Rayleigh scattering (for
scatter centres w ith r « l ) , the specialised case of M ie-scattering, the scattered
intensity is inversely proportional to the w avelength raised to the fourth
pow er.
scat.

oc

Ral.

The very small IR intensities therefore could not be detected as they w ould be
below the sensitivity of the CCD camera. This m ade detection of the varying IR
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intensity d u rin g the conversion/back-conversion cycles w ithin the crystal
impossible.
The transition from Rayleigh scattering to Mie scattering can be described w ith
the param eter q, w hich relates the scattering diam eter of the centre to the
scattered wavelength.
Q=
For:

q«

A

2p ;= Sphere diam eter

1: Rayleigh scattering, as in the bulk of the crystal, w ith even

q > 1:

intensity distribution in forw ard and backw ard direction.
Polarisation dependent maxima and m inim a appear in the back

scattered direction (q=l), with increasingly dom inant forw ard
scattering (q>l).
q » 1: Reversal of intensity distribution w ith a dom inant backw ard
scattering com ponent (also for n » l , reflection)
So far only backw ard scattering could be observed as there w as no frequency
doubled com ponent at the entrance surface of the KTP crystal. In order to
check the nature of the scattering effect at the beginning of these experim ents
(w ith possible causes ranging from being either linear (Caustic) up to third
o rder non-linear (Brioullion scattering) processes) a second KTP crystal was
used to observe the scattering of the green com ponent after the IR w as
rem oved by a harm onic separator. U nder these conditions forw ard scattering
could be observed only if a strong defect on the entrance surface could be hit
(sim ulating q » l ) . Unexpectedly, the w eak forw ard scattered pattern had the
sam e structure as the backw ard scattered figure at the exit surface, thereby
resem bling a sym m etric double-sided arrow . The sym m etry in the forw ard
and backw ard scattered patterns, given th at tw o totally arb itrary scatter
centres w ere chosen, ap p ears rem arkable and m ig h t be w o rth fu rth e r
investigation at a later date. A ppendix A3 contains m ore CCD fram es, which
establish that the observed effect is a linear surface scattering effect.
W ith the intensity of the green radiation at the exit surface being a m inim um in
each p h o tograph in figure 6.2c-e, in order to suppress the linear scattering
effect, each com pleted conversion / back-conversion cycle finds its equivalent
in a m inim um in the sinc-function w hich describes the total converted green
pow er in the case of angle tuning in the xy-plane.
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The acceptance bandw idth, defined in this case as the allow ed detuning before
the second harm onic o u tp u t drops to half of its m axim um value, is 0.3° for
angle tuning aw ay from the optim um phase-m atched position in the xy-plane
(S(|)). This experim ental result, taken from figure 6.4, agrees reasonable well
w ith the expected value of 3.4mrad (0.2°) for Scj), as calculated by equation 6.5,
w ith the crystal length, 1=10mm. In general, acceptance bandw idths or angles
can be calculated for each detuning axis by solving the sinc-function for 0(j) or
Ô0, as ap p ro p riate, u n d e r the condition show n below for 0([), an d the
assum ption th at the converted o u tp u t has dropped to half of its phase-m atched
output:
(6.5)

The so calculated acceptance angle, ô<j>, is a function of the fundam ental
w avelength and crystal length. The acceptance angle w ith the changing
fundam ental for a given crystal length is show n below:
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Fie.6.5: Calculated acceptance angle 8(p for a 10mm long KTP-doubling crystal as a
function o f the fundamental wavelength.
The asy m p to tic b eh av io u r of 0(j) w hen ap p ro ach in g the N C PM ty p ell
geom etries of (j)=0° and (j)=9Q° (0=90°), displays less restrictive doubling
conditions as com pared to the critical phase m atched schemes.
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The influence of th e d o u b ler len g th on the acceptance angle is very
pronounced, scaling faster than l-i (i.e. 5(})=6.5mrad (@1047nm) for the 6mm
long KTP crystal used earlier).
Angle tuning in the yz-plane is less critical, due to the slow er variation of the
refractive index in this plane. D etuning of -1° reduces the o u tp u t pow er by
only 5% in the experim ent. The calculations to determ ine the 5© acceptance
angle are not as straightforw ard as in the above case, because phase m atching
is no longer restricted to the principal planes. The procedure of general phase
m atching in biaxial crystals, which applies here to calculate the phase-mismatch
term Ak(© + 5 0 ), has been dealt w ith in the follow ing sh o rt review of
frequency mixing in LBO (§ 6.3). The calculated acceptance angle for the 10mm
long KTP-doubler is 50=39.6m rad (2.3°) for a pum p w avelength of 1047nm. In
a good approximation, the acceptance angle in the yz plane is by a factor of 10
larger than its m ore critical coun terpart in the xy-plane for this doubling
scheme in the 1pm region. This m agnitude in difference is experim entally of
use, as only the ({) alignm ent in the xy-plane needs a degree of freedom in
rotation, w hile for the 0 -alig n m en t 'w ork-shop' precision, aim ed at norm al
incidence of the beam, is sufficient.
So far the focusing conditions have not been considered. To achieve good
conversion efficiencies w ith the low energy pulses of the cw pum ped system,
tight focusing is required to achieve the necessary peak intensities in the centre
of the doubling crystal. Focusing is ultim ately limited by the dam age threshold
conditions of the AR-coated KTP crystal, while less stringent focusing is limited
by the effective interaction length w ithin the crystal, if the increase in length
has to balance the reduced conversion efficiency under lower pum p intensities.
The effective conversion length is defined by the confocal param eter of the
focusing arrangem ent as well as the walk-off betw een fundam ental and second
harmonic.
If the m edium is long com pared to the confocal param eter Zq, then the crystal
length is replaced by the shorter effective length Uff, w hich corresponds to the
length in w hich the beam can be considered as focused [7]. Two notations are
used for the confocal param eter, Zq and b, being only distinguished by a factor
of two,
(&0
Zq denotes the distance by w hich the beam waist, w ith radius cOo, has been
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expanded in one direction by a factor of Vz com pared to the focused beam
w aist, w hile b gives the distance betw een this condition on both sides of the
focus.
The effect of diffraction on the beam divergence also finds its expression in the
equation for the conversion efficiency under confocal focusing conditions, as
o p p o sed to th e so lu tio n giv en in eq u atio n 6.3 u n d e r a p lan e w ave
ap pro x im atio n . The conversion efficiency u n d e r th e confocal focusing
arrangem ent of 1 = 2zq scales only linearly w ith the crystal length, 1, as opposed
to an P dependence in the plane w ave approximation (zq » 1).
(6.7)

This reduced scaling in length of the conversion efficiency reflects the fact that
the use of longer crystals to still satisfy Zo = 1/2 in the case of confocal focusing
calls for bigger beam diam eters w ithin the crystal, w hich reduces the pum p
intensity and in turn the conversion efficiency.
Detailed theoretical studies of the optim um focusing of G aussian beam s have
been perform ed by Boyd and K leinm an [8]. By intro d u cin g the focusing
p aram eter
a relation betw een the non-linear m ediu m length 1, and the
confocal p aram eter b, of the focusing arran g em en t u sed, the optim u m
conversion efficiency is achieved at a value of 2.8 for
= ^ = 2.8

b = 2z^

(6 .8 )

The im provem ent in conversion efficiency from the confocal (^=1) to the
optim um focusing param eter is only in the region of 20%, due to the small
variation of the efficiency as a function of %in this region.
How ever desirable confocal focusing conditions are to increase the efficiency of
a non-linear process, dam age lim itations for the non-linear m edium often
prohibit the optim um focusing condition as stated by Boyd and Kleinman. In
the case of KTP values of the focusing param eter %has to be kept well below
the confocal condition to avoid dam age to the crystal, w hen used w ith a pulsed
pum p source.
The above description of optim um focusing holds true only in the absence of
walk-off, w hich is the separation betw een the w ave propagation vector k and
the Poynting vector S of the extra-ordinary w ave in a biréfringent m aterial.
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under certain phase m atch conditions. The index surface of an ordinary w ave is
always circular, so th at the direction of phase propagation (k) and energy flux
(S) are identical. As the index surface of an extra-ordinary w ave is elliptical, the
direction of the Poynting vector S, being the tangent to the index surface,
deviates from the direction of phase propagation and defines the walk-off
angle p, as show n in the sketch below.
He

Fig 6.6: Walk-off in a critical phase matched plane, due to the elliptical index surface.
Only non-critical phase m atched schemes are walk-off free, w ith propagation
directions along the m ain axis of the elliptical indicatrix (w ith pairs of © and ^
being 90° or 0°). This im po rtant advantage of these geom etries is used to
achieve low threshold, high conversion efficiency optical param etric oscillators
as described in the following chapter 7.
The u p p er lim it for the effective conversion length is given by the total
separation of the fundam ental and second harmonic energy propagation paths.
This distance is called the aperture length [9] and is a function of the walk-off
angle p and the beam w aist size (Oo as the expression below shows.
w ith

tan(p) =

1 dn
n (9©

(6.9)

The aperture length ^a is linear w ith the w aist size. This corresponds to the fact
that the change in the phase front curvature is greater the smaller the w aist size
of the focusing set-up. Tight focusing, as used in high repetition rate conversion
schemes, to com pensate for the low energy per pulse, is therefore m ore likely
to introduce the aperture length as the limiting conversion length factor.
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In the case of a positive uniaxial crystal the walk-off angle is equivalent to:
tan(p) = -1i, K )

L_

(6 .10)

This expression also holds true for positive biaxial crystals such as KTP, if phase
m atching is restricted to the principal planes. In the case of KTP this results in a
walk-off angle of p=0.2°, w ith no and n^ substituted as given in equation 6.12 .
The phase match conditions for the crystals used during the experiments of this
thesis have been calculated by follow ing a stan d ard ised app roach b y A.
Roberts [9a]. In perform ing the calculations along these lines the Ph.D. thesis
from G. Robertson, St. A ndrew s University 1993 [9b], has been a great help.
The m aterial of choice for the doubling of the infrared fundam ental radiation at
1047nm w as KTP, m ostly due to its high effective non-linear coefficient and
small walk-off angle un der critical typell phase m atched conditions, as well as
its stable chemical composition (non-hydroscopic). The table below gives some
of the im portant characteristics m entioned before for KTP.
positive, biaxial crystal

0 = 21.85° ;

point group: m m 2 ; [12]

transparency

0.35|am - < 2.8p.m [13],

deff for ty p e ll douhlinf^

xy-plane: deeo - dis sin^cj) + d %4 cos^cj) [12]

N on-linear coefficients
[pmfV]
acceptance angle

dis=6.1; d24=7.6; d3i=6.5; d32=5; ds3=13.7 [4]
@ 1064nm, applies for flux- and hydrotherm al KTP
0(1) = 3.4 (0.2), 8© = 39.6 (2.2) ; (10mm long KTP)

@1047nm [mrad (°)]

8(|) = 7.3 (0.45) ; (5mm long KTP)

w a lk o ff

0.2° in xy-plane

< 3.2pm [14]

Table 6.7: Important parameters for KTP as a critically phase matched typell doubler at
1047nm.
A lthough KTP is a positive biaxial crystal, the calculations for the refractive
indices for th e tw o o rth o g o n a l, lin ear p o larised eig en m o d es can be
substantially simplified, if propagation is limited to the three principal planes, as
it is the case for the well know n ty p ell doubling geom etry. If the azim uthal
angle © is confined to 90°, thus lim iting the degree of freedom only to changes
of the polar angle (j) in the xy-plane, then the direction cosines [9a] take the
simplified form:
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ro '

''-sin(^)^

0

cos(0)

I

0

(6,11a)
>

W ith the know n direction cosines the refractive indices n^ (i=l,2) for the
polarisation eigenmodes e^ can be calculated as follows:
1

,(02

^^(0
a Y

+

a:
\

(6.11b)

y

This reduction to the principal planes in a biaxial crystal m akes it equivalent to
the description of an uniaxial crystal. The doubling process being a typell
process requires the E-vector of the incom ing linear polarised w ave being
under 45 ° to the xy-plane, to achieve m axim um conversion by splitting into
even o rth o g o n al field co m ponents. T herefore one of th e o rth o g o n al
polarisation orientations w ithin the crystal is always along the z-axis, so that
the propagation of this com ponent is described by nz(X), regardless of the
p ro p ag atio n direction w ithin the xy-plane. The p ro p ag atio n of the other
com ponent is described by the extraordinary refractive index, being a function
of the p ro p ag atio n direction ((j) counts from th e x-axis), fu n d am en tal
wavelength and the refractive indices n%^y (^)Finally the phase-m atched angle in the xy-plane is d eterm in ed by the
m om entum conservation equation, w ith the energy conservation law already
satisfied, as noted below.
with

sim (<^ ) ^ cos (<p)

n,af

(6.12a)

nJXf

The indices e, f denote the extraordinary and fundam ental w ave respectively,
w hile the refractive indices n in the x, y and z plane are described by the
appropriate Sellmeier equation (see A ppendix I). This non-linear process being
a typell interaction is described in terms of a three wave process as.
e <—> e + o

2cof < -—> o)f + cOf.

(6.12b)
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The phase-m atch defining equation 6.12 can always be solved num erically.
H ow ever, for positive uniaxial crystals a formal solution can be found w ith 0pm
being the phase m atched angle, by m atching the refractive indices n(2co) and
n(co) in the phase m atched direction by determ ining the intersection of the
ellipse (ng) w ith the circle (no) in the index surface interpretation.
«.((») V r n /( g ) ) - « /( 2 a > )
n„(2ffl)J I, «/(<») + « /((» )

(6.13)

For ty p ell doubling in KTP the change of the phase m atched angle w ith the
fundam ental w avelength is rapid. The difference in the internal angle is ~12°
for a change from 1047nm to 1064nm in the fundam ental, thus requiring
dedicated KTP crystal cuts for each of the common 1pm laser transitions.
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Fig. 6.8: Calculated variation o f ^ for typell phase matching in KTP with 0=^90°. The
rapid tuning o f (j)pmis evident in the small wavelength range covered (^90nm)
for a variation o f (p from 0° to 90°.
The phase-m atched propagation directions for the m ost com monly used 1pm
doubling w avelengths are 37.1°, 34.9° and 24.7° for 1.047pm, 1.053pm (both
YLF) and 1.064pm (YAG) respectively. A ccom panied by an alm ost constant
phase m atched fundam ental w avelength close to 0° and 90° the phase m atch
condition makes a transition from the critical to a non-critical phase geom etry
in KTP at around lOSlnm ((|)=0°) and 993nm ((t>=90°), w ith considerably relaxed
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doubling conditions, in a walk-off free geometry.
The m ain advantage of typ ell (0=90°, <j)=0°) tem perature tun ed doubling in
KTP as used in intracavity cw-doubling of a NdiYAlOg at lOSOnm by Kimble et
al. [25], is that this type of phase m atching has no finesse degrading walk-off
betw een the e- and o-beams of the fundam ental. A lternative doubling schemes
will be briefly discussed tow ards the end of this chapter, m ainly w ith regard to
im provem ents in the sum -frequency m ixing process, w ith a short excursion
into proposing the jt-polarised 1072nm line in Nd:YLF to be doubled w ith a
tem perature tuned KTP/KTA intracavity typell doubler.
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6.2 Frequency d oubling results
Initial experim ents w ere w ith a 6m m long KTP piece (AR coated,
5x5mm2 aperture), w hich w as readily available in the laboratory. The typell
critical phase m atching at room tem perature was achieved by a crystal cut with
0=90° and (|)=37°, as determ ined before.

2co
Fig. 6.9: KTP crystal cut for doubling at 1047nm. The incident fundamental is linearly
polarised with 45 ° towards the o- and e-axis of the KTP typell doubler.
The correct polarisation orientation of the fundam ental p u m p radiation was
achieved by rotating either the doubling crystal to suit the given p um p laser
polarisation or by using an AR-coated half-wave plate for 1047nm to rotate the
polarisation w ith respect to the fixed KTP axis. The latter arrangem ent was
preferred for the OPO work, as the additional X/2-plate reduces the complexity
of the OPO mount.

18cm

13cm

Pump Laser

Output
Coupler

45“ I

X /2

plate

100mm
Lens

Fis. 6.10: Sketch of the experimental set-up for external, single pass frequency doubling.
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A spherical lens w ith a focal length of f=100mm (AR coated) w as used to focus
into the centre of the external doubler. The distance of the lens w as 18cm
behind the o u tp u t coupler and the calculated spot size diam eter w as about
250pm under these conditions.
This is in acceptable agreem ent w ith the m easured 300pm spot size, located
130mm behind the focusing lens, due to the divergent in p u t beam . O nly a
m inor change (± 10mm) in the distance betw een lens and KTP surface was
necessary to com pensate for the different beam properties w ith the varying
therm al lens for pum p pow ers up to 20W.
The conversion efficiencies reached under these circumstances w ere in the area
of 36% to 44%, depending on the peak pow er level per pulse (16 to 30kW) and
the beam quality. A m axim um of just 2.0W average o u tp u t at 523.5nm and
6kHz repetition rate was achieved (20W diode pum p power).
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F/g. 6.11a: Doubling results with an AR-coated 6mm long KTP piece in a set-up as
sketched in figure 6.10. The focusing parameter ^ with a value of 0.025
indicates a non-optimised set-up.
Efforts to optim ise the focusing for the length of the crystal, by choosing a lens
w ith f=50mm, corresponding to -100pm spot size diam eter (^=0.23), could
boost the conversion efficiency to 48% (com pared to 23% for the 100mm lens)
under peak pow ers as low as 7kW per pulse.
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U n fo rtu n ately the KTP suffered catastrophic bulk dam age u n d er these
conditions after a few m inutes operation, corresponding to a single shot
rep etitio n value of approxim ately half a million. The dam age seem s to
originate at the coating on the exit surface, as indicated by the surrounding
b urn m ark on the coating. This absorption area then acts as the seeding point
for the following bulk failure. The dam age intensity for the KTP under the
above focusing condition is 63M W / cm^, a value considerably below the
e x p ected d am ag e v alu e s for KTP (bulk: ~ 500M W /cm 2 ; coating:
-300MW/cm2).
H ow ever, it is w orth m entioning that under relaxed focusing w ith the 100mm
lens and similar peak intensities no dam age occurred in the same piece of KTP.
A possible explanation m ight be the varying quality of the KTP across the
aperture, as identified by increased am ounts of scattered green light in inferior
parts of the crystal bulk or coating.
In the later utilised 10mm long KTP piece from the same supplier (Shan-Dong
University, China), the onset of gray tracking could be observed at intensities
ju st below lOOMW/cm^ and focused spot diam eters in the 200pm region
(-25ns pulses). Staying above this critical spot size and restricting the peak
intensities to values aro u n d 80M W /cm2 did not cause any problem s under
laboratory conditions. The onset of gray tracking in KTP u n d er p u m p ed
conditions changes the green o u tp u t from a TEM Qo m ode to a blurred nonsym m etrical m ode structure, w hich can be reversed into TEMoo again by
translating the crystal.
The grey Track" w ithin the crystal has the sam e conical appearance as the
scattered green light u n d er p u m p ed conditions (see fig. 6.2a). The greybrow nish discoloration also follows the intensity pattern of the scattered green
cone, reaching a m axim um of discoloration at the exit surface. This illustrates
that the photo-refractive dam age is at least partly caused by the frequency
doubled com ponent and that the seeding point for catastrophic bulk dam age
due to absorption caused by gray tracking, will always originate from the exit
surface, in agreem ent with the earlier observations.
N evertheless, the dam age m echanism rem ains uncertain, and tight focusing
(<200pm diam eter), even at low peak intensities, appears to be precarious.
Interestingly, scaling in average infra-red pum p pow er never caused problems
(up to 8W) if the peak intensity per pulse as well as the focused spot size in the
crystal was w ithin the safe operation conditions stated above.
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A consequence of this u ncertain dam age behaviour w as a change in the
approach used to optim ise the green perform ance. Instead of tightening the
focus to suit a given crystal length, the crystal length w as changed to suit the
unproblem atic focusing conditions of the 100mm lens. The exclusion of beam
rad ii below 125pm w as eq u iv alen t w ith the fact th a t confocal focusing
conditions %=1) could not be realised in these KTP crystals. The table below
states two focusing or crystal param eters, which set limits to the useful crystal
length. These are the confocal focusing condition (eqn. 6.6), and the aperture
length due to walk-off (eqn. 6.9). Both are set in relation to the acceptance angle
(which is dependent on the crystal length) and the far-field divergence of the
TEMoo pum p source.
Focusing vs.
damage

Damage limit: (On = 150pm ;
= 2z. = 23cm
Damage: (On = 32pm ;
= 2z^ = 10mm

W alk o ff vs.
beam overlap

Walk-off: p = 3.5mrad (xv-plane) and aperture length L
(Do = 150pm ; la = 76mm

(Oq = 32pm ; la = 16mm

Acceptance angle Acceptance angle 8(|) is more critical than 5© in KTP
If^p = 10mm ; % /g = 3.5mrad If^p = 20mm ; =
l.bmrad
vs.
Pum p beam parameter: (O0 = 0.33mm.mrad (TEMnn)
divergence
(Oo = 150pm ; © = 2.2mrad
(Oq = 32pm ; © = 10.3mrad
o f pum p laser
Fi 2 . 6.11b: Converter length limiting processes in the case o f a high repetition rate,
single path external KTP-doubler. A multimode pump laser can set the
lower limit of the converter length, depending on the acceptance angle o f the
non-linear converter.
The table above clearly dem onstrates that optim um focusing according to
Boyd and Kleinman [8] is only a viable option if neither dam age thresholds nor
walk-off are limiting factors. Such a situation is rarely encountered in the phase
m atching of non-linear crystals. In particular the dam age threshold for KTP set
a lim it to the focusing during these doubling experiments, w hen using a pulsed
laser source in the 20ns region.
In the exam ple of the KTP typell doubler, walk-off is hardly a lim iting factor
u n d er confocal focusing conditions. O nly under tight focusing, w ith Ç > 1,
m ight restrictions due to beam separation apply. W ith the change to a different
material, such as BBC, this situation w ould change drastically and w ould restrict
severely the interaction length under tight focusing.
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Besides these dam age and phase m atching considerations, the peak intensity
achievable determ ines the achievable conversion efficiency for a given
converter length. Calculations by Y.Tang based on a paper by Eimerl et al. [16],
identified a length around 12mm as the best compromise in term s of efficiency
for the available peak intensity of 70MW / cm^. This intensity translates into
aro u n d 40kW peak pow er per pulse, focused into a spot size of 250pm
diam eter. Due to tim e constraints and economic reasons the standard size of
10mm length (AR coated for the fundam ental and second harmonic) was used
instead. The results of the im proved doubling configuration are show n in
figure 6.11.
The optim ised KTP length im proved the conversion efficiency by up to 60%
depending on the peak pow er per pulse and diode p u m p pow er level. U p to
2.9W of green o u tpu t at 6kHz repetition rate in a near diffraction lim ited mode
at 20W diode pum p pow er could then be achieved, as opposed to 2W in the
case of the shorter KTP doubler.
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Fig. 6.12a: A comparison of the maximum achieved average green output power with
KTP pieces of different length as a function of the diode pump power. The
spot size of the pump beam is ~250pm, using a 100mm lens. The repetition
rate varies between 2 and 8kHz.
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A t these high p u m p pow ers the ability to shape the m ode by a parallel
m ovem ent of both p u m p m odules (i.e. in the plane of the paper in figure 2.4)
p ro v ed to be valuable in optim ising the conversion efficiency. H igh green
o u tp u t pow ers could be m ore easily attained w ith slightly elliptic m odes,
although it is possible to m aintain symmetric, near diffraction lim ited, m odes
w ith sim ilarly good conversion efficiencies. This tendency to prefer elliptic
m ode form s starts around 15W p u m p pow er and becomes dom inant at 26W
p u m p pow ers w here the highest green average pow er of 3.6W is in the form
of a TEMio (as indicated w ith the brackets in figure 6.11). Efforts to m atch this
result w ith a circular p u m p m ode did not succeed and the green o u tp u t was
then restricted to 3.2W.
This behaviour is indicative of the fact that elliptical focusing m ight im prove the
doubling efficiency. As show n before the phase m atch conditions in KTP are
critical only in the xy-plane. In the orthogonal p lan e "non-criticaT phase
m atching conditions exist. Tight focusing w ith a cylindrical lens in this plane
w ould not cause efficiency lim iting walk-off, w hereas relaxed focusing in the
critical plane will reduce w alk-off and keep the peak intensity w ithin the
dam age limits. The deviation from the circular, near diffraction limited, pum p
m ode appears to sim ulate these cylindrical focusing conditions in the respective
planes and thus com pensates for the loss in peak intensity caused by the
increased
value of the higher order mode. The deg rading of the green
beam quality into a m ode order close to 2, despite the over 50% conversion
efficiency from the fundam ental at the 26W diode p u m p pow er, was the reason
for stopping the doubling experiments at this point.
N evertheless, the cylindrical focusing m ight be an interesting alternative to
p u sh the m axim um green o u tp u t closer to the 4W border at a later stage.
H ow ever, the asym m etric propagation after the cylindrical focusing m ight
m ake additional lenses necessary to reshape the beam , depending on the
application.
The varying conversion efficiency u n d er TEM Qo operation of the p u m p as a
function of the peak intensities in the centre of the crystal is show n below. The
focusing conditions are identical to the prior experim ents, w ith a 250pm beam
w aist in the crystal. The depletion of the IR pum p beam during the doubling
process (conversion efficiencies approaching 65%) causes deviation from the
square dependence of the conversion efficiency on the p um p intensity, given
by equation (6.7), which describes the efficiency only for the undepleted case.
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Fifr. 6.12b: Changing conversion efficiency with the peak power o f the pump pulse. The
beam diameter remains almost constant at 250pm in the 10mm long
doubler, due to the relaxed focusing conditions.
For intensities above 25-30kW the conversion efficiencies increase very slowly.
This, together w ith the decrease in average ou tput pow er for lower repetition
rates, defines the turning point for the average green o u tp u t pow er. A t this
point the higher efficiencies of the doubling process do not balance the decline
in average o u tp u t pow er. As an exam ple, figure 6.11, w hich describes the
optim ised green average o u tp u t pow er, shows the p u m p laser param eter at
these turning points for different pum p powers. Beyond this repetition rate the
green peak pow er per pulse still increases, till the effective upper state lifetime
lim it sets a m axim um to the extractable infrared pulse energy. This lower limit
of the repetition rate w as at around 2kHz (see C hapter 5). Beyond this point
the green pulse energy stays constant, while the average green o u tp u t pow er
decreases linearly w ith the repetition rate.
D uring these doubling experiments the em phasis was placed on the m axim um
average pow er, as this is the real strength of a high repetition rate system as
com pared to pulsed diode p um ped lasers. H owever, if the frequency doubled
laser is used as a p u m p source, m inim um requirem ents in term s of pulse
energies have to be fulfilled. The frequency doubled o u tp u t was used to pum p
tw o other experiments:
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o A low threshold, injection seeded TiiSapphire ring laser, w hich w as
developed by G arry M orrison on a low repetition system [21], and
o frequency tripling experim ents, w hich are described in greater detail in the
following tw o sections.
The o u tp u t characteristics for the Ti:Sapphire laser are briefly m entioned, in
order to underline the beam quality and stability of the p u m p laser. The ring
cavity of the Ti:Sapphire laser consists of a four m irror bow -tie configuration,
w here the Ti:Sapphire crystal is p um ped through one of the folding m irrors
close to the crystal. U nidirectional lasing and line narrow ing dow n to single
m ode operation (>300 MHz) w as achieved by seeding the ring w ith a single
frequency laser diode at 830nm [22]. Seeding has the im portant advantage of
allow ing a very low threshold for the Ti:Sapphire ring, of below 200|LiJ, by
inducing unidirectional lasing w ithout causing additional loss within the cavity.
T'U; a E lE i 3
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Fie. 6.13: TiiSapphire pulse and Nd:YLF pump laser pulse. The pulse build up time for
the Ti .'Sapphire pulse shortens by approximately 200ns for well seeded, line
narrowed pulses, indicating that the ring cavity is resonant at the seeding
wavelength. The repetition rate is 6kHz and the average power 420mW at
630nm. The Inset shows oscillations between SLM and multimode operation.
This does aw ay w ith the loss prone optical diode and makes short ring cavities
easier to achieve. Just as in the Q-switched case the gain-switched cavity should
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be as short as possible, in order to m inim ise the Ti:Sapphire pulse w idth. The
typical pulse shape of the gain sw itched Ti:Sapphire pulse, delayed by -300ns
from the p u m p p u lse u n d er p u m p in g conditions of 2 to 3 tim es above
threshold, is show n in figure 6.13. By replacing the pulsed diode p um ped laser
w ith the cw p u m p ed h igh rep etitio n system the slope efficiency of the
Ti:Sapphire laser im proved from 20% to 29%. This increased slope efficiency
could be conserved even under high green pum p pow er conditions of 2.5W at
61cHz (25ns pulse w idth), w hich extracted 420mW w ith a pulse w idth of 100ns
(70|liJ per pulse). C om pared to earlier experim ents an average ou tp u t of 2.7W
at this repetition rate w ould have been expected. Given that optim ising a laser
for m axim um green o u tp u t and p um ping another laser to optim ise its ou tpu t
are tw o slightly different processes (in practical n o t theoretical term s) the
consistence of the high average green or infrared pow er is one of the positive
attributes of the developed laser system.
To finish this short excursion into pum ping a Ti:Sapphire laser as an application
for the frequency doubled laser, the average ou tput pow er dependence on the
repetition rate of the Ti:Sapphire for different p um p pow er levels are given
below.
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Further developm ent of this TirSapphire laser are u n d er w ay and are being
conducted by G arry M orrison. Im provem ents are to be expected by replacing
the crystal, shortening the cavity and locking the cavity to the seed source [22].

W hile pum ping the KTP doubler at m oderate to higher infrared pow ers (2 to
5W) therm al effects on the phase m atching could be observed. These w ere,
how ever, only of transient n ature at the start of the p u m ping process, until
steady state tem perature conditions w ere again established w ithin the KTP.
After blocking the p um p for a w hile and then resum ing the experim ents the
doubled outpu t initially dropped by 10-20% depending on the incident average
IR pum p level. Only to increase once m ore w ithin about a m inute to the steady
state value, w hile the alignm ent rem ained unchanged at all tim es, being
o p tim ised for the stead y state conditions. The p o w er d ro p could be
imm ediately com pensated by rotating the KTP crystal in Given the published
tem perature dependence of nx,y [23] the total tem perature increase w ithin the
KTP can be estim ated by m odifying the earlier acceptance angle calculation of
eqn. (6.5). The m isalignm ent term ôd is replaced by the tem perature dependent
change in the phase mismatch Ak(<|)m/ AT).

In the case of an external, single pass doubling schem e these tem perature
effects are of no further concern, as long as the tem perature gradients across
the IR pum p beam w ithin the KTP crystal do not cause the de-phasing process.
These internal tem perature gradients w ould set a fundam ental lim it to the IR
and green intensities w ithin the doubler, depending on the crystal param eters
of absorption at these wavelengths, therm al conductivity and doubler length.
H ow ever no signs of this final lim itation could be observed at incident average
pow ers of up to 5 to 6W. All decreases in the doubling efficiency w ere always
related to transversal m ode control problems w ith the pu m p beam.
These therm al effects highlight the problem s encountered u n d er CW intra
cavity doubling schemes. A ssum ing circulating pow ers in the IR w ere in the
lOOW range and tight focusing of 30 to 50pm w ithin the KTP (com pared to
<lo w /1 2 5 p m ) the optical p ath length changes ind uced by o u tp u t pow er
fluctuations in the conversion efficiency w ould cause problem s w ith the
stability of the longitudinal m ode structure. For this reason m ost intra cavity
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doubled system tem perature stabilise not only the doubling crystal, b u t also
the additional intra-cavity elements, such as étalons, w ithin the cavity [24].
To close this ch ap ter a possible use of the 1072nm line of Nd:YLF in
com bination w ith a tem p eratu re tu n e d NCPM ty p ell K T P /A doubler is
p ro p o sed . The p a p e r m en tio n ed earlier by H. K im ble m ad e use of a
tem perature tu n ed KTP ty p ell doubler, w ithin an external resonant cavity to
double lOSOnm (from a NdiYAlOa-laser) w ith an efficiency of up to 85% [25]
u n d e r cw operation. The m ain problem in using th e u su al ty p e ll CPM
configuration is the walk-off betw een the e- and o-waves of the fundam ental,
causing losses in a high finesse resonant cavity. The use of a ty p ell NCPM
geom etry, w hich is w alk-off free, avoids this problem . H ow ever, extrem e
tem perature stabilisation (dow n to some 20 milli-Kelvin [25]) is necessary to
keep the o- and e-wave on resonance w ithin the cavity.
Figure 6.15 show s the tem perature tuning of a KTP doubler, assum ing the
bigger d n /d T tem perature tuning coefficients given in [23a], if com pared w ith
the later data given by Bierlein & Vanheerzeele [23b].
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This tem perature stabilisation requirem ent by using a typell geom etry is not
too m uch of a d isadvantage, if com pared to other high pow er doubling
schemes, as they all are m ost likely to need tem perature stabilising of the non
linear crystal to avoid longitudinal m ode instabilities, d u e to heating effects
caused by the fundam ental and generated green radiation w ithin the crystal.
These effects are obvious even u n d er external, single pass doubling and
m oderate infra-red pow ers, as described before in this chapter.
C om paring the calculated tuning rate of the flux grow n KTP w ith the actually
quo ted phase m atched tem p eratures in [25] (56°C an d 150°C) to achieve
doubling at lOSOnm in KTP, makes the idea of achieving tem perature tuned
phase matching Snm aw ay from lOSOnm, at reasonable tem peratures (<200°C),
som ew hat doubtful. More interesting is a tem perature tuned NCPM approach
in KTA (0=90°, ({>=90°). The problem here are the varying Sellmeier equations,
each of them being specific to certain dopant levels in flux grow n KTA and at
times even then only applicable over a fixed wavelength range.
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Fig. 6.16: The fundamental as a function o f the phase match angle (p(xy-plane) for typell
doubling in KTP and KTA. The various Sellmeier sets for KTA are material
and wavelength dependent. Table 7.10 gives an overview o f the growth
method and optional dopants for each data set.
The problem s connected to finding the relevant set of Sellm eier data is
described in detail in chapter 7, w here these inconsistencies of the available data
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caused problems in predicting the o u tp u t w avelength of a NCPM typell KTAOPO (x-cut).
The cut-off w avelength of the Cheng set at 1073nm coincidences very well w ith
the m ore exotic lasing w avelength of Nd:YLF at around 1072nm. Even w ith the
evidently very slow tem perature tuning behaviour of KTA (dUy/dT ~ dn^/dT )
as d erived from the KTA-OPO experim ents later, the sm all difference in
w avelength could be bridgeable by heating the crystal, if the Cheng set gives
the correct dispersion relation in this wavelength region.
According to our experience the set of Fenimore describes KTA from Crystal
Associates very accurately w hen pum p in g a NCPM KTA-OPO in the Ijim
region, w hile the results from the set of Kato are not applicable. This and the
fact th at the Cheng-set describes the Crystal Associates x-cut KTA-OPO very
well for shorter p um p w avelengths (~800nm) [26] gives rise to the hope that it
w ould be the right set to use in describing doubling in KTA.
Clearly, doubling of 1072nm in a NCPM typell geom etry in KTA is a long shot.
Firstly, it w ould have to be established that Nd:YLF has a high crossection at
1072nm, as expected from the earlier fluorescence m easurem ents, w hich
contradicts m easurem ents by Ryan and Beach, predicting crossection values
only com parable to those of 1.3pm operation. H ow ever, failing this it w ould
still be desirable to conduct doubling experim ents at 1072nm, just to establish
w hich set of Sellmeier equations correctly describes this experim ent in KTA
sourced from Crystal Associates. To reduce the danger of ending up w ith an
unusable crystal, an uncoated y-cut KTA crystal w ould be suited best, as it
could be u sed for NCPM -O PO experim ents. O therw ise a short (<5mm)
uncoated crystal at $ - 73° (5mm aperture) w ould give the best chance of
resolving this doubling question, by allowing angle tuning.
A lternatively the faint green em ission observed, w hen p um p in g the NCPM
KTA OPO (0=90°, <j)=0°) w ith the fundam ental polarisation along the z-axis
(opposed to p um ping along the y-axis, as required for the typell KTA-OPO)
m ay be used to compare the predictions of different Sellmeier sets.
The very broad angle, tem perature and w avelength tolerances of non-critical
phase m atching are very attractive, especially for low threshold, high repetition
rate conversion schemes, as discussed in this thesis. U ntil recently no room
tem p eratu re doubling of a m ain stream N d-line w as possible, till C rystal
Associates reported NCPM ty p ell doubling at 1064nm, using x-cut Sodium
doped KTP (Ki_xNaxKTi0P0 4 ) [27].
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6.3 Third harmonic generation - a short review
To reach the third harm onic of the fundam ental w ith a

interaction a

two-step conversion process is necessary. This involves as a first step frequency
doubling, followed by a m ixing process in the second stage betw een the non
converted fundam ental and the second harmonic. W ith the third harm onic of
1047nm being in the near UV (349nm), absorption at this w avelength becomes
an im portant issue in the m aterial choice for the mixer. BBO and LBO are now
well established inorganic, non-linear m aterials w ith a transparency range
below 200nm (-190nm ) and u p to 2600nm [17], and therefore often used for
short w avelength generation.
LBO was chosen because of its m uch low er Poynting vector walk-off, as
com pared to BBO, The short interaction length in BBO und er the necessarily
tight focusing of a high repetition rate system w ith pulse energies of up to ImJ
is a severe drawback. This also limits the scope of high repetition rate fourth
harm onic generation, which leaves only BBO as the effective, phase matchable
inorganic material. For this reason also w as the th ird harm onic generation
instead of the quadrupled fundam ental preferred as a conversion scheme into
the UV.
LBO has the additional m aterial advantage, of being mechanically very hard
and non-hydroscopic. O n the dow n side is a reduced effective non-linear
coefficient, as com pared to BBO, and technical coating difficulties, due to
therm al expansion coefficients along the crystal axes w ith opposite signs. The
table below summarises some relevant properties of LBO .
ne^^ative, biaxial crystal Q. = 54.6° ;

point group: mm2 ; [12]

transparency

0.35tim - < 2.6}im [12J

deff for ty p e ll m ixing

yz-plane: doeo = ^31 cos©

Non-linear coefficients
[pm/V]

d3i=1.09; d32=1.17

acceptance angle
[mrad (°)]

5© = 2.1 (0.13), b(p = 38 (2.3)

w a lk o ff angle

p = 1° in the yz-plane

[12]

@ 1064nm; [17]

(16mm long LBO) @1047nm

Table 6.11: Parameters o f LBO relevant to high repetition rate, low energy per pulse
conversion schemes.
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The three w ave interaction process which describes sum frequency mixing in
non-linear crystals has been dealt w ith in detail by A rm strong, Bloembergen et
ah [18]. This overview will just m ention the straightforw ard phase m atching
calculation and a brief introduction to the problems of optim ising the length of
the mixing crystal, depending on photon ratio M and intensity [19]. This know n
problem is intensified by the presence of walk-off betw een the fundam ental
and second harm onic, w hich has been found to be com pensated for by walkon in the LBO mixer, as show n later in the experimental section.
Typell (oeo) phase m atching for sum-frequency mixing in LBO can be achieved
by confining the propagation to the principal planes, by setting (j)=90°. This
simplifies the direction cosines considerably, as m entioned before, w ith the
difference being that the critical tuning plane is in the yz-plane instead of in the
xy-plane, as during the frequency doubling experiments.

f -cos(^)
^ 1
V sin(6) ^

r-n

af = 0

(6.15)

.0 ,

This ty p ell critical phase m atched m ixing process is described in term s of a
three wave interaction by the following relation:
o <—> e + o

3c0f <—> 2c0f + COf

(6.16)

The frequency doubled com ponent 2c0f is the extraordinary w ave w ith its
propagation described by the extra-ordinary refractive index ne[©,ny(X),nz(?i)],
and being confined w ithin the yz-plane. The fundam ental and UV com ponent
are linearly polarised, ordinary waves w ith refractive indices of nx. The energy
conservation principle is intrinsically satisfied by the three know n photon
energies, w hich interact in the sum-frequency m ixing process to generate the
third harmonic. The phase m atching calculation is thus reduced to solving only
the m om entum conservation equation for 6:
(6.17)

cos (6) ^ sin (6)
nSXf
nAXf
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The refractive indices nx, Ry and n^ are described by the Sellmeier equations for
LBO, w here a set refined several times by Cheng [20] has been used (Appendix
A). For a fundam ental w avelength of 1047nm, the phase m atched angle is
0pm=46° (<))=90°) for generation of the third harm onic in LBO. C om pared to the
KTP doubler, the tuning for this conversion process is slow and a change from
1047nm to 1064nm in the fundam ental needs only a change of 3.8° (©pm=42.2°
@ 1064nm) in the phase m atch angle. This corresponds to a change in the
external angle of 6°, an d indicates that the same cut of LBO could be used for
the m ost common 1pm pum p lasers, if the need arises. The w hole tuning curve
for frequency tripling in LBO propagating in the yz-plane is show n below.
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Fig. 6.17: Possible phase match angle for typell interaction ((j)=90°) to generate the
third harmonic in LBO as a function o f the fundamental pump wavelength
when mixed with the second harmonic.
The w ide range of phase m atchable fundam ental w avelengths does not im ply
that a typell interaction as above will be the optim um tripling configuration for
w avelengths aw ay from the 1pm range. In every case the effective non-linear
coefficient has to be calculated and attention paid to the walk-off angle, which
depends on the focusing requirem ents. The optim um conversion scheme for
high repetition rate lasers is characterised by a high deff, small walk-off angle p
an d a w id e acceptance angle A<j) or A©. The first dem onstration of sum frequency mixing into the UV in LBO together w ith an analysis of the possible
ty p el and II interactions can be found in a paper by W u & C hen [14] which
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addresses these problems.
So far only phase m atching calculations restricted to the principal planes of the
biaxial crystals LBO and KTP have been described, w hich are coincidentally the
optim um configurations for doubling and tripling at room tem perature in
these crystals. In leaving the principal planes no simplification for the direction
cosines applies, and the polarisation angle 5(0, (|), O) turns into a non-zero
value, w ith being the angle betw een one of the optical axes w ith the x-axis in
the xz-plane (LBO is a negative biaxial crystal, w ith 0^45°, for positive biaxial
crystals such as KTP, Q is m easured from the z-axis and 0<45°). The values for
the optical axes orientation have been taken from [12], and are O lb o = 54.6°
and I^ktp = 21.7°. The equation for the polarisation angle 5 (negative biaxial
case) and the direction cosines are show n in the table below after [10]:
CPM w ith (|)-90° (in yz-plane)

General
COS

© C O S 0 C O S d + sin 0 sin

^(0.1 ~ —cos ©sin 0 cos S —cos 0 sin S
^
sin© cos ^
^

COS

^(0.2 -

^(0.1 =

^ sin© ^

© cos 0 sin d - sin 0 cos

r - n

—cos © sin 0 sin 5 + cos 0 cos â
^

f -c o^s© )

sin© sin ^

tan(25~) =

^

sin(20)cos0
sin 0-COS 0COS 0 + cot Qsin ©

^(0.2 -

0

.0 .

ObBO = 57.6'

U sing the com ponents of the direction cosines, the refractive indices can be
d eterm in ed according to equ ation 6.11b and the ty p e ll p h ase m atching
condition for the mixing process (eqn. 6.16) is solved for pairs of azim uthal and
polar angles ©, <{> out w ith the principal planes. The identification of quasi
ordinary and extra-ordinary refractive indices for phase m atching not in the
principal planes has been done by transferring the labelling in the special case
of 0=90° to the general case of 0, © ?^: 0, 90°. This results in U2 being the extra
ordinary refractive index in equation 6.16. Commercial m athem atical packages
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as M athC ad or M athem atica m ake phase m atch calculations, even in this
general case straightforw ard, and the calculated phase m atch loci for a typell
m ixer in LBO for both of the com m on Ip m fundam ental w avelengths are
show n below.
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Fig. 6.18: Critical phase matching out with the principal planes for a typell (oeo) sumfrequency mixer in LBO with fundamental wavelengths o f 1047nm and
1064nm. The typel (oee) phase match loci have also been calculated so as to
discuss the different dejfsfor both schemes.
The phase matchable direction of 0=90° and (|)=62° (@1047nm, typell) is a good
exam ple of the im portance of the consideration of the effective non-linear
coefficient dgff • According to [12] the deff becomes zero in this propagation
orientation for a typell (oeo) and typel (eoo, not phase m atchable for tripling
purposes) phase matching scheme.
(in yz-plane)
H ow ever, the other typel (oee) scheme w ith 0=90° is distinguished by a non
zero non-linearity as well as a phase matchable orientation ((|)=39° @ 1047nm),
as calculated above (fig. 6.12). W ith both possible typel (oee) and typell (oeo)
schemes having sim ilar effective non-linearties, the low er w alk-off for the
ty p ell schem e has given it priority over the typel configuration in a high
repetition rate, low energy per pulse conversion regime.
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In a tw o stage non-linear process the above considerations of non-linear
coefficient, phase m atching and walk-off are only p art of the search for an
optim um tripling configuration. By using a typell doubling scheme 50% of the
fundam ental is not in the req uired orientation for the subsequent m ixing
process, w hich needs one IR ' and one 'green' photon in the ordinary and
extra-ordinary polarisation orientations respectively, in order to satisfy the
energy balance. A conversion efficiency of >50% from the fundam ental into
the green w o u ld thu s be over-conversion an d co u n ter p ro d u ctiv e for
optim ised UV generation. The limit for over-conversion in a typel scheme into
the green w ould be higher, at 66%. A detailed discussion of polarisation
mismatch schemes for sum-frequency mixing in LBO can be found in [19].
Technical p roblem s w ith A R -coatings on LBO, w hich are even m ore
pronounced in the tem perature tuning (Tmatch=~165°C) typel (eoo) NCPM
doubling scheme (0=90°, (j)=0°, propagation along the x-axis) and the generally
low er non-linear coefficient (deff=lpm /V ), m ade conversion efficiencies over
the 50% m ark w ith no coatings and m oderate crystal length (<20mm, cost
factor) unrealistic. For this reason a KTP/LBO doubling and mixing stage were
chosen to achieve conversion into the near UV (349nm) from the p um p laser
(1047nm).
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6.4 Sum frequency m ixing results in the near UV
A nother im m ed iate application for the green g en erated , is sum
frequency m ixing the d o u b led o u tp u t w ith the rem aining u n d ep leted
fundam ental radiation. Again, a suitably cut LBO piece was available in the
laboratory. The 16mm long crystal, w ith a 5x5mm2 ap ertu re is, uncoated,
which reduces the efficiency of the frequency tripling and also causes problems
for the KTP and its coatings, due to absorption of the reflected UV radiation, if
the KTP is not protected from the back scattered UV component. Nevertheless,
encouraging results w ere achieved w ith this non-optim ised crystal. The
incident polarisations and crystal axes orientations needed to achieve typell
critical phase matching in LBO at room tem perature are displayed in the sketch
below.

3(0

2 (1)

LBO Crystal

(() = 90

o

Fig. 6.19: Illustration of the crystal axes and polarisation orientation for type II critical
phase matching at room temperature in LBO.
One of the problems in combining these two critically phase m atched processes
is the walk-off introduced in the KTP. With further propagation the separation
of the fundam ental and doubled radiation will increase. This reduces the m ost
basic requirem ent for frequency m ixing, the overlap of both beam s. Re
focusing after the doubling is therefore impractical as the conversion efficiency
gained by higher intensities is totally reversed by the reduced interacting area
of the input beams. Utilising an uncoated 100mm lens for re-focusing reduced
the UV o u tp u t at 349nm dow n to below 50mW, as opposed to 150mW in a
close coupled set-up of both non-linear converters (lOW pum p power).
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An additional advantage of this close coupled set-up is the need for only one
infra-red antireflection coated lens. An ideal re-focusing lens w ould require a
dual band AR-coating or w ould otherw ise introduce considerable loss, so that
an uncoated lens m ight be the better compromise. In addition to close coupling
the walk-off in the KTP can be com pensated for by w alk-on in the LBO. The
considerable im provem ent in conversion efficiency is show n in figure 6.15.
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Fig. 6.20: Higher conversion ejficiencies can be achieved by facilitating walk~on instead
of walk-offfor the doubled and fundamental beams. The crystal positions for
further walk-off or compensating walk-on are separated by a rotation o f 180°
around the axis of beam propagation. The results displayed are at lOW diode
pump power.
The close coupled KTP and LBO pieces m ade a change in the focusing lens
necessary. The longer Raleigh-length of a 125mm lens, as com pared to the
previously 100mm lens, optim ised the overall perform ance into the UV, by
sacrificing conversion efficiency into the green for a tighter beam diam eter in
the LBO. A t the same time the relaxed focusing reduces the problem of possible
over-conversion into the green. The distance of the AR-coated 125mm lens
from the o u tp u t coupler of the laser was again 18cm, the centre of the KTP
piece was 11cm behind the lens and the centre to centre distance of the KTP
and LBO was approxim ately 60mm. This m inim um separation of 60mm was
caused by a non-op timised set-up (both crystals were each m ounted on a prism
table and rotation stage). Also, the uncoated LBO required a spatial filter in the
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form of a pin hole betw een the KTP and LBO, to prevent reflected UV from
deteriorating the KTP doubler by absorption.
A picture of the pin hole arrangem ent can be seen on the next page (figure
6.16) as well as the fluorescence of the 349nm on a piece of paper, and the
u n dep leted green beam . The separation betw een the frequency tripled and
doubled o u tpu t is achieved by a combination of beam splitter (HR 349nm, 45°
and HT 523.5nm, 0°) and prism. The prism is added to ensure that no leakage
of green or infra-red changes the UV o u tp u t m easurem ents. This caution is
exercised as the UV beam splitter used exhibits a fairly strong polarisation
dependent infra-red leakage (5 - 15%).
After these first optim isations and precautions at the lOW p u m p level were
concluded, higher diode pum p pow ers of up to 20W did not cause problems.
The results show n in figure 6.17 are corrected for the Fresnel losses on the
surfaces of the Q uartz prism (6% per surface). N o correction, how ever, has
been applied for the losses on the uncoated LBO piece.
H igher pum p pow ers than 20W show only a m arginal im provem ent in the
converted UV o u tp u t (i.e.; 750mW for 23Wof diode pum p power). This is due
to the deteriorating beam quality, am plified by the dependence of the mixing
process on beam overlap.
A later analysis will show if there is any scope in cylindrical focusing, to
im prove the tripling efficiency at p um p pow ers below the 20W mark. A certain
im provem ent w ould be gained by AR coating the LBO piece. The m inim um
requirem ent w ould be an UV anti-reflection coating, to protect the KTP and
im prove UV output. If the dam age threshold allows for a tw o band coating,
then a combined IR /green AR coating could be added. The tw o-band coating
w ould be deposited onto the entrance aperture of the LBO crystal, w hile the
single layer anti-reflection UV coating is only necessary at the exit aperture, to
reduce reflection losses and protect the KTP from UV damage. The split of the
coatings m inimises the necessary layers on the difficult to coat m aterial LBO
[22]. The length of the LBO piece is an added im portant param eter, w hich has
not been reviewed yet.
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Fig. 6.21: The blue fluorescence on a piece of paper caused by the incident UV is clearly
visible, as is the undepleted green beam. The picture below shows in close-up
the narrow gap between the KTP and LBO pieces. The pin hole in between is
necessary to protect the KTP from the UV reflection o f the uncoated LBO
piece.
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Fiff. 3.16: Depending on the repetition rate average output powers o f up to 720mW in
the near UV at 349nm are feasible for a diode pump power oflOW.
The UV o u tp u t pow er in the above experim ent has been op tim ised for
m axim um
hardening
very high
traditional

o u tp u t at low repetition rates. For som e applications, such as
resins out of the fluid phase to m odel three dim ensional objects, a
repetition rate UV o u tp u t (>15 to 20kHz) could replace m ore
cw near UV sources such as a H e-Cd gas laser (354nm, Pout^30mW).

U n d er these circum stances intracavity doubling m ight p ro v id e a higher
average green o u tp u t, by taking ad v an tag e of the h igher in tra cavity
intensities, than in the case of external single pass doubling. C ontrary to the
usual intra-cavity doubling schem e [23], the frequency doubled radiation
w ould not be the only o u tp u t loss, as o u tp u t coupling at the fundam ental
w avelength is essential for the mixing process, reducing the advantage of intra
cavity doubling.
A ty p el N CPM schem e in tem p eratu re tuned LBO for generating green
radiation w ithout the walk-off problem s generated by the KTP doubler w ould
be the preferable alternative for intra-cavity doubling. This w ould not only
allow re-focusing into the LBO but, m ore im portantly, all of the coupled out
infra-red polarisation w ould have the suitable orientation for the following
m ixing process, keeping the ad d itio n al IR o u tp u t coupling losses to a
m inim um , thus maximising the intra-cavity intensity.
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Even if no im pro vem en ts are possible, the frequency trip lin g schem e
dem onstrated here, already reaches 120 to 150|iJ in 25ns (peak power: 6kW at
349nm, 5kHz), which should allow its use as a pum p source for a tuneable LBOOPO, w ith a possible tuning range covering the visible into the infra-red [24].
H ow ever, this goal has been postponed, due to the lim ited rem aining time. As
an interm ediate step, and to gain the necessary experience w ith high average
pow er and high repetition rate pum ped OPO's, it has given precedence to the
experim entally easier option of an infra-red pum ped KTP/KTA-OPO. These
results will be discussed in the next section.
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6.5 Conclusions
These first applications of the Nd:YLF laser confirmed the im portance of
an excellent beam quality for non-linear optical applications. The combination
of optim ised KTP doubler length for the peak pow ers available and near
diffraction lim ited outpu t at high average pow ers dem onstrated the possibility
of a m ultiw att (~3W) green source w ith repetition rates in the kH z region (56kHz).
The subsequent frequency m ixing experim ents again benefited from the high
quality of the p u m p laser. A t an early stage of the op tim ising process
prom ising results w ere achieved (~700mW of 349nm). An overview about the
experimental results is given in table 6.18.
TEMio
G reen (523.5nm)

UV (349mn)

Single pass
frequency converters

26W pum p pow er

3.6W @ 7kHz, 25ns
-50% IR conversion

TEMoo
20W pum p pow er

2.9W@ 6kHz, 27ns
-58% IR conversion

TEMoo
lo w pum p pow er

1W@ 4kHz, 30ns
-60% IR conversion

TEMQo
20W pum p pow er

720mW @ 5kHz, 24ns
-15% IR conversion

Doubler

Sum-frequency mixer
16mm long LBO
critical type II
uncoated

10mm long KTP
critical type II
A R /A R 1047& 523nm

Table 6.18: Summary o f the frequency conversion experiments with emphasis on the
results and experimental configurations.
The lim itations during these experim ents w ere m ainly p u m p laser induced.
D am age in the converter crystals could be circum vented by choosing an
appropriate focal spot size, w ith m atching converter length. Critical in the
dam age behaviour appeared to be not only the single pulse peak intensity in
the crystal, bu t also the focal spot size. N o adverse dam age effects could be
experienced for scaling in repetition rate.
The m edium term stability of the KTP doubler crystal w as unproblem atic
d u rin g the experim ents (-2 0 h o u rs high average p o w er green), if the
limitations for peak pow er intensities and focal spot size were followed.
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H ow far gray tracking in KTP will be a problem for this application in the long
term rem ains to be seen. Slight traces of gray tracking w ere observed after the
UV experiments, possibly due to back scattered UV light, w ith no changes in
the typical performance.
Future w ork should concentrate on the UV generation, as it is hoped that an
optim ised set-up will p u sh tow ards the IW average pow er border. This
conversion scheme is especially interesting because of its application as a pum p
source for a broadly tuneable LBO-OPO covering the visible and near infra-red.
In connection w ith the frequency tripling experiments, a typel NCPM scheme
in tem perature tuned LBO for green generation m ight im prove efficiency and
has no potential long term gray tracking problems. This doubling geom etry
m ight also have the best chance to im prove the higher repetition rate (15 to
25kHz ) UV output, with an intra-cavity doubling configuration.
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C hapter
Infra-red pum ped
KTP / KTA - OPO's
7.1 Phase m atching of the infrared pum ped KTF/KTA - OPO
7.2 H igli repetition rate KTP -OPO at 1.540pm
7.3 KTA Sellm eier equations and KTA-OPO perform ance at 1.50 and 3,44pm
7.4 C onclusions

A s the first OPO device to be pum ped, an infra-red p um ped KTF-OPO,
w as chosen, as this laboratory already has had some practical experience w ith
this particular device [1]. Furthermore, this OPO is especially suitable for the cw
p u m p ed , repetitively Q -sw itched laser developed because of Its previously
dem onstrated low threshold ability in a walk-off free geom etry [2].
The rapid progress in being able to pum p this KTP-OPO w ith thresholds as low
as 6kW per pulse (~200pJ in 38ns) w hile achieving conversion efficiencies of
around 30% into the signal for the 40kW per pulse regim e is m ainly d u e to
experience previously gained by J. Terry, Y. Cui and Y. Tang. The following
section deals only w ith the issues needed to adapt the OPO to the characteristics
of the Nd:YLF pum p laser. For a m ore detailed review of KTP-OPO's please see
[3].
In extending these experim ents to suit the needs of the new p um p laser two
possible dam age m echanisms had to be paid attention to:
o Peak pow er dam age, due to the resonating signal w ave, set a lim it on the
curvature of the OPO mirrors. Stronger curvature, corresponding to a tighter
signal beam waist, w ould reduce the threshold of the device, b u t had to be
limited to safe signal intracavity intensities to avoid coating damage,
o A verage pow er dam age, due to absorption of the idler w ave in the KTP
around 3.2pm, set a lim it to the average pum p pow er or repetition rate at a
given conversion efficiency.
To redu ce the dam age risks associated w ith high average pow ers and
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repetition rates, the laser source w as deliberately m ade inefficient in terms of
average o u tp u t power. This was achieved by over coupling the cavity w ith a
50% o u tp u t coupler (instead of the usual 30% transmission) and reducing the
repetition rate dow n to 125Hz, w hile m aintaining the peak pow er per pulse in
the 40 to 70kW region. W ith only 90mW average o u tp u t pow er at lOW diode
p u m p pow er a safe m ode of operation for the initial experim ents could be
established.
The high absorption losses of KTP in the region above 2.8pm restrict the KTPOPO o utput to the signal w ave in the 1.5pm region. W ith KTA, an isom orph of
KTP, now being com mercially available, in sizes suitable for high repetition
rate applications, an OPO in the m id-infrared at 3.44pm was realised. So far
only m oderate conversion efficiencies in the region of 6 to 8% from the infra
red into the idler have been achieved for the KTA-OPO. The use of a three
m irror cavity, incorporating a Cap 2-polariser to spatially separate the idler and
signal, allowed the use of any 1.5pm m irror, regardless of its substrate.
The com parison of these two NCPM phase m atched O PO 's in term s of beam
quality and linew idth is currently being w orked on and the prelim inary results
are presented here.
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7,1 Phase-matching of the infrared pum ped KTF/KTA - OPO
The crystal cut used for these experim ents is for a typell non-critically
phase m atched scheme. The p um p radiation propagates along the x-axis (x-cut)
of the crystal and is linearly polarised along the y-axis. The generated signal has
the same polarisation orientation as the pum p, while the idler w ave is polarised
orthogonally, and is thus parallel to the z-axis. An overview of the w hole
experim ental set-up and the polarisation orientations involved is given on the
next page in figure 7.1.
In the case of non-critical type n phase m atching in KTP w ith ©=90° and 0=0°
the refractive indices nri/2)^ w hich describe the phase propagation of the
polarisation eigenmodes e^ and e^ in KTP can be simplified to:
nri) = Ry

and

n^^) =

(7.1)

The wavelength dependence of ny^z is described by the Sellmeier equations for
KTP. The Sellm eier coefficients u sed to calculate the signal a n d idler
w avelengths according to m om entum (eqn.7.2) an d energy conservation
(eqn.7.3) have been taken from a publication by Kato [4] (see also A ppendix A).
A num erical solution of the tw o defining equations of m om entum and energy
conservation describes the signal and idler com ponents of this three w ave
interaction process for a given p um p wavelength:
Uy(Xp) cOp = ny(^s) 0)s + nz(X,i)
COp = CDs + COi

and

/

(7.2)
(7-3)

The indices p, s an d i deno te pu m p , signal and idler w av elength X or
corresponding angular frequency o). For a pum p w avelength of 1047nm this
yielded a predicted w avelength set for signal and idler of
^signal ~ I547nm

and

^idler ~ 3240nm,

if the Sellmeier set by Kato w as used. The experim ent itself resulted in a
m easured signal w avelength ?isignai=J540nm. The Sellmeier set proposed by
V anherzeele for h y d ro th erm ally g row n m aterial [5] is a slightly better
description of the flux grow n m aterial sourced from Shan-Dong U niversity,
China, in predicting )isignai=^539nm, if only for this specific application.
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Fig, 7.1: Sketch of the KTP-OPO set-up. Key components are the zero-focus OPO cavity
mirrors, which simplify the set-up especially fo r the case o f small radii of
curvature (typical lOOmm, cc), and the Faraday isolator. Isolation is necessary
as otherwise the pulse-to-pulse stability is greatly reduced by 1pm feed-back
into the laser cavity.
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By com puting the signal and idler w avelength for a broad region of pum p
w avelengths, as show n in figure 7.2, it can be seen that this NCPM typell OPO
has tw o degeneracy points at 541 nm and 1.63pm.
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7.2: Signal and idler wavelength pairs for a varying pump wavelength range of a
NCPM typell OPO in KTP (x-cut, 0^90°, ^=0°).
The g rap h also illustrates the problem of defining the nam e of the high
frequency w ave of the OPO as the signal, and the low frequency w ave as the
idler, as this situation reverses past the degeneracy points. A better definition,
at least for singly resonant OPO's, is to define the resonating wave as the signal
wave, while the idler w ave is then the non-resonant, unconstraint wave, of the
OPO. In this chapter the signal is always the low er w avelength com ponent of
the OPO o u tp u t at 1.54pm, due to the fixed pum p w avelength at 1047nm, as
w ell as the reso n atin g w ave, except for in som e p relim inary KTA-OPO
experiments.
The m ain advantages of the non-critically phase m atched OPO-geometry are:
- N o w alk off and
- H igh acceptance angle,
m aking the use of long crystals an d tight focusing (dam age lim itations
perm issible) possible to com pensate for the low energy per pulse of a high
repetition rate system. A nother advantage is the inherent low linew idth of
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these K TP/A -O PO 's, if pu m p ed in the 1pm region, as they are then far away
from the tw o degeneracy points. The narrow O PO -linew idth is also caused by
the small refractive index change in the pum p, signal and idler region. This flat
d n / d X v ariatio n in th e in frared region is indicative of one of the m ain
disadvantages of this infrared pum ped NCPM KTP-OPO; the slow tuning rate.
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Ftg. 7.3: Dispersion curves for the biaxial KTP. Widely tunable OPO’s require short
pump wavelengths, in order to take advantage o f the maximised refractive
index variation in this region.
The w idely tunable, UV -pum ped, critically phase m atched LBO-OPO's [6] are
for this reason prim ary candidates for line-narrow ing techniques, especially
near degeneracy [7]. In general the total linew idth of the OPO is given by three
independent contributions, which are:
o the pum p laser linewidth
o the pu m p divergence as defined by the focusing set-up and pum p laser mode
quality
o the phase m atching bandw idth of the OPO material
These three different contributions can be show n to be described by the
following equations [7]. They are based on the assum ption for the value of the
allowable m om entum m ism atch Ak of tc/L , w hich corresponds roughly to a
halving of the single pass param etric gain [8].
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The indices p, s, i denote pum p, signal and idler as before, and with:
AVp := pum p laser linewidth,
A0p := pum p laser divergence
and L := non-linear crystal length.

The phase matching bandw idth is in general the dom inating contribution to the
total OPO linew idth (i.e. exceeding lOnm near degeneracy in LBO if pum ped in
the UV [7]), w hile the influence of the p u m p divergence, especially in the
N CPM geom etry investigated, is very small (the variation 9np/3© is very
small, due to the w ide acceptance angle). The influence of the pum p linew idth is
also m inimal, assum ing a spectrally narrow pum p of less than Inm , w hich is
not unreasonable.
The strong increase in linew idth near degeneracy (ng = ni) finds its expression
in the inverse dependency of all three linew idth com ponents on the (ni-ns)
factor, w hile a strong d n /d X dependency w ould also b ro ad en the signal
spectrum of the OPO, as m entioned before.
The main obstacle in high repetition OPO w ork is to reach sufficiently low
thresholds, w ith typical pulse energies being less than Im J (25ns). For this
reason a NCPM x-cut OPO w as used, as this propagation direction (0=90°,
(])=Q°) has a higher effective non-linear coefficient than the y-cut, NCPM OPO
((j)=90°), which is also possible . Angle tuning of these devices is also possible,
b u t in the end not practical in a high repetition set-up, as the long crystals used
(^ 5 m m ) restrict the internal tuning angle severely (< ± 10°), if standard crystal
apertures are used (5mm). O ther im portant draw backs to angle tuning are
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increased thresholds, caused by leaving the NCPM geom etry, and likely
reflection losses w ith the AR-coated (for 0°) KTP crystal. The tunability
achieved is still very restricted, w ith a change of ~50nm for a change of
propagation direction of 90° ((])=0° —> (j>=90°) in the xy-plane. Also tem perature
tu n in g of KTP is extrem ely restricted, as show n in chapter 6, and only
w orthw hile considering if a few nm change in the em ission w avelength is
required. The m ost practical approach to tuning these KTP OPO's is a tuning of
the pum p laser itself, as it can be provided by a Ti:Sapphire laser.
Figure 7.4 gives an overview of the signal output of non-critical phase m atched
K T P/A OPO's in the 1pm pum p laser region.
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Fie. 7.4: Signal wavelength of NCPM KTP!A OPO’s in the 1pm pump laser region.
The y-cut K T P/A signal data is only given out of interest, as this thesis deals
only w ith the NCPM OPO w ith the propagation direction along the x-axis. A
com parison of these tw o types of NCPM OPO's in KTP has been done by L.
M arshall [2], w ho also recently published the results for an intracavity KTAOPO [9] (10mm long crystal) w ith a very im pressive conversion efficiency of
upto 19% from the IR (8W) into the 3.5pm region (1.5W, at lOkHz). The signal
o u tp u t at the 8W p u m p p ow er level w as 3.8W, corresponding to 48%
conversion efficiency.
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7.2 H igh repetition rate KTP-OPO at 1.540|im
W ith the idler w avelength of the NCPM typell KTP-OPO being above
2.8|J,m for the case of an infrared p u m p laser around l|xm, absorption in the
KTP becomes a critical issue [4]. Figure 7.5 shows a transm ission spectrum for
flux grow n KTP and KTA as supplied by Crystal Associates [10].
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7.5: A transmission spectrum of flux-grown KTP and KTA in the far infrared
region above 2.5pm [10]. The off-set from 100% transmission is caused by
the Fresnel reflection off the uncoated sample surfaces.
The advantage of KTA is obvious if operation in the idler region is required. It
has not been possible so far to detect any 3.2pm radiation from the KTP-OPO.
Therefore KTA, w ith the sam e non-critical typell geom etry, has been the
m aterial of choice, in order to realise an OPO in the m id-infrared w ith the idler
w avelength around 3.5pm, as described in the next section. D ue to the strong
idler absorption in the KTP an anti-reflection (AR) coating for this w avelength
w as n o t necessary, thus reducing the coating requirem ents to be AR for the
pum p and signal radiation at 1.047pm and 1.55pm respectively.
The m ain objective of the OPO cavity design and m ode m atching lens is to
m inim ise the threshold of the system, so that 40kW per pulse are sufficient to
p u m p the OPO several times above threshold. The param eters show n below
are im p o rtan t in low ering the threshold significantly below the 40kW peak
pow er region:
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o Cavity length: As param etric gain is only present during the time duration of
the p um p pulse the round trip tim e of the resonating signal w ave should be
as short as possible to attain low thresholds and high efficiencies. The OPO
cavity used had a length of -30m m , m ainly due to the KTP crystal length,
o OPO crystal length: In the absence of walk-off effects, due to the non-critically
p hase m atched geom etry, the threshold decreases w ith increasing crystal
length. According to calculations by Y. Tang, a 25mm long KTP piece should
be sufficient to low er the threshold into the lOkW region, if the signal and
p um p m ode sizes are kept to approxim ately 200 and 300pm respectively in
diameter.
° M ode m atching and curvatures of OPO cavity m irrors: For a given length of
the cavity the radius of the m irror curvature defines the m ode w aist of the
singly resonant signal radiation. By choosing small radii of curvature the spot
size of the resonant m ode can be reduced, thus low ering the threshold of the
OPO. A ssum ing a constant beam diam eter of the pum p radiation, the slope
efficiency will decrease as a result of the tight signal waist, w hich is essential
for the low er thresholds. This effect can be p artly com pensated for by
tightening the pum p focus accordingly.
The experim ents w ere perform ed w ith the existing pairs of m irrors from the
previous KTP-OPO w ork m entioned earlier. Concave radii of curvature of 500,
100 and 20mm w ere available, each w ith 20% o u tp u t coupling for the signal
wave, thus perm itting only sym m etric cavities in terms of o u tp u t coupling. The
stan d ard cavity length is aro u nd 30mm, m ainly dictated by the 25m m long
KTP piece. In a first attem pt a concave curvature of +500mm was not sufficient
to reach threshold (-190pm radius of the signal wave) w ith up to 40kW peak
pow er per pulse.
Tighter focusing w ith + 100mm curvature m irrors, corresponding to -125pm
signal spot size in the centre of the KTP crystal, w as successful. U nder these
OPO cavity conditions the p um p beam is focused dow n to -300pm in diameter,
using a 100mm AR-coated spherical lens and a threshold as low as 6kW could
be accom plished. The resulting OPO -pulse, pum p pulse an d depleted pum p
pulse is show n in figure 7.6.
D ue to the symm etric o u tp u t coupling of 20% at each side of the OPO cavity,
half of the converted pu m p radiation is not accessible, as it is coupled back into
the p ath of the pum p laser. H ow ever, to calculate the conversion efficiency we
doubled the m easured o u tp u t of the OPO, in order to com pensate for the high
reflector at the signal w avelength, w hich in a later stage replaced the o u tp u t
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coupler at the in p u t end of the OPO. W ith this assu m ption conversion
efficiencies into the signal w ave of m ore then 30% could be m easured for pulse
peak pow ers of 30 to 40kW. Later high average pum p pow er experim ents w ith
the optim ised OPO cavity confirmed the expected conversion efficiencies to be
in the 30% region.
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Fig. 7.6: The lower trace shows the OPO signal pulse. The sharp rising edge o f this
pulse is delayed about 6ns towards the start o f the pump pulse. The pump
pulse as well as the depleted pump are shown in the upper trace. The
repetition rate is 125Hz and the average input power into the OPO is
approximately 90mW at 1047nm.
To differentiate betw een pum p, signal and idler radiation either a fused silica
prism , correcting for the Fresnel losses on the prism surfaces, or a calibrated
silicon filter (5% transm ission cut on at 1200nm, T=95% @ 1540nm)was used.
The fused silica prism w as m ainly u sed to separate the signal an d idler
radiation, after the undepleted pum p light was blocked by the silicon filter.
We have n o t been able to detect any idler o u tp u t so far. This p a rt of the
converted pum p light m ust be at least to 80 - 90% absorbed in the 25mm long
KTP piece. The OPO m irrors (substrate: Infrasil) as well as the coatings (high
transm ission at 3.2pm) cannot account for these losses. A ttention also has to be
paid to the transm ission behaviour of the fused silica prism (T-80% @ 3.2pm
expected) after 3.2pm radiation is clearly detected. A germ anium filter, w hich is
able to block any signal radiation w ould have been a better choice for detecting
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traces of 3.2jiim radiation (an option, later used w ith the KTA-OPO).
The variation of the signal conversion efficiency w ith the peak pow er per pulse
is displayed in figure 7.7 :
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F/g. 7.7: Conversion efficiency into 1.547pm and averaged pump power at 1.047pm as
a function o f the peak per pulse. The repetition rate is 125Hz.
A levelling out of the conversion efficiency is reached at peak pow ers around
20kW per pulse. This, in combination w ith the low threshold of 6kW per pulse,
gives rise to tw o conclusions:
o A further lowering of the threshold does not seem to be appropriate, as the
present crystal length and signal beam w aist guarantee operating conditions
of several times above th reshold for conversion efficiencies close to the
saturation level, w ithout dam age problems,
o The small variation in the conversion efficiency for conditions betw een 4 to
10 tim es above th resh o ld indicates a possible h igher tolerance of the
conversion efficiency against beam quality decline, associated w ith high
average pow er operation of the p um p laser.
The m easured signal o u tp u t w avelength is 1541nm ± 3nm , using a 0.25m
m onochrom ator. A spectrum taken by a fibre coupled optical spectrum
analyser could narrow the emission w avelength dow n to 1539nm ± 0.3nm. A
comparison of the spectral w idth of the KTP and KTA-OPO's is given at the end
of this chapter. The agreem ent of the m easured 1539nm w ith the predicted
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signal at 1547nm, based on the Sellmeier set by Kato is acceptable. This small
variation is no problem, and is probably due to m inor m aterial differences. The
slightly different signal w avelength is in so far relevant if a further use of the
signal in a mixing process is planned. This is the case in an experim ent currently
underw ay by Y. Tang and C. Rae in our departm ent [11]. A non-critically typel
tem perature tu n ed LBO crystal is being u sed as a sum -frequency m ixer to
pro v ide an alternative p u m p source in the red for a Cr:LiSAF laser. The
difference in the signal w avelength has to be accounted for by cooling the LBO
slightly below room tem perature.
The beam quality of the KTP-OPO has n ot been investigated so far. O ne
unexpected p ro p erty concerning the propagation of the OPO o u tp u t is the
appearance of a ring structure, becom ing visible some 15 to 20cm behind the
signal beam waist. This effect is n ot understood yet and the observed m ode
form s vary from a half-m oon-like shape to the m entioned ring structure,
despite the OPO being p u m p ed w ith a TEM Qo mode. O n very rare occasions
O PO TEMoo m o de p ro p e rtie s could be o bserved, how ev er the only
reproducible experim ental result w as that of non-symm etric, parts of a TEM Qo
m ode resembling, m ode structure.
This dissatisfying and confusing experim ental evidence has also been noted by
J. Terry [3] and Y. Tang, each using different KTP m aterials (hydrotherm ally
and flux grow n m aterial) as well as different p u m p lasers. W ith the recent
interest in OPO sources extending into the 5 to 10pm area [9,12,13], K TP/A OPO's are becoming im portant pum p sources for these ZnGe ?2 or CdSe-OPO's
and beam quality characteristics of the K TP/A -O PO p u m p sources will be
im portant. Contrary to the KTP-OPO the KTA-OPO exhibits TEMoo operation
w ithout problem s, as will be show n in the KTA section later. H ow ever, the
confusing KTP-OPO m ode behaviour needs further attention.
A second, m inor problem is a feedback effect betw een the OPO an d laser
cavity. This coupled cavity effect influences the p u lse-to-pulse stability
negatively, giving rise to fluctuations in the converted OPO output. This
problem was easily solved through decoupling the cavities by m eans of an
optical isolator. A reduction of the order of 15% of the p u m p pow er is the
drawback of this obvious solution.
The transition to the high average ou tp u t pow er KTP-OPO m ade changes to
the OPO cavity necessary. A single sided o u tp u t w as needed to protect the
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p u m p laser against the signal output. On the input side of the OPO the 20%
o u tp u t coupler (@ 1540nm) was replaced by a high reflector for the signal (R =
98%) w ith a transm ission of T = 90% (@1047nm). The highest available ou tput
coupler of T=30% (@1540nm) replaced the second 20% o u tp u t coupler of the
first OPO cavity described above. The radius of curvature of the concave OPO
m irrors rem ained the same at r=100mm, as did the length of the OPO cavity at
30mm.
The m odified experim ent reached a conversion efficiency of 28% into the signal
for a peak pow er of ~30kW per pulse as in the low repetition rate results
show n before, w ith the im portant difference of a change to a single sided
output. The figure 7.8 shows the results of extending these experim ents into
the high average pow er region. The conversion efficiency into the signal stayed
betw een 25%-28%, decreasing slightly w ith an increasing p um p pow er level.
There was no indication of bulk dam age due to therm al problem s caused by
the absorption of the idler w ithin the small volum e of the OPO cavity mode.
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Fie. 7.8: The average signal output at 1540nmfor diode pump power levels between 10
and 20W fo r the x-cut KTP-OPO. The arrows indicate output power
fluctuations over the time duration o f a minute.
The observed increase in the average signal o u tp u t pow er fluctuations w ith
higher fundam ental pow er levels m ay be connected to therm al effects caused
by the absorption of the idler in the KTP. The pum p laser peak pow er stability
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w as not correlated to these observed variations in the conversion efficiency.
H ow ever, it has to be noted that these fluctuations w ere also observed w hen
the average fundam ental pum p pow er level was around lOOmW, w ith isolation
of the laser source in place, and are a characteristic of the KTP-OPO resonant
operation, if com pared to the single pass conversion processes. A t this low
average pum p pow ers the occasional reduction in the conversion efficiency
could be only detected w ith the germ anium photo diode, and had no effect on
the therm al pow er m eter, w ith its very slow response tim e (~ ls region). In
order to analyse these characteristic output pow er fluctuations attention should
be paid to the transversal m ode structure of the pum p laser on a pulse to pulse
basis and its influence on the pulse built-up-tim e behaviour of the OPO. The
pulse build-up-tim e of a ns-OPO close to threshold is one of the m ost critical
loss sources, considering that OPO's are relying on the built-up from the zeropoint energy fluctuations (Eq=1/2 hv). This is in a m arked contrast to the noise
level in a laser cavity, which is provided by the spontaneous fluorescence from
the upper laser level.
The designation TEM*oo in figure 7.8 indicates the restrictions of the m ode
quality apply, as has been noted before. A t the 20W p u m p pow er level the
increased average o u tp u t at higher order m odes m ade it easier to m aintain
high average o u tp u t pow ers by tuning the p um p source to an TEMiq. If a
TEMoo m ode had to be m aintained, lOOOmW instead of llOOmW was the upper
limit which could be sustained.
D uring these experim ents it became obvious that p u m p m ode and resonant
OPO signal m ode did not always have the same transverse m ode form. These
different transverse m ode forms of pum p laser and OPO m odes are in contrast
to the straig h tfo rw ard situ atio n encoun tered in single pass non-linear
conversion schemes.
M uch more effort is necessary to achieve a better understanding of the relation
betw een transverse pu m p m ode and resulting KTP-OPO mode. Some of the
confusion su rro u n d in g these q uestion is also connected to the extrem e
experim ental difficulty of detecting these m ode structures reliably and quickly.
The use of a fluorescent card as an easy alternative w hich is also m ainly used in
this work, but is easily open to m isinterpretation. Silicon detectors used in CCD
cam eras are transp aren t to the signal w avelength, m aking expensive and
d am ag e sen sitiv e v idicons necessary, to m o n ito r th e m ode stru ctu re
continuously for quick capturing onto a frame grabber system. Such a system
has been used to capture the TEM qo KTA-OPO mode structure.
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Despite the tw o problem s of pulse to pulse stability and m ode quality of the
signal o u tput, both appearing to be intrinsic to the externally pu m p ed KTPOPO operation, the results achieved were respectable in providing a IW source
at 1.54pm w ith pulse durations in the 16ns region (pum p pulse: 25ns) at pum p
conditions of 6 times above threshold. The shortening of the OPO signal pulse
is due to the pulse built-up effects w ithin the cavity (fig. 7.6).
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7 3 KTA Sellm eier equations and OPO performance at 3.44pm

Potassium Titanyl A rsenate (KTA) has the advantage of enhanced
transparency in the m id-infrared region (-3pm ) over KTP, w hich is the well
established m aterial for up-converting 1pm laser radiation into the 1.5pm
region [1,2]. A lthough p aram etric oscillation in KTP at 3.26pm has been
dem onstrated [4], the absorption of the idler w avelength is critical in high
repetition rate KTP/KTA-OPO's, as longer crystals are used to com pensate for
the low er pulse energies of the cw pum ped laser.
The KTA-OPO experim ents, like the KTP ones, were conducted in tw o stages.
This time, however, m aterial quality difficulties w ith the first KTA sample m ade
a second effort necessary to achieve a m id-infra-red OPO at 3.44pm w ith a
reasonable p u m p depletion.
First results w ere achieved w hen p um ping a 7mm long KTA-crystal cut for
non-critical typell phase m atching (x-cut) at 1047nm. This initial experim ent
highlighted the critical dependence of the signal and idler w avelengths on the
grow th technique used for the KTA. The absence or presence of the dopant
Indium or Iron oxide, added at times to prom ote single dom ain structure of the
KTA, changes the phase m atching conditions, resulting in a shift of -70n m in
the signal, corresponding to ~280nm in the idler. This first experim ent m ainly
provided the know ledge to choose the appropriate Sellmeier equation, w hich is
im portant in view of the OPO m irror specification. The following tw o sections
give a sum m ary of the im portant results in each area, w hich w ere achieved
w ith a KTA crystals sourced from Shan D ong University, China and Crystal
Associates, USA.
The increased transparency range, together w ith a sim ilar effective non-linear
coefficient [14: higher deff, 14a: low er dgff], as com pared to KTP, m akes KTA an
ideal m aterial for OPO applications in the m edium infrared region. H ow ever
initial grow th problem s, nam ely guaranteeing single dom ain structure, m ade
the availability of KTA in crystals long enough to be suitable for low threshold
operation difficult. The grow th technique has since been im proved and x-cut
crystals up to a m axim um length of 30mm are available n ow (C rystal
Associates).
The x-cut KTA crystal (0=90°, 0= 0°) of 7mm length w ith an ap ertu re of
3x3mm2 (y-z plane) w as originally intended for a doubly resonant cw OPO
[15]. The crystal has a triple AR coating on both apertures for the fundam ental
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(1047nm), signal (1570nm) an d idler (3160nm), using C heng's Sellm eier
coefficients [16] to predict the OPO w avelength set. U nfortunately, giving the
highest priority to signal and idler anti-reflection properties resulted in a total
of 40% reflection of the pum p wavelength.
D espite the very sh o rt crystal, of 7mm as com pared to the 25mm long KTP
piece, and the high losses on the KTA surfaces, threshold could be reached at
240pJ (after losses) in 16ns w hen focusing dow n to a p u m p spot radius of
100pm at the centre of the KTA. A trace of the pu m p pulse (125Hz repetition
rate) and OPO outpu t is shown in figure 7.9.
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at threshold o f a probably doubly resonant KTA-OPO. The peak
OPO signal pulse appears past the maximum o f the pump pulse. The rising
edge of the signal pulse coincidences with the peak o f the pump pulse. The
wavelength o f the signal was measured to 1505.5nm±0.5nm.
The OPO cavity configuration w as form ed by two identical zero-focus m irrors
w ith a radius of curvature of 20mm on the coated concave side. Coatings were
specified to be R= 90% @ 1.6pm and R= 98% @ 3.2pm. The geom etrical length
of the OPO cavity w as 20mm. Due to the high grade of reflection for signal and
idler, combined w ith the difficulty of reproduction of the threshold results, it
seems likely th at the OPO needed to be doubly resonant to reach threshold
conditions. The threshold behaviour under tem perature tuning, as plotted in
figure 7.12, confirm s this assum ption. In addition only parts of the KTA
aperture were able to reach threshold.
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M easuring the signal w ith a 0.5m m onochrom ator resulted in the unexpected
w av elength of 1503nm (±3nm) at room tem perature, as oppo sed to the
predicted 1570nm using C heng's Sellmeier set. This result was cross-checked
w ith a second m onochrom ator. The gap of ~70nm to the predicted signal
w idened to -285nm in the idler.
U nfortunately the KTA-crystal deteriorated very quickly and even at pu m p
conditions of 4 times above threshold no depletion or reduction of the signal
o u tp u t fluctuations could be observed. N o visible dam age on the coatings or
bulk dam age explained this 'threshold-like' response. To investigate th at
u nusual behaviour the KTA-OPO w as p um ped w ith a p ulsed diode p um ped
Nd:YLF laser [17], developed by Cam eron Rae at St. A ndrew s, perm itting
higher energies per pulse (up to lOmJ in 10ns). H ow ever, no im provem ent in
terms of a reaching pu m p depletion could be detected and the threshold of the
OPO steadily increased.
This behaviour is attributed to a m ulti dom ain problem in the 7mm long KTA.
U n d er p u m p in g a fu rth er depoling of the stru ctu re could lead to the
experim entally observed increasing threshold over the w hole aperture. These
m ulti dom ain problem s in as grow n undoped KTA are well know n [16]. The
crystal grow ers at Shan D ong U niversity used an u n d o p ed A rsenate flux,
w hich offers a better chance of achieving a single dom ain structure. KTA
grow n from undoped Tungstate fluxes are highly m ulti dom ain (typical size of
50|Lim) and dopants are essential to prom ote single dom ain structure.
D ue to the problem atic th resh old behaviour only very little energy w as
available and a w avelength m easurem ent at around 3.5pm proved impossible,
as only therm al detectors w ere available, w hich w ould require a few mW
average outpu t pow er behind the m onochromator. A suitable detector w ould
be a photo conductive Lead Selenid (PbSe) cell, possibly cooled dow n to -20 or
-30°C by a Peltier un it to im prove sensitivity.
Interestingly, a non-phase-m atched off-axis sum frequency m ixing process
generated red light and pro v ided an opportunity to cross-check the signal
wavelength. As the symmetric red spots always coincided w ith the signal pulse,
a m ixing process betw een the pum p and signal seemed likely. A m easurem ent
of the red emission determ ined the w avelength as %red=616.4nm, thus m aking
it possible to verify the signal wavelength again, using the energy conservation
relation:
I /^ e d ” l/^pump ~ 1/^signal

which yielded

^signal ~ 1501nm,
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w hich is in reasonable agreem ent w ith the earlier m easured value.
In addition, a non-phase m atched faint b lu e/U V generation w as detectable,
also coinciding w ith the red pulse. This m ixing process w as only observable
u n der strong pum ping, w hich deteriorated the KTA-crystal rapidly, and no
w avelength m easurem ent could be taken for th a t reason. H ow ever SFM
betw een the red pulse and the p um p or signal again seem s likely, resulting in
^biue ~ 388nm or 437nm. The lower w avelength is also closer to the absorption
shoulder at around 350nm in KTA.
The confusing behaviour of the KTA crystal grow n by Shan Dong University,
China becam e a bit clearer w ith the help of Crystal Associates, w hich are the
su p p lier of the 15mm long (aperture: 3x3mm^) x-cut KTA piece used to
proceed w ith an OPO in the 3.5pm region.
Fenim ore et al. [18] d erived Sellm eier coefficients from refractive index
m easurem ents of KTA grow n by Crystal Associates. This KTA is grow n out of
an arsenate flux, w ith no dopants like Indium or Iron Oxide added, in order to
help single dom ain growth. The Sellmeier equation used has the form:

n2 = A + B / {1 - (C/A,)2) - DA.2

(3.4)

The Sellmeier coefficients are as follows:

Ax := 1.90621

Bx := 1.23612

Cx := 0.19687

Dx := 0.01024

Ay := 2.16156

By := 0.99863

Cy := 0.21862

Dy := 0.01098

Az := 2.14786

Bz := 1.29559

Cz

Dz

0.22719

0.01436

These Sellmeier coefficients predict the 1pm pum ped OPO ou tp u t w avelength
of flux grow n u n d o p ed KTA accurately, as can be seen in the table of 1pm
pum ped OPO's in the ns-region:
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Author

pum ped
[nm]

Stolzenberger 1064

@ Exp.: S ign al Theo: Signal Growth
[nm]

[nm]

Method

1539±3

1534

Arsenate Flux Fenim ore

[19]
This work

1047

Sellm eier
Eqn. u sed

no dopants

[18]
Fenim ore

1503±3

1504

Shan D ong

1504+0.5

1504

Crystal Assoc. [18]
Both sources:
Arsenate Flux
no dopants

Bosenberg

1064

[21]

1521

1524 (Tungs.)

[20]

Kato

1520 (Arsen.)

1064

1601

1601

A rsen ./p u re

adjusted

T u n g./d op ed

C heng in D

Tungstate

o w n set,

flux / doped

being sim ilar
to Cheng's

Table 7.10: Overview o f some infrared pumped ns OPO's using KTA.
As can be seen, how ever, the situation is far from being consistent and each
d eriv ed Sellm eier eq u atio n describes only a few specific experim ents
satisfactorily. Even the in flu ence of th e sam e d o p in g s (very sim ilar
concentrations of FezOg of betw een 0.47 and 0.32wt%) in Tungstate flux grow n
single dom ain KTA leads to different results, as becomes obvious from the
experiments by Kato and Bosenberg.
Furtherm ore, none of the m entioned Sellmeier equations describes the typell
non-critical phase m atching accurately over an extended p u m p w avelength
range. Even the Sellmeier equations by Fenim ore derived using KTA from
Crystal Associates are only accurate for pum p radiation in the 1pm region.
Experiments here at St. A ndrew s by S. French and M. Ebrahim zadeh [22] w ith
a femto second KTA-OPO pum ped around SOOnm show a different signal and
idler w avelength than predicted by the Fenimore set. A lthough the KTA was
again sourced at Crystal Associates in the above m entioned experim ent. The
pred icted signal w avelength is, at 1145nm, 30nm sh o rt of the m easured
1175nm, assum ing a p u m p at SOOnm. H ow ever in this p u m p region the
Sellmeier equations of Cheng and Kato are very accurate w ith predictions of
1175 an d ll7 6 n m respectively.
The spread in the signal w avelength is m agnified in th e m atching idler
w av elen g th d u e to th e recip ro cal d ep en d en ce b etw e e n en erg y an d
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wavelength. The m agnitude of the variation in prediction of the idler is given in
the graph below:
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Fig. 7.11: Comparison o f the predicted idler wavelength o f a x-cut KTA-OPO with
experimental results in the pump region between 800 arid 1064nm. Using
several Sellmeier sets predicts the idler only in parts of the pump region.
Experiments in both pump regions use KTA sourced from the same grower;
Crystal Associates. Results taken by French[22], Stolzenberger [18] and the
author.
In general the Sellmeier equations of Cheng and Kato predict the KTA-OPO
w avelength accurately in the SOOnm region. Both sets describe the sam e
variation of the refractive index w ith w avelength, despite the fact that they
have been derived for undoped arsenate flux grow n KTA (Cheng) and doped
(FezOs) tungsten flux grow n KTA (Kato). Bosenberg show ed that w ith small
changes to the D coefficients of the original Cheng set a m atch could be
achieved w ith his OPO w avelengths results, pum ped at 1.064jim. This further
indicates th at the only problem w ith C heng's set are inaccuracies in the D
coefficients, w hich are the infrared correction term s. The independently
m easured set by Fenim ore described the 1.047pm p um ped OPO results best
and it is used for the w ork w ith the m id infrared OPO d u rin g this thesis.
Interestingly, the Kato and C heng sets give rise to considerably different
predictions if KTA is used as a typell doubler, as show n at the end of the last
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chapter. This is despite both sets give an alm ost identical description of the noncritically phase-matched KTA-OPO.
Until the evident contradictions w ithin even the existing KTA Sellmeier sets, as
well as the influence of dopants on the refractive index of KTA, is resolved, it is
best to rely on supplier and p um p wavelength specific Sellmeier equations.
Tem perature tuning of this KTA-OPO w as also attem pted. H ow ever no change
in signal w avelength could be recorded w ithin the m easurable accuracy of a
O.Snm (0.5m m onochrom ator) if the OPO crystal was heated in 2°C steps from
20°C to 60°C. The peak of the signal was in both cases at 1503nm. If there was
any tendency to change w avelength w ith the rising tem perature, then the
em ission peak shifted to w ard s low er w avelengths. D ue to the intensity
fluctuations in the OPO o u tp u t near threshold and the w idth of the emission,
this small drift w as n o t significant. A ssum ing a sim ilar tem perature tuning
behaviour (dn(y,z)/dT ) for KTA as established w ith KTP, a decrease in the
signal of 3 to 4nm w ould have been expected w ith a 40°C tem perature rise.
The th resh o ld of the KTA-OPO how ever show ed a p ronounced periodic
change w ith the rising tem perature. This behaviour is sketched in the figure
below:
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threshold with the rising temperature. Only a few
points have been taken and the connecting line gives only qualitative
information about the threshold behaviour between measurement points. The
periodic threshold change suggests that this is a doubly resonant OPO.
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The optical path change in the OPO cavity due to the therm al expansion of the
KTA along the x-axis induces a change in the resonance condition.
In the case of a singly resonant OPO the signal can adjust itself continuously to
these changes, w ith the idler follow ing constraint free, only satisfying the
energy conservation condition. The change in threshold w ould therefore be
negligible for a singly resonant OPO.
The periodic threshold dependence on the crystal tem perature as show n above
therefore strongly suggests, that the KTA-OPO was doubly resonant. Changes
in the resonance condition have to be sim ultaneously satisfied by signal and
idler to m aintain the low er threshold of the doubly resonant configuration.
This condition m ight not be possible, w ith the result that the threshold rises
tow ards the m axim um value, w hich is represented by the singly resonant
configuration. The periodic behaviour is given by optical path changes which
are m ultiples of the idler and signal wavelength. H ow ever, this is only a very
schematic interpretation and fluctuations of the geometrical cavity length due
to vibrations in the m ounts are also likely to com plicate the whole changing
threshold behaviour.
The problematic material quality and short length of the KTA crystal combined
w ith the low energy per p um p pulse of the high repetition rate laser source,
m ade these experiments w ith a doubly resonant pulsed OPO difficult and time
consuming. On the positive side the difficulties w ith the existing Sellmeier
equations were highlighted during these experiments. W ith the help of Crystal
Associates [19] the correct Sellmeier set could be identified for pum ping KTA
w hich is flux grow n from an undoped Arsenate solution (table 7.10), in the 1pm
region.

Subsequently a 15mm long x-cut KTA crystal was ordered (0=90°, 0=0°) from
Crystal Associates and triple anti-reflection (AR) coated by Lightning Optical
Corporation. This time the AR-coating in the idler region of 3.44pm w as vital,
as the main m otivation for this KTA-OPO w as an optim ised ou tp u t in the midinfrared, which is not a possible option w ith KTP in com bination w ith a high
repetition source. A nother hold-up happened w hen the new KTA crystal was
broken d uring the coating process and a new crystal had to be ordered. This
m ishap presented us w ith a 15mm and two refurbished 8 and 5mm long pieces
at the price of the original order, which proved to be an advantage during the
later experiments.
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O ne of the m ain experim ental problem s in passing the 3pm em ission m ark is
th at the Q uartz (Blc7) m irror substrates start to absorb significantly, w hich
ren d ers them unusable as o u tp u t coupling m irrors for an OPO at 3.44pm.
Infrasil or Cap 2 substrates have to be used instead, w hich is often connected to
longer delivery times and complicates the coating process.
To lessen these constraints on the o u tp u t coupler in term s of reflectivity and
su b strate choice, as encountered in the usual tw o m irror cavity, a C ap 2Brewster plate w as used, being a rem ainder from the earlier m entioned KTA
cw-OPO project, in order to configure the three m irror cavity show n in figure
7.13, so as to optim ise the idler o u tp u t of the KTA-OPO w ith existing m irror
sets.
HT @ 1.047;<m, r=+100mm, cc

HR @ 1.5;<m
AR @ 1.047/«îi
r=+100mm, cc

HR, 56° @ 1.505/<m s-polarisation
HT, 56° ® 3.44/<m p-polarisation

F/v. 7.13: The three mirror cavity, originally used in doubly resonant OPO's [23],
reduces substrate and coating constraints on the output coupler. The Cap 2 polariser separates the signal and idler spatially, with the signal being
resonated and the idler being extracted after each single pass through the
KTA.
This arrangem ent m ade it possible to use Bk7 m irror substrates, w hich are
u sed in the Cr:YAG w ork at St. A ndrew s [24], to find an optim um signal
reflectivity, in order to m axim ise the idler output. In a later stage it is also
planned to resonate the idler, while extracting the signal single pass, an option
which can not be pursued in KTP. This set-up will also be useful to investigate
the OPO linew idth changes at 1.5pm, which depend on the resonance condition
of the OPO. The Cap 2 Brewster plate is therefore a very useful tool to optim ise
and investigate this OPO, although the usual two m irror cavity is performancewise preferable once the optim ised set-up is found.
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A lthough the KTA crystal has a nom inal length of ~28mm, it consists of three
KTA pieces from the same supplier, due to the breakage m entioned earlier. All
crystals are triple AR-coated (R=0.3% and R=3.5% for the signal and idler
respectively). The three crystals are a sliding fit in a Perspex m ount (mechanical
tolerance -0.1m m), which results in a m axim um axis m isalignm ent in the order
of lOmrad betw een the longest and smallest KTA crystal, w hich is well w ithin
the acceptance angle of this non-critically phase-m atched geom etry. The main
problem in lining the three KTA pieces up is the unknow n axis m isalignm ent
betw een the tw o different crystal batches. To check any problem s related to
axis m isalignm ent of the three sam ples, the threshold of the KTA-OPO was
m easured for different combined crystal lengths.
30
Threshold peak power is
inversely proportional to the
square of the crystal length
(best fit: 1/1^'^)
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UThe threshold peak power as a function of the total crystal length under the
condition of identical focusing and cavity conditions.
The scaling beh av io u r of the th resh old peak pow er, w hich is inversely
proportional to the square of the total crystal length [25], indicates that the use
of three separate AR-coated KTA pieces to sim ulate a longer crystal is possible
in a NCPM typeH OPO.
Thresh.

(7.4)
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The threshold pum p flux is also inversely proportional to the coupling constant
ic, scaling w ith the square of effective non-linear coefficient, deff, and the inverse
of the signal and idler w avelengths Xg, %i. The threshold of the .OPO device can
be further low ered by decreasing the ratio of signal beam radius, (Og, to the
p um p beam radius, (Op, which is described by the signal spatial m ode coupling
coefficient gsThe use of three KTA pieces perm its to alter the conversion length and ou tp u t
coupling of the signal independently, so as to optim ise the idler o u tp u t in the
p resen ce of ab so rp tio n in th e 3pm region. F u rth erm o re, ab so rp tio n
m easurem ents at the idler w avelength in KTA are possible, w ith the KTA-OPO
generating the test beam for one of the externally placed KTA crystals. A
slightly tilted in p u t beam ab out 1° aw ay from norm al incidence, m akes
separation of coating and bulk losses possible. The idler bulk absorption in the
6mm long KTA piece so m easured is 14%, corresponding to an absorption
coefficient of a= 0.025/m m (for KTP: a= 0.054/m m @ 3.44pm), indicating that
idler absorption is still a problem in KTA, although its perform ance in the
3.5pm region is a clear im provem ent on the KTP-OPO. The absorption
coefficient of KTP at 3.44pm is only given as a comparison, as the relevant idler
w avelength for KTP w ould be 3.27pm. Relating this to figure 7.5 w ould result
in an estim ated absorption coefficient of sim ilar m agnitude as m easured at
3.44pm.
H ow ever, only direct absorption m easurem ents on the OPO crystal used are
convincing, as absorption phenom ena can be highly localised and m ight also
vary w ith the grow th m ethod, or even w orse w ith the batch num ber. The
huge variation for the transm ission spectra in the literature [4,10, 26] for the 3
to 5pm region is an affirm ation to this varying crystal quality obviously
encountered.
Initially it was planned to reduce the outpu t coupling on the singly resonant
signal of the KTA-OPO, to generate a very high intra-cavity signal field and
thus m axim ising the at the same time generated idler wave, keeping in m ind
that the param etric conversion process has to generate one idler photon for
each intra cavity signal photon. The experim ent, how ever, show ed a strong
correlation betw een the coupled out signal intensity an d the single pass,
extracted idler intensity, w ith a close to 100% output coupling. The best result in
optim ising the idler was reached at 8% conversion efficiency into 3.44pm for a
signal output coupling of 4%.
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.15: Signal and idler output o f the KTA-OPO as a function o f the signal output
coupling, which is the singly resonant wave within the OPO (lOW diode
pump power). The idler is extracted after a single pass, with the CaF2 beamsplitter being HT (T ^5% ) for the p-polarised idler wave.
The reason for the alm ost constant idler o u tp u t for signal o u tp u t coupling
transm issions betw een 4 and 22% is not yet understood, as is the unexpected
and very low idler o u tp u t for an almost zero outpu t coupling of the signal. A
possible explanation is back conversion of the signal and idler into the pum p
for very high intracavity fields in the case of the high reflecting signal mirror.
A similarly alm ost constant idler ou tp u t can be observed in the repetition rate
region of several kH z for cavities w ith a given output coupling (fig. 7.16), w hen
the signal output is still increasing. In this case a non-linear, accidentally phasem atched, conversion process, involving the idler is a possible explanation,
w hich will be investigated at a later point. The varying signal and idler ou tput
pow ers w ith repetition rate is shown in figure 7.16
W ith the use of a two m irror OPO cavity for the KTA, 750mW at 6kHz could be
achieved at the signal, representing a m axim um 21% conversion efficiency
from the infra-red p u m p at 6kHz. U nder these conditions the conversion
efficiency into the non-resonant idler was 6%. W ith the assum ption of no losses
and no other conversion processes being present, the ratio of signal and idler
o u tput has to follow the ratio of the energies of signal and idler photons, as the
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param etric effect is an energy conversion process. This results in an expected
ratio of 2.3 of signal to idler conversion efficiency, and w ould lead to an
expected 9.2% conversion efficiency rather then the m easured 6% into the idler.
The m ain source of the difference in conversion efficiency is given by the
absorption of 3.44pm in KTA, as m easured before. H ow ever, this absorption,
being a linear effect for a fixed crystal length, does not explain the different
tendencies of the signal and idler o u tp u t w ith the repetition rate as noted
before.
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Fie. 7.16: The KTA-OPO outputs as a function of the repetition rate at a diode pump
power of 20W. In this case a conventional two mirror cavity with a signal
output coupling of 10% was used. Notable is the almost constant idler output
between 6 and 9kHz, when the average signal output is still increasing.
The fact that absorption is an im portant loss source was confirmed by reducing
the total length of the KTA by rem oving the 6mm long piece b u t keeping the
optical length of the OPO-cavity constant. A t the lOW p u m p pow er level
similar o u tp u t pow ers for the idler w ere registered as previously w ith the full
KTA length of 28mm, while the signal ou tput was reduced.
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A spectral analysis of the KTA o u tp u t confirms the Sellmeier equations by
Fenimore [18] in the 1pm pum p region [19, 27]. The transversal m ode structure
of the signal o u tp u t at 1.505pm is close to single m ode ( T E M qo)- It is m uch
superior to that from a KTP-OPO, operating at 1.539pm, b u t otherw ise under
identical T E M qo pum p conditions. To docum ent the im proved transverse m ode
stru ctu re a V idicon cam era, w ith a sensitivity extending to 1.8pm, and
connected to a frame grabber, was used.
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Ffp. 7.17: The transverse mode structure of the signal radiation from a KTA-OPO. The
mode was imaged by a lens onto the Vidicon chip. Heavy filtering, necessary
to protect the very sensitive camera, introduced the interference pattern. The
intensity plot demonstrates the Gaussian intensity distribution, without 'holes’
in the centre, as it is characteristic for the KTP-OPO.
The much im proved m ode quality is one of the advantages of the KTA-OPO
over the KTP device. This m ight balance the reduced conversion efficiency into
the signal, for similar length crystals of KTA and KTP being used, if the OPO is
used as a pum p source for m id infra-red OPO materials as CdSe.
The ability which w as earlier m entioned of being able to reduce the linew idth
of the pum p laser by incomplete Q-switching on a cw background is useful in
order to dem onstrate the linew idth dependence of the NCPM OPO on the
p um p laser linew idth. In general the total linew idth of the OPO is given by
three independent contributions, which are:
• the pum p laser linewidth
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• the pum p divergence defined by the focusing set-up and p u m p laser m ode
quality
• the phase matching bandw idth of the OPO material
By changing the pum p laser linew idth from 25GHz dow n to 3-5GHz the KTPOPO signal o u tp u t narrow s considerably from 0.6nm do w n to a resolution
lim ited 0.2nm, w hen the spectrum is m easured w ith an optical spectrum
analyser. Figure 7.18 com pares the signal spectrum u n d er free running and
im provised self-seeded (w ith a loss of p u m p laser pulse-to-pulse stability)
conditions.
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Fig. 7.18: Comparison o f the pump laser linewidth contribution to the KTP-OPO output.
The structure o f the Fabry-Perot fringe pattern taken from the doubled pump
laser under free running (a)) and self seeded (b)) conditions finds its
expression in each o f the recorded signal spectra.
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W ith the same three peak structure evident in the signal spectrum , as well as in
the spectrum of the pu m p laser, it becomes obvious that the laser linew idth is
the dom inating influence in the total OPO linew idth. In narrow ing the pum p
laser emission dow n to approxim ately 5GHz, only one dom inant signal peak is
detectable in the signal spectrum and the linew idth of this peak is likely to be
resolution lim ited. D uring this transition from free ru n n in g to self seeded
operation neither the phase m atch bandw idth (same crystal) nor the focusing
set-up or transverse m ode structure were changed. The influence of im perfect
phase m atching (Ak^^O) (w ithout a variation in kg and fixed C0p^s,i) on the signal,
d u e to the ph ase m atching b an d w id th , can be calculated by taking the
derivative of the phase m ism atch term Ak w ith respect to cOg. C hanging
variable to X, the following expression of the signal frequency variation can be
show n to be [7]:
dn,
dX,

-1
A.

(7.5)

This expression is based on the assum ption earlier introduced that the available
param etric gain has halved w ith a phase m ism atch of Ak = tc/L , and this value
w as used for all the of the follow ing linew idth calculations. Equation 7.5
expresses the earlier m en tio ned fact th a t the contribution of the phase
m atching b andw idth is at its m axim um for phase m atching schemes close to
degeneracy (ng ~ ni) and for fast tuning geometries w ith a m axim um in d n / d l .
Furtherm ore, the phase m atching bandw idth is inversely proportional to the
crystal length, L, m aking the use of longer crystals in NCPM schemes not only
advantageous in terms of low thresholds, but also in reducing the linew idth
com ponent, due to the phase m atch geometry.
A sim ilar expression to the above can be found for the signal frequency
variation, caused by the bandw idth of the pum p laser, calculated in this case by
taking the derivative of Ak w ith respect to cOp.

dX:

dX,

dn
dX^

dn..
X:
‘ dX

-1
(7.6)

Calculating both individual bandw idth contributions to the signal linew idth
show s th at the phase m atching b an d w id th is still the dom inant effect. The
calculated phase m atching contribution is llO G H z (0.87nm @ 1540nm), while
the total pum p frequency spread contribution is in the order of 25GHz (0.2nm).
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This calculated ratio of contributions predicts a reversed situation to the
experim ental linew idth m easurem ents, w here the signal linew idth clearly
follows the pum p, reducing the signal linew idth dow n to 0.2nm. Despite this,
the m easured linew idth in the case of the free running p u m p of 0.6nm agrees
reasonably w ell w ith the predicted total linew idth of ~ ln m . The rem arkable
behaviour is the pronounced narrow ing of the signal, w ith a narrow ing of the
pum p. A t this stage the smaller than firstly expected linew idth is attributed to
the hom ogeneously broadend nature of the param etric fluorescence. This is in
analogy to the laser linew idth reduction in hom ogeneously broadend systems,
d u e to g ain -co m p etitio n , if co m pared to in h o m o g en eo u sly b ro a d e n d
transitions as present in Nd:Glass. The phase m atching bandw idth is therefore
likely to define only an upper limit for the OPO linewidth.
By com paring the spectral w idth of the KTA-OPO o u tp u t (15mm long x-cut
crystal) w ith the KTP-OPO o u tput (incorporating the longer, 25mm, crystal), an
increase in the total linew idth can be observed, w ith the experim ental pum p
and OPO-cavity conditions are kept identical.
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Fig. 7.19: Spectra of the KTP (a)) and KTA-OPO (b)). The linewidth of the KTA-OPO
increases to 1nm as compared to 0.6nm in the KTP case. Besides the shorter
crystal length of the KTA-OPO (15mm instead o f 25mm), the other
experimental pump parameters such as pump beam divergence, spectral
width and cavity geometry remained unchanged. Pump conditions are twice
above threshold.
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The KTA-OPO linew idth taken on its ow n is again in acceptable agreem ent
w ith the phase m atching b an d w id th com ponent of the total OPO
linew idth. The w ider KTA-OPO signal em ission is therefore related to the
shorter crystal length used, dem onstrating that the phase m atching
bandw idth is inversely proportional to the crystal length, L (eqn. 7.5). The line
n arro w in g effect of the p u m p laser self-seeding could at the tim e n ot be
dem onstrated, as threshold for the 15mm long crystal could n o t be reached
under these conditions.
The linew idth characterisation of these K T P/A OPO's will be the aim of further
investigation. Besides varying the finesse of the resonating OPO cavity at
1.5pm, w hile recording the signal linew idth, it will also be interesting to
resonate the 3.5pm com ponent of the OPO o u tp u t, w hile m onitoring the
constraint free idler at 1.5pm. These experiments, however, will be conducted
again at low average pum p pow ers, as at the very beginning of the KTP-OPO
experim ents, because the rem aining absorption of the now resonant 3.44pm
radiation in KTA m ight cause dam age problems.
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7A Conclusions
The m ain success during these experiments is in the tailoring of the KTPOPO to the needs of the high average pow er laser system developed in this
thesis, m ainly by choosing the ap p ro p riate KTP crystal length. The 6kW
threshold level perm its operation several times above threshold as anticipated.
Bearing in m ind th at only existing m irrors w ere used, a respectable 25 to 30%
conversion efficiency has been achieved. The high average pow er KTP-OPO
experim ents reached average o u tp u t pow ers of I.IW at 1539nm (6kHz
repetition rate) w ith a diode p um p pow er level of 20W. The m ain KTP-OPO
results are show n in table 7.20:

Pum p laser

Aim: O p tim isin g at low —> Over coupled T=50%
average p o w er, b u t high 90...180mW; 125...250Hz
peak pow ers
~40kW, 18ns pulses

OPO cavity and Igeo: 30mm, roc: +100mm (cc) Threshold < 6kW
threshold
output: T = 30% @ 1.54pm
200pJ in 38ns
C onversion

signal @ 1.54pm

efficn. (@125Hz)

idler @ 3.24pm

H igh average
signal output

typical IW at 6KHz in 20ns -25% , after isolator (15%
pulses;
loss)

Signal linewidth
m ode quality

0.6nm (@ 2-Pthresh)/ linew idth T ransv. m o d e resem b les
follows pum p: < 0.2nm for parts of a TEMqo ox D onut
pum p narrow ed to ~5GHz
m ode (align, dependent)

KTA-OPO
o u tput

signal @ 1.505pm
idler @ 3.438pm

>30%, -12 - 16ns pulses
^ % , absorption in KTP

-20% into signal
>6% into idler

Table 7.20: Summary of the experimental data for the KTPIA-OPO experiments.
The unproblem atic transition from the low to the high average pow er KTPOPO indicates that there are no problematic thermal effects caused by the idler
absorption in KTP. N o bulk dam age problem s und er average fundam ental
pow ers of 4 to 5W focused into a OOOpm diam eter spot, w ith an OPO m ode
diam eter of -250pm have been noted. The conversion efficiency also rem ains
stable under repetition rate scaling.
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To im prove the 25-28% conversion efficiency into the signal as dem onstrated,
corresponding to I.IW of 1539nm at 20W diode p u m p pow er, new OPO
m irrors w ould be necessary.
Optimising the o u tput coupler w ould include:
a) Changing the o u tpu t coupling to 40%
b) Experimenting w ith double passing the pum p, thus enhancing the round trip
gain. This m ight cause further problem s w ith the pulse to pulse stability of
the OPO, depending on the de-phasing of the signal components, generated
now in both directions, relative to each other.
Optimising the input m irror w ould include:
a) H igher transm ission for the fundam ental (now: T = 90% @ 1047nm)
b) H igher reflection for the signal (now R = 98% @ 1540nm)
The first set of KTA experim ents underlined the im portance of a careful choice
of the Sellmeier equation in order to predict the signal and idler w avelengths
accurately. C urrently the existing Sellmeier equations are only correct for
restricted w avelength ranges, in combination w ith specific KTA-material from
one particular grow er. In the case of the NCPM , typell KTA-OPO and KTA
sourced from C rystal Associates (dopant free. A rsenate flux grow n m aterial)
the Sellmeier set from Fenimore [18] is a very good description.
The m ain advantage of KTA is the transparency in the 3.5pm region, which
results in a m axim um of 260mW (extracted at 6kHz) of the non-resonant idler
at 3.44pm. There is, how ever, still a notable rem aining absorption in KTA at
3.44pm, w ith an absorption coefficient of a = 0.025/m m . The first prelim inary
experim ents also indicate th at the effective non-linear coefficient of KTA is
comparable, if not slightly smaller than that of KTP.
A second area of im provem ent over the KTP-OPO is the transversal m ode
structure of the KTA-OPO, in being TEM Qo, instead of resem bling only parts of
the TEM qo or a donut mode. This m ight turn out to be an im portant advantage
w ith this class of OPO's being the potential pum p sources of the new er m idinfrared materials such as CdSe.
Future w ork will concentrate on im proving the idler o u tp u t at 3.44pm further,
and on a better characterisation of the mechanism which defines the balance of
the contribution by the p um p laser linew idth and phase m atching bandw idth
of the KTP/A-OPO tow ards the total OPO linewidth. Attention will also be paid
to the surprisingly constant idler ou tp u t in figure 7.16, w hen the signal ou tput
is still increasing.
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T h is section will take a m ore general view of the results of this thesis.
Sum m aries of th e exact perform ance can be fo u n d a t the en d of each
experim ental section. A t this point it seems to be appropriate to discuss both
the obvious progress and the shortcomings of this work, as well as the limits of
the approach taken at the beginning of the thesis.
The outlook on fu tu re w ork can be separated into a p a rt concerned w ith
im p ro v in g th e laser, an d ano th er section concentrating on non-linear
conversion schemes w hich w ould be suited to the characteristics of the high
repetition rate Nd:YLF laser developed.
The success of this w ork lies in the fact th a t the risks of th e u n u su al
com bination of the laser m aterial Nd:YLF and high p ow er cw diode endp u m p in g w ere balanced by the p u m p geom etry and dim ensions of the
rhombic slab at a very early stage of the high pow er diode-pum ped solid state
laser developm ent. This allow ed o p tim u m conditions for cw -pu m ped,
repetitively Q-switched operation in a TEM Qo mode, w ithout being lim ited by
the adverse therm o-m echanical properties of the laser host. A n additional
advantage is the compactness of this laser and the low complexity of the cavity
design.
The result is a reliable, efficient, near diffraction lim ited an d high average
p o w er laser, w hich is an excellent p u m p source for non-linear frequency
conversion schemes due to its short pulses and linearly polarised output. The
adaptation of the frequency converters or OPO's for the low er peak pow ers,
characteristic for a cw pum ped system, resulted in high conversion efficiencies.
Therefore the benefits of a cw pum ped repetitively Q -switched system w ith
high average pow ers and high repetition rates could be preserved in the up or
dow n converted radiation, covering a region from the near UV (349nm) to the
m id-infrared at 3.445p.m.
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This end-pum ped laser configuration drew attention in the form of an invited
talk at CLEO "94 and subsequent commercialisation by I.E. Optom ech at CLEO
"95. The system developed d uring this thesis was state-of-the-art in "94 and
pioneered:
o H igh average pow er (^O W per surface) diode bar, end-pum ping in Nd:YLF.
®Characterisation of positive, end-effect governed lensing in Nd:YLF.
o M ultiw att (up to 2.9W) TEM Qo, Q-switched (25ns), high repetition rate green
source.
O ther areas of this thesis, w orth highlighting, include:
o Spatially resolved characterisation of excited state absorption processes in
Nd:YLF under high density end-pum ping at 1.047 and 1.321p.m.
o Com parison of laser param eters at 1047 and 1321nm, w ith special attention
to the different therm al lensing coefficients of these transitions, in identical
experim ental set-ups.
o H igh average pow er up- and dow n-conversion schemes for the lp,m laser
w ith high efficiencies at the kW-level (pump: 4.8W @ 1047nm):
- UV (349nm): 0.75W (15%)
- IR (1505 nm): 0.75 (18%)
- Green (523.5nm): 2.9W (60%)
- IR (1540nm): I . I W (27%)
- IR (3445nm): 0.26W (6%)
All results TEM qo (except *) and 5kHz repetition rate (20W pum p power),
o C om parison and highlighting of inconsistencies in the currently available
KTA-Sellmeier equations sets.
The problem of the distortions of the pum ped surfaces, w hich cause the endeffect dom inated lensing, also defines the scaling limit of this end-pum ped laser
in the current form. As the pu m p pow er increased, degrading of the cavity
quality set the scaling limit, as only the non-aberrated spherical lensing could
be corrected for w ith the spherical m irrors used. These additional pum p pow er
induced losses, despite stable round trip conditions m ake TEM qq, or even just
increased m ulti-m ode, operation finally impossible. The final, sensible, pum p
pow er lim it w as reached at total p um p pow ers of 34W, corresponding to 17W
per surface. The proven and safe 20W pum p pow er level per surface in Nd:YLF
is only m eaningful for providing a safety m argin for the developm ent w ork at
the 10 to 15W pum p pow er level per surface .
This w ork could achieve 5W in a near diffraction lim ited m ode (M^-1.3) at
1047nm u n der Q -switched conditions. W hen com pared w ith the characteristics
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of the cw operation at this o u tp u t pow er or pum p pow er level it has again to
be em phasised that the whole system developed is prim arily a Q-switched laser
system . The reliability, good efficiency and short pulses given by the p um p
geom etry and m aterial choice still m ake this first generation repetitively Qsw itched Nd:YLF laser a respectable p u m p source, four years after its initial
design.
As a general concept for cw high pow er lasers w ith >5W TEM Qo o u tp u t in the
fundam ental, the end-pum ped approach in the form presented in this thesis,
using linear laser diode arrays and simple focusing optics in combination w ith a
partly m onolithic resonator (the p u m ped w indow s are also cavity m irrors) is
problem atic. A better correction of the phase distortions originating from the
pu m p ed surfaces has to be the considered to reach scalability beyond the 5 to
6W diffraction lim ited o u tp u t barrier.
To correct these distortions a low threshold, high reflecting, phase conjugating
m irror w ould be the perfect solution, as it w ould allow correction for all pum p
pow er levels. However, as this correction technique is not yet applicable to cw
diode pum ped systems [1], corrective optics w ould have to be used w hich have
the inherent draw back that they can com pensate only for a certain p u m p
pow er bandw idth. This corrective optic technique has been used in a high
p ow er en d -p u m p ed Nd:YAG laser to produce 60W T E M qo o u tp u t at 25%
efficiency [1] in a totally symm etric cavity w ith tw o identically p u m p ed rods.
A lthough this w ork show s im pressive and very detailed know ledge of the
aberrations introduced thro u gh the p u m p ed surfaces, it shifts the problem
onto the rep ro d u cib ility of th e exact therm al conditions for w hich the
corrective optic has been tailored. From the experience of this w ork w ith
p u m p ed surfaces (a total of tw o surfaces) of up to 20W from one diode, as
com pared to the 60W per surface (from 4 diodes) and a total of four pum ped
surfaces in [1], this m ight cause considerable problems in practice.
In ord er to carry on the developm ent in high pow er, repetitively Q-sw itched
lasers it w ould be very useful to expand on tw o areas of this thesis. The m ain
effort w ould concentrate on a quantitative description of ESA in Nd:YLF, while
the second area w ould be the characterisation of anisotropic lensing depending
on the dio d e p u m p profile and its com pensation, using a com bination of
cylindrical and spherical optics [2]. Both subjects are add ressed u n d er the
following headings:
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o Comparison of the O-switch dynamics at 1.0 and 1 3 pm
As an interm ediate step, m odelling of the Q-switched behaviour is necessary to
achieve quantitative inform ation on the m agnitude of the cycling inversion,
w hich depends on the intra-cavity intensity and pum p pow er density, in order
to confirm the qualitative results and conclusions presented in C hapter 5. The
im p o rtan t aspect of this m odel w ould be to differentiate betw een constant
cavity losses, p u m p p ow er d ep en d en t losses (due to end-effect governed
lensing) an d intensity d ep en d en t losses caused by the Q -sw itching. The
o pportunity to com pare the 1.0 and 1.3pm transition in a system w hich allows
free access to the pum p ed area, and thus fluorescence, due to its single sided
cooling and polished cooling surface, gives ideal experim ental conditions for
investigation of any aspect of this effect.
The next step w ould be a dedicated spectroscopic w ork, in order to determ ine
the crossections, lifetim es and branching ratios betw een radiative and nonradiative decay routes. These could then be com pared to the results of the rate
equation m odel, w hich w o u ld be based on the assum ptions p resen ted in
C hapter 5. Calibrated emission and absorption spectra are ultim ately necessary
to come to a valid conclusion about the im portance of excited state absorption
of laser radiation in NdiYLF.

o Connection between non-astigmatic lensing and pumped volume
Different m ethods w ere em ployed to describe the end-effect governed therm al
lensing under cw and Q-switched conditions, b u t they have only been done for
the o u tp u t optim ised fluorescence profile. The dependence of the astigm atism
on the geom etry of the p u m p ed volum e in connection w ith the folded
resonator p ath has never been explicitly dem onstrated. This characterisation is
of im portance, if a change to circular pu m p profiles, as p ro v id ed by fibrecoupled diode m odules or beam shaping devices, is contem plated. Circularly
sym m etric p u m p profiles in the anisotropic host YLF should give rise to
astigmatic lensing.
This analysis w o u ld be b est com plem ented by reso n a to r d esig n s to
com pensate for astigmatism. A n im portant consideration for this kind of w ork
are suitable p u m p geom etries, w hich are insensitive in their astigm atism
behaviour d u rin g resonator p ath alignm ent. Such system s are by definition
side-pum ped systems or end-pum ped systems w ith very restricted degrees of
freedom. These are not systems such as the one developed in this work.
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Future Work
Given the task to develop a new system, a side-pum ped system along
the lines of the S chw artz Electro-O ptics system w o u ld be the preferred
solution. Side pum ping, w ith only a collim ating lens in the high divergence
plane of the diode, has by definition the principal advantage of reduced pum p
densities in th e laser host, th u s reducing the adverse therm al effects of a
strongly focused pum p beam.

Fig. 1. Schematic of laser
(5-pass Nd:YLF).
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Fig. 8.1: A side-pumped repetitively Q-switched Nd. YLF slab laser developed by
Harrison o f Sckwartz-Electro-Optics in 1995 [2]. The c-axis orientation
maximises the gain for the folded resonator path, while the pump radiation is
parallel to the a-axis, reducing the absorption as desired in an side-pumped
system.
Pum ping through antireflection coated w indow s (@797nm), while reflecting the
tightly folded resonator p ath on the rem aining tw o u n p u m p ed w indow s,
separates the p u m p ed , d istorted w indow s from the cavity defining, now
undisturbed surfaces in this partly monolithic design. This reduces any therm al
effects due m ainly to bulk effects, w hich will prevent the extremely strong and
aberrated lensing associated w ith the end-effect governed lensing characterised
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in this thesis.
The m ain disadvantages traditionally associated w ith side-pum ping, such as
reduced efficiency and difficult transversal m ode control appear to have been
overcom e w ith this system. H igh efficiencies of up to 33% (slope) have been
realised by the tightly folded resonator path. The quoted TEM Qo operation at IR
o u tp u t pow er levels is rem arkable and m ight be p a rtly attrib u ted to the
spatially v arying loss caused by the ESA in Nd:YLF u n d e r Q -sw itched
conditions.
How ever, following published concepts in the field of high pow er lasers can be
as tim e consum ing as developing new system s. In the experience gained
during this w ork it appears that attention to details is vital for success w ith the
dev elo p m en t of solid state lasers. In particular slab system s, w ith their
tendency to parasitic oscillations, are unforgiving of design mistakes relating to
the geometry, surface and coating specifications, which can easily render them
useless. Taking this necessary learning curve into account a lot is to be said in
staying w ith the basics of the slab system described in this thesis, or in taking
the whole risk of a "new' development.
Given the chance to m odify the current system the partly monolithic design of
the zig-zag slabs w ou ld be given up and replaced by p u m p in g th rough
external, non-distorted m irrors, w ith the slab w indow s only anti-reflection
coated. This change w ould have to go along w ith the use of fibre coupled diode
p u m p m odules or "beam shaped" linear array diodes, firstly to achieve the
necessary w orking distance for the external m irrors an d secondly to gain a
circularly sym m etric p um p volum e. This p u m p m odule change aw ay from
focused diode arrays w ou ld optim ise the efficiency an d transverse m ode
control at the same time. Before these expensive changes to the existing design,
tests w ith a low pow er fibre coupled m odule are im portant to confirm these
expected im provem ents and optim ise the focusing of a now unpolarised pum p
beam, as the fibre bundle is not polarisation preserving.
All these changes are m ainly aim ed at an im provem ent of the beam quality of
the laser, as the system in its current form is already com parable in average
o u tp u t pow er alone w ith the now leading systems, if p u m p ed w ith 30W of
diode output. In particular the short Q-switched pulse duration (dow n to 10ns
as com pared to -40ns in figure 8.1) are the m ain advantage of this laser. Only
the beam param eter p ro d u ct of M^=2 renders this m ode of operation not
suitable for m ost non-linear optics experiments.
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If the use of a fibre coupled p u m p m odule is not possible, then the use of a
m icro-lens array to o ptim ise th e existing, sim ple focusing optics is an
alternative to im prove the Nd:YLF slab laser further.
Besides these changes to the slab and pum p m odules, it has to be recalled that
the acousto-optical Q -switching device used is already close to the lim it of its
sw itching tim e capabilities in the current set-up. If higher energy per pulse is
the m ain requirem ent (as for non-linear optical applications), then an acoustooptical Q -sw itch w ith a faster speed of sound becom es necessary. H igher
average pow er p um ping in com bination w ith the existing acousto-optical Qsw itching device w o u ld only scale the average p ow er of the system at
increased repetition rates.

The future direction on the non-linear optics side should concentrate on the
transition from the well explored route of designing low threshold OFO's in the
w alk-off free, non-critically phase m atched (NCPM) geom etry, to tunable
critically phase m atched (CFM) OPO's, w hich still m atch the characteristics of
low energy, high repetition laser systems [3]. The next im portant step w ould
be the com bination of the frequency conversion into th e near UV w ith the
experience gained of operating the low threshold KTP-OPO to study an UV
pum ped, broadly tuneable LBO OPO in the visible. A m ore detailed overview
of possible future activities is given under the respective headers below:
o KTP/A-OPO: The m ain aim, after the high average pow er capability of these
low threshold OPO has been dem onstrated is to concentrate on the beam
quality and linew idth issues of these OPO's. h i particular the reason for the ring
structure of the KTP-OPO signal output in the far field has to be investigated, as
at the tim e of w riting KTP, as com pared to KTA, is the m uch m ore m atured
and preferable non-linear m aterial for applications below 2.8pm. Beam quality
issues of the dow n-converted radiation in the 1.5pm and 3.4pm region are of
grow ing im portance, as this class of OPO's can be used as p u m p sources for
m id-infrared OPO's [4].
®UV generation: O ptim ising the focusing into the doubler and LBO tripler,
and choosing the appropriate length of the then AR-coated LBO frequency
mixer, should im prove the conversion efficiency into 349nm further, so that the
IW level could become a realistic target. A dditionally, a type I NCPM LBO
doubler instead of the KTP Type II CPM crystal so far used could boost the
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green a n d /o r UV generation. The UV range is of special interest as it is the
pum p w avelength for tuneable OPO's in the visible.
The 262nm UV region, accessible by frequency doubling of the green in BBO,
w ould be a very interesting addition. A few experiments during this thesis with
this ty p el critically phase m atched process suggested th at it m ight be too
inefficient to be used as a frequency q uadrupled p u m p source, du e to the
com bination of low available p eak p o w er and considerable w alk-off.
N onetheless the capability of the high repetition rate laser at the edge of its
abilities w ould be interesting in itself.
o UV p um p ed LBO-QPO: At present the converted IR pum p source can deliver
120 to 150pJ in 25ns at 349nm (5 to 6 kHz). This should be sufficient to get
above the threshold of a CPM type ILBO-OPO and thus open the possibility of
a h igh rep etitio n rate, tuneable all-solid-state source in the visible. The
th re sh o ld o p tim isatio n of this critically phase m atched OPO is m ore
com plicated, as the w alk-off lim its tight focusing and useful crystal length;
p aram eters w hich have been u sed in the non-critically phase m atched
geom etry to im prove the KTP-OPO. It will be interesting to see in how far the
m ain advantage of a cw p um p ed Q-switched laser - the high average output
pow er - can be preserved in the tuneable, visible radiation.

I n retrospect this thesis has established that Nd:YLF is an excellent gain
m aterial for cw -pum ped, high repetition rate, Q-switched lasers operating at
1047nm. The positive m aterial param eters, such as high energy storage
capacity and natural birefringence are not ham pered by the low therm al shock
param eter of Nd:YLF.
The low threshold, non-linear conversion processes dem onstrated th at the
benefits of a cw pum ped, repetitively Q-switched laser - high average pow er
and high repetition rates - can be preserved in the converted radiation, even
under the condition of m ulti step conversion processes.
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A2. Sources & M easuring Equipm ent
a) CW laser diodes
20W cw AlGaAs diode laser array
SDL 3460 (48 em itters, 10mm x Ifim aperture), Xd ~ 800nm (centre)
Note: N o longer m anufactured in this package, now only 20 emitters
and w avelength restrictions. O ptopow er diodes (agent: Spectra
Physics) m ight be a w orthw hile alternative.
AMS-Electronics LTD. (New agent, former Spectra Physics)
Castle Circus H ouse, 136 U nion Street
Torquay TQ2 5QG
Tel.: 01803-200655
Fax: 01803-200656
b) D iode drivers
Constant current supply unit w ith full short circuit protection
C Z 115 (maximum 40A, u p to 6V)
Kingshill Electronics Products LTD.
Springhead Enterprise Park
N orthfleet
Kent, D A ll 8HF
Tel.: 01474-327833
Fax: 01474-564796
c) NdrYLF slabs
Rhombic cut Nd:YLF slabs - 7 x 7 x 2 mm^ (see figure 2.4)
Lightning Optical Corporation
431 E. Spruce Street
Tarpon Springs, Florida 34689, USA
Tel.: 001-813-938-0092

Fax: 001-813-938-9493

d) Focusing optics
- Rod lens: f = 1.2mm, uncoated, fused silica
1.6mm dia., 20mm long
Off the shelf lenses are available from Spindler & H oyer but they are
difficult to m ount due to only 12mm length.
Agate Products Limited address on next page
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Agate Products Limited
2 /4 Quintin Avenue
M erton Park
London, SW 20 8LD
Tel.: 0181-5428266

Fax: 0181-5409876

- C ylindrical lens (f = +12mm) and a sp h erk al condenser (f = +8.5mm)
A R /A R coated, broadband (650 - lOOOnm)
N ew port Ltd.
4320 First Avenue, London Road
N ew bury
Berks., RG13 2PZ
Tel.: 01635-521-757
Fax: 01635-521348
e) M irrors, beam splitters and polarisers
Laseroptik GmbH.
Gneisenaustr. 14
D- 30826 Garbsen, G erm any
Tel.: 0049-5131-45970

Fax: 0049-5131-459720

f) Tem perature control equipm ent
- Tem perature controllers
Proportional tem perature controller m odel 70A (module)
Nexus Custom Electronics, Inc.
Prospect Street, PO Box 250
Brandon, Vermont 05733-0250, USA
Tel.: 001-802-247-6811

Fax: 001-802-247-3946

- Therm ocouple for tem perature controllers
M iniature ntc therm istor lOkD, RS-no.: 256-045
RS
PO Box 99
C orby
N orthants, N N17 9RS
Tel.: 01536-201201

Fax: 01536-201501
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- H eating resistors in diode cooling blocks
- HOD, nom inal 24W (consists of 6 parallel 6 8 0 0 ,4W resistors)
under cooled conditions these resistors can be overloaded well into
the lOOW region. Supplier: RS (see above)
- Tliermal conductive epoxy to im plem ent heating resistors
"Green epoxy" from M arlow Industries, Inc.
M arlow Industries UK
7 Laura House, Jengers M ead
Billingshurst
W est Sussex, RH14 9NZ
Tel: 01403-784849

Fax: 01403-782901 '

- Indium foil (for slab & laser diodes)
125|0.m thick Indium foil
A dvent Research Materials LTD.
Blyth Road, Industrial Estate
Halesw orth
Suffolk, 1P19 8DD
Tel: 01986-874555

Fax: 01986-874557

“ M iniature w ater connectors and hosepipes:
The W est G roup
Aston Road, W aterlooville
Portsm outh, P 0 7 7XY
Tel: 01705-266031

Fax: 0.1705-240323

g) Q-switching equipm ent
- Q-switch
Type QS 080, anti-reflection coated at 1064nm (off the shelf item)
80MHz operating frequency, m axim um cw RF pow er 3W
- Q -sw itch driver
Type M D 080-4A w ith 4W m axim um RF output (cw)
80MHz band centre
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Isle Optics
U nit 1, Monks Dairy, Isle Brewers
Taunton
Sommerset, TA3 6QL
Tel: 01460-281557

Fax: 01460-281235

h) N on-linear crystals
- 5 and 10mm long KTP d oubler for 1047nm (5 x 5mm^ aperture) ■
coated A R /A R @ 1047 & 523.5nm, flux grow n
Source: Shandong University, Jinan, China (Agent: Caladox)
- 16mm long LBO trip ler for 1047nm (5 x 5mm^ aperture), uncoated
Source: Castech, Fuzhou, China (Agent: Photox)
- 25mm long KTP-OPO crystal (5 x 5mm^ aperture)
7mm long KTA-OPO crystal (3 x 3mm^ aperture)
coated A R /A R @ 1.047 & 1.55pm (& 3.5pm, KTA), flux grow n
Source: Shandong University, Jinan, China (Agent: Caladox)
Caladox Ltd.
The Observatory, Buchanan Gardens
St. Andrews
FifeKY16 9LZ
Tel.: 01334-479633
Fax:01334-479632
Photox Optical Systems
PO Box 274,2 Pullens Lane
H eadington
Oxford, 0X3 OBJ
Tel.: 01865-64563

Fax: 01865-741778

M easuring Equipm ent
i) Power m eter
O p h ir pow er m eter head 30A (up to 30W cw), analogue display
Surface absorber, spectrally flat 0.2 - 20pm ± 3%
Supplier: O ptilas (Fax: 01908-221110)
ii) Spectrum analyser
A nritsu Optical Spectrum Analyser MS 96 OA, fibre coupled input
Range: 0.6pm - 1.6pm, 0.1-0.2nm resolution
Supplier: A nritsu W iltron Ltd. (Fax: 01582-31303 Tel.: -418853)
iii) CCD - Camera
K appa CCD-camera CF6/1
Spectral sensitivity: 300 - 1200nm, exposure time: 1/50 - 1/1800 sec.
sensing area: 8.8mm (H) x 6.6mm (V), elements: 600 (H) x 590 (V)
each pixel: 11 x 11.3pm (H,V)
Supplier: H enke, Bass & W olf (Fax: 01993-822614)
iv) Detector card
-1047 & 1321nm: Infrared D isplay Card, type: 06 DLA 002
low sensitivity, high dam age threshold ; 800 - 1400nm
Supplier: Melles Griot (Fax: 01223-425310)
- 1.55pm
: Infrared D isplay Card, type: Q uantex Q-32-R
high sensitivity, extended detecting range, 800 - 1700nm
Supplier: AG Electro-Optics (Fax: 01829-733679)
v) D igital oscilloscope
Tektronix TDS 350, IG H z sampling, 200MHz analogue bandw idth
real time sampling rate: 1 sam ple/ns
Supplier: Tek Direct (Fax: 01628-41220)
vi) Photo diodes
- 1047nm: BPW 28B, silicon photo detector (no longer available)
ac-coupled, 130V reverse bias, rise tim e < Ins
-1321 nm: GM 3, germ anium photo detector
ac-coupled, 9V reverse bias, rise time - 2ns
Supplier: L.G. Products Ltd. (Fax: 01932-829606)
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A3. M ie-Scattering on a coated KTP surface

The following two pages illustrate that the position of the anchor or arrow like
scattering figure w ith regard to the exit surface of the KTP is dependent on the
distance betw een the crystal surface and the frequency doubled beam.
Both sequences w ere taken for distances of 0.5mm, 1mm and 2m m betw een
the up per edge of the green beam and the respective crystal surface, w hich was
the plane of observation. The scatter pattern moves backw ards w ith increasing
separation betw een crystal surface and green beam.
The first pictures in each sequence are show n in figure 6.5 on page 161. The
ad ditional fram es are only presented here in order to und erlin e th at the
unexpected intensities at the exit surface of the KTP crystal are a linear
scattering effect.

0.5mm

1.0mm

2.0mm

0.5mm

1.0mm

2 .0 m m

A4. Brewster angle in anisotropic materials
V .l. Brewster angle for the extraordinary beam in nniaxiai
crystals
Refraction as described by Snell's law applies to the propagation of the wave front, i.e.
it relates wave normal directions in tlie two media. In the normal case of isotropic media
the propagation direction of the wave or phase front (vector n ) coincides with the
direction of the energy flux given by the Foynting vector s ( s = S / ISI).
In the case of an extraordinary beam in an uniaxial crystal tlie beam path is not
described by Snell's law, which implies that the usual equation for the Brewster angle
does not hold any more. The difference angle 6 between the wave normal vector n and
the energy vector s can be calculated as follows [I]:

cos o =

<E D>
< E eE >
i _ _ ,
=
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a
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^0 0

Bearing in mind this change in the direction of the energy flux and recalculating the
fresnel equations, considering energy conservation and continuity of the tangential
component of the E-field at the dielectric boundary, yields in the following result for
the reflection coefficient of the parallel E-field at this boundary:

q.,=

tan ( a + P)

:

P = Pn + 5

(2)

Therefore the condition for the Brewster angle (for notation see figure V.l) has to be
rewritten to:
5 > 0 : optical positive (e.g.: YLF)
0B + Pn + 5 = 9O°

(3)

8 < 0 : optical negative (e.g.: Calcite)
Where Pn is the angle of the refracted phase path described by SneU’s law [1]:
. o

sin a

1

cos^(û)

sin2('d)
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By suitable mathematical manipulations pn and the correction angle 6 can be calculated,
for a Imown angle of incidence a and orientation angle y of the crystal optic axis to the
surface, as follows:

-^-1—,
tan6 =

4- no^ tan^û

,- T —

r

Û = 90“ + y - p „

=-e+e
(5.6)

In the case of this slab the calculated correction angle ô equals zero, as the orientation of
the incident beam is at 90° to the crystal axis. Applying these equations to the earlier
described end pumped slab (previous RARDE report, p. 16 ff) results in a correction
angle 5 of around 0.8°. Due to the zig-zag path inside the crystal this malces only a
change in the form of the rhombic shaped slab by 0.2° necessary. The practical merit of
this problem is in the case of YLF therefore limited. Nevertheless with stronger
birefringence as for example in Calcite (An = 0.172, opposed to An = 0.022 in YLF) a
maximal coirection angle 5 of 6.3° Wcomes possible.
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Fig.V .l: Brewster angle in anisotropic materials
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